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Abstract
Over the last decades, medical imaging techniques have
played a crucial role in healthcare, supporting radiologists
and facilitating patient diagnosis. With the advent of faster
and higher-quality imaging technologies, the amount of data
that is possible to collect for each patient is paving the way
toward personalised medicine. As a result, automating simple image analysis operations, such as lesion localisation and
quantification, would greatly help clinicians focus energy
and attention on tasks best done by human intelligence.
Most recently, Artificial Intelligence (AI) research is accelerating in healthcare, providing tools that often perform on par or
even better than humans in conceptually simple image processing operations. In our work, we pay special attention to
the problem of automating semantic segmentation, where an
image is partitioned into multiple semantically meaningful
regions, separating the anatomical components of interest.
Unfortunately, developing effective AI segmentation tools usually needs large quantities of annotated data. Conversely,
obtaining large-scale annotated datasets is difficult in medical imaging, as it requires experts and is time-consuming.
For this reason, we develop automated methods to reduce the
need for collecting high-quality annotated data, both in terms
of the number and type of required annotations. We make
this possible by constraining the data representation learned
by our method to be semantic or by regularising the model
predictions to satisfy data-driven spatio-temporal priors. In
the thesis, we also open new avenues for future research using AI with limited annotations, which we believe is key to
developing robust AI models for medical image analysis.
xxxii

Chapter 1

Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in healthcare and radiology is a promising research direction, which has already provided remarkable success in clinical practice (Benjamens, Dhunnoo, and Meskó, 2020). A challenging
problem of machine learning, particularly in medical imaging, is to have
access to large amounts of annotated data. With limited annotations, AI
models reduce their ability to generalise on unseen data and face consistent performance drops, which we cannot ignore in clinical applications.
For this reason, it is essential to constrain models development using
regularisation techniques.
In this thesis, we improve the ability to generalise on unseen data by
introducing unsupervised and self-supervised regularisation methods.
The proposed approaches improve model robustness and make AI models more reliable for clinicians. More specifically, we present methods for
semantic segmentation and demonstrate their utility in several medical
applications.

1.1

Medical Motivation

Medical imaging is a significant part of many medical diagnosis and
treatment processes. Physicians use medical images for clinical analysis and to plan medical interventions.
1

Currently, radiologists do most of the medical image analysis in person. However, image interpretation performed by humans exposes the
results to subjectivity, fatigue, personal experience, and it is time expensive, drastically limiting the ability of healthcare to advance toward more
evidence-based and personalised medicine. Furthermore, with the advent of new technologies, the amount of data that is possible to collect
from patients is enormously increasing, resulting in an unprecedented
need for automated procedures that lessen the time required for simple
but time expensive operations.
In recent years, AI automated many image analysis operations, directly learning clinical tasks from data: from the detection of pathologies to their quantification and characterisation (Zhou, Greenspan, et
al., 2021; Petersen, Abdulkareem, and Leiner, 2019a). Unfortunately, AI
tools, such as neural networks, are data greedy, which limits their applicability in the medical field. Medical images are heterogeneous, present
numerous disease patterns, have sparse and noisy annotations, and data
samples are imbalanced and follow multi-modal distributions (Zhou,
Greenspan, et al., 2021). Consequently, the use of AI is often challenging in practice, especially for tasks requiring large carefully-annotated
datasets, such as image segmentation.
Semantic segmentation is a central task in medical imaging, consisting of partitioning an image into smaller meaningful regions, based on
some homogeneity characteristics. Image segmentation is often the first
step for extracting quantitative measurements from an image. For example, it allows to measure ejection fraction (Bernard et al., 2018) and
the calcium score in cardiac imaging (Santini et al., 2017; Agatston et
al., 1990), or it can provide information about tumour size and location (Havaei et al., 2017).
Since the advent of deep learning, semantic segmentation has witnessed significant progress in the design and performance of automated
procedures. However, developing automatic tools for medical image
segmentation is challenging because large-scale fully-annotated datasets
are rare. The lack of labelled data motivates the research of new approaches that overcome the limitations of traditional supervised learn2

ing (Cheplygina, de Bruijne, and Pluim, 2019; Tajbakhsh et al., 2020).
In this thesis, we focus on medical image segmentation learned using
limited levels of supervision. We tackle the problem of missing annotations by introducing prior knowledge in AI models. In particular, we
focus on spatio-temporal constraints to satisfy when predicting a segmentation mask for unlabelled or weakly labelled images.

1.2

Common Limitations of Medical Datasets

The scarcity of annotations is a common problem for AI in medical image segmentation, as annotating data is time-expensive and requires expert knowledge. As a result, collecting large-scale labelled datasets is
usually impossible. To address this limitation in computer vision, traditional solutions include data augmentation, pre-training the models on
natural images, and the use of weight regularisation. However, these
techniques only partially address this problem. For example, data augmentation suffers from large correlations between the available data and
the augmented samples; natural images statistics are usually very different from those of medical imaging; weight regularisation tries to solve
the problem only by constraining the model capacity. For this reason,
there has been a considerable effort to include additional information
into machine learning models. Many approaches improve model performance using unlabelled data for their optimisation (Cheplygina, de
Bruijne, and Pluim, 2019). Others learn to model the possible image
variations that characterise the data distribution (Zhao, Balakrishnan, et
al., 2019). Others try to include data from multiple data sources (e.g.,
different imaging modalities) (Zhou, Ruan, and Canu, 2019), or to use
weaker forms of supervision for training (e.g., scribbles, bounding boxes
or image-level annotations) (Tajbakhsh et al., 2020). Finally, there is a
large body of the literature (Nosrati and Hamarneh, 2016) focusing on
including a priori data constraints into the model, which can encourage
the model predictions to be realistic.
In this thesis, we investigate methods using unlabelled data (Chapter 4, 5), weakly annotated data (Chapter 6, 7), and other real-world con3

straints to encourage predictions to be realistic (Chapter 4, 7, and 8).

1.3

Prior-driven Regularisation

Semantic segmentation is strictly related to the concept of shape. Shapes
define regions of interest that satisfy specific properties inside an image.
For example, the size of anatomical organs must belong to anatomically
plausible ranges, organs usually have smooth outlines, and their position inside the body is approximately known a priori. Including this
information into machine learning provides increased robustness on unseen data, and can limit unrealistic predictions even if the models are
optimised using limited annotated data.
Recent years have seen an increasing interest in using priors in deep
learning. Generally speaking, it is possible to introduce these priors
in the form of training objectives to optimise (Kervadec, Dolz, Tang, et
al., 2019; Zhou, Li, et al., 2019), architectural designs (Zheng et al., 2015;
Kohl et al., 2018), or pixel-level refinement of the predicted segmentation
masks (Krähenbühl and Koltun, 2011; Painchaud et al., 2019). Moreover,
we can use priors to recover the missing information from sparse labels,
such as scribbles (Grady, 2006; Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c).
In Chapter 3, we detail each of the above categories of priors, which
we extensively use for the rest of the thesis.

1.4

Overview and Technical Contributions

We now give a brief overview of the thesis and its contributions.
The following two chapters present the background needed for our
work. To better understand the utility and the practical implications of
the developed methods, Chapter 2 introduces the most commonly used
techniques in Medical Imaging, with a particular focus on Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Here, we describe the physical principles and
the hardware used to acquire MR images, which significantly impact the
generated image appearance. Then, we discuss the importance of cardiac
and abdominal MRI in clinical practice.
4

We provide the technical background behind the developed methods
in Chapter 3, where we introduce the fundamental concepts and Machine Learning tools that we used. In the chapter, we define learning
algorithms and describe relevant learning paradigms used in this thesis. Then, we motivate the need for regularisation techniques to stabilise
model optimisation with limited data. We discuss prior-driven regularisation categories, which we subdivide as acting at features level or prediction level. After that, we offer an overview of generative models and
their use to learn high-quality data representations. Finally, the chapter gives an overview of the mathematical notation, the metrics and the
datasets used for our experiments.
To limit the need for a large number of annotations, Chapter 4
presents a novel approach in the context of disentangled representation learning for semantic segmentation. In the chapter, we regularise
the learning of high-level data representations based on self-supervised
spatio-temporal consistency. We focus on cardiac segmentation of cine
MRI images and leverage the intrinsically available temporal information to encourage coherent model predictions between subsequent temporal frames. As a result, the model learns to detect image components
that share similar spatio-temporal dynamics (such as the heart), and we
increase performance on several medical datasets. The content of this
chapter is based on two publications:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Agisilaos Chartsias, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A.
Tsaftaris (2019). “Temporal Consistency Objectives Regularize the
Learning Of Disentangled Representations”. In: Domain Adaptation
and Representation Transfer (DART). Springer, pp. 11–19. ISBN: 9783-030-33391-1
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2021e).
“Regularising Disentangled Representations With Anatomical
Temporal Consistency”. In: Under Review at: Biomedical Image
Synthesis and Simulations, Elsevier
Disentanglement-based methods are effective in semi-supervised
learning. However, they usually require balancing many loss functions
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during training, and they also risk limiting the model flexibility significantly. On the other hand, simpler models regularising training by
only imposing constraints at the output level are often effective. Among
these, methods learning data-driven shape priors, such as Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs), are promising approaches. In Chapter 5,
we analyse the use of GANs in semi-supervised learning. In this chapter, we regularise learning from limited supervision levels by imposing
constraints on the model predictions rather than on the learned data
representation. As a result, we allow more freedom on the high-level
data representation while also encouraging the prediction of realistic
segmentation masks. In the chapter, we compare several GAN variants
to learn adversarial shape priors for semi-supervised learning regularisation. Finally, we present a novel method to stabilise GAN training
when dealing with semantic segmentation maps.
While effective in many situations, GANs have some limitations, too.
For example, their standard formulation can only regularise the model at
a “global” level without distinguishing between long-range and shortrange dependencies in the image. To address this issue, in Chapter 6,
we develop a novel and computationally efficient multi-scale GAN. The
proposed method provides a powerful shape prior, able to drive the segmentor learning in weakly supervised settings. In particular, the adversarial framework complements the partial labels with a data-driven loss
which recovers the missing label information. We report the state-of-theart performance on several medical and non-medical datasets, and we
also release a new dataset of weak annotations. The content of this chapter is based on the paper:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2021c).
“Learning to Segment From Scribbles Using Multi-Scale Adversarial Attention Gates”. In: IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging. DOI:
10.1109/TMI.2021.3069634
Chapter 7 further extends the method developed in Chapter 6 by
introducing multi-scale spatial consistency in the predicted masks using a self-supervised objective. The advantage of this method is to re6

move the need for unpaired segmentation masks during training. We
show that the method achieves similar performance to that of multi-scale
GANs while being widely applicable and independent of the segmentation masks availability. This chapter is based on:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A Tsaftaris (2021a).
“Self-supervised Multi-scale Consistency for Weakly Supervised
Segmentation Learning”. In: Domain Adaptation and Representation
Transfer, and Affordable Healthcare and AI for Resource Diverse Global
Health. Springer, pp. 14–24
Finally, we observe that when the test images fall outside the distribution of the training data, an already optimised segmentor may underperform and produce unrealistic outputs. In these cases, detecting
trivial mistakes can be helpful to increase model reliability, which is crucial for medical applications. Toward this goal, Chapter 8 introduces a
novel approach to regularise model predictions at test-time while recycling components previously developed during training. We consider
methods such as those of Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, and we demonstrate
that it is possible to re-use adversarially learned shape priors at inference, increasing model performance and robustness under distribution
shifts. The content of this chapter is based on our publications:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A Tsaftaris (2021b).
“Stop Throwing Away Discriminators! Re-using Adversaries for
Test-Time Training”. In: Domain Adaptation and Representation
Transfer, and Affordable Healthcare and AI for Resource Diverse Global
Health. Springer, pp. 68–78
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2021d).
“Re-using Adversarial Mask Discriminators for Test-time Training
under Distribution Shifts”. In: arXiv preprint arXiv:2108.11926
To conclude our manuscript, Chapter 9 draws general considerations
on the methods used for this thesis and discusses what we think are
promising research directions.
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To facilitate replicating our work, we open-source new data and the
code developed for our experiments at the following URLs.
• Chapter 4. Code: https://github.com/vios-s/sdtnet;
• Chapter 6. Code and data: https://vios-s.github.io/mul
tiscale-adversarial-attention-gates;
• Chapter 7. Code: https://vios-s.github.io/multiscal
e-pyag;
• Chapter 8. Code: https://vios-s.github.io/adversari
al-test-time-training.
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Chapter 2

Clinical and Medical
Imaging Background
In this thesis, we use data from medical imaging modalities, and specifically from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). Magnetic Resonance is
a powerful tool for medical diagnosis, and it allows radiologists to acquire non-invasive images of the patient anatomy while characterising
the biological tissues based on their magnetic properties.
Computer vision techniques do not usually consider image acquisition physics. However, to allow for a better understanding of the applications developed in this thesis, we briefly introduce the most common
medical imaging techniques in Section 2.1. Then, we describe the fundamentals of MRI in Section 2.2, with a specific focus on cardiac and
abdominal imaging, in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.

2.1

Medical Imaging

Medical imaging refers to the techniques and processes used to create
visual representations of different parts of the human body. In the clinical practice, pathologies diagnosis and treatment often involves one or
more imaging techniques, which we can broadly categorise as structural
or functional modalities. Structural modalities include MRI, X-rays and
9

computed tomography (CT), and they have the goal of reproducing the
inside of the body without the necessity of invasive surgical procedures.
On the contrary, functional modalities aim at representing the functioning of the body parts in terms of movement or metabolism. The latter
category of modalities includes ultrasound, PET and SPECT, but also
contrast-enhanced CT and MRI, fMRI and perfusion MRI.
All of these techniques belong to Radiological Imaging, which we can
further categorise as using ionising or non-ionising radiations. In particular, non-ionising radiations expose patients to a reduced radiological
risk when undergoing a clinical exam, such as MRI or ultrasound. Instead, ionising radiations are associated with a higher radiological risk,
but they often allow to measure information that is complementary to
that of non-ionising techniques.

2.2

Magnetic Resonance Imaging

In this thesis, we give a particular focus on MRI images because magnetic
resonance does not expose patients to a radiological risk, and it uses a
flexible image acquisition procedure. As a result, MRI has become part
of many clinical diagnosis processes today, and automating its analysis
and interpretation would greatly help clinicians.
To give more context to the technique and better understand the following chapters, we now provide an overview of MRI physical principles (Section 2.2.1) and the effect of the acquisition process on the generated images (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1

Physical Principles

The specific property that allows biological tissues to interact with a magnetic field is the spin angular momentum of their particles. If the nuclei of
biological tissues have net spin values, they have magnetic properties
that a scanner for Nuclear Magnetic Resonance can measure. For example, it is possible to acquire MR signals using 1 H, 13 C and 23 Na nuclei.
In the clinical practice, MRI is typically performed on 1 H nuclei, because
10
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Figure 1: The effect of a radiofrequency pulse (RF) at the Larmor frequency
on a set of nuclei aligned with the magnetic field B0 . The orthogonal RF
wave tilts the nuclei spins, producing components of the net magnetisation
on the xy plane. The angle ↵ between the z axis and the tilted net magnetisation vector M has the name of flip angle.

they are contained in the water molecules and are the most abundant
in the human body. In the following, we briefly describe the physical
principles of MRI using the standard nomenclature and formalism.
Inside a magnetic field B0 , a set of particles with a given spin aligns
with its direction and provides a net magnetisation M to the matter. It
is possible to manipulate the produced magnetisation in many possible
ways to generate MR images highlighting different magnetic properties.
In particular, it is possible to modify the equilibrium polarisation of M
with an electromagnetic wave having a proper frequency:
fL =

2⇡

B0 .

The frequency fL is called Larmor frequency, and is the gyromagnetic ratio: a property of the element we want to excite (e.g., for 1 H,
⇡ 267.51MHz/T). Depending on the strength of B0 and on the nucleus
under examination, fL can have different values, usually in the range
of radio frequencies. For example, on a 3T MR scanner for 1 H imaging
fL ⇡ 127.7MHz/T.
Let us consider a magnetic field B0 which is parallel to the physical z axis of the MR scanner. A radiofrequency (RF) pulse oscillating to
the Larmor frequency will tilt the net magnetisation M toward the orthogonal xy plane, forming a flip angle ↵ between M and the z axis (see
Figure 1). As a consequence, M will have non-zero components along
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the xyz axis, which we can describe in terms of ↵ as:
(
Mz = M0 cos ↵
,
Mxy = M0 sin ↵
where M0 corresponds to the initial magnetisation, parallel to B0 . The
flip angle value depends on the strength and duration of the transmitted
RF pulse, and it can vary from 1° to 180°. Once terminated the radiofrequency pulse, the nuclei go back to their initial equilibrium state, releasing the acquired energy in the form of an electromagnetic wave that the
MR scanner can measure. In particular, the released wave depends on
the interactions that multiple spins have with each other, which cause a
dephasing of the magnetisation and make Mxy decay in time:
Mxy (t) = Mxy (0) e

t
T2

.

The decay is exponential, and we can characterise it with the time
constant T2 , which defines the spin-spin relaxation time. During the decay
of Mxy , also the longitudinal magnetisation Mz returns to its equilibrium
value, following the exponential dynamics:
Mz (t) = Mz (0) 1

e

t
T1

,

characterised by the time constant T1 . The T1 constant depends on the
interactions that the spins have with each other, and it is called spin-lattice
relaxation time. Together with T2 , it allows us to define the temporal evolution of the net magnetisation using the Bloch equations:

Mz M0 ẑ
@M
Mx x̂ + My ŷ
=M⇥ B
+
,
@t
T2
T1
⇥
⇤T
⇥
⇤T
where M = Mx , My , Mz and B = Bx , By , Bz are the magnetisation
and the magnetic field vector, ⇥ denotes a vector product, and x̂, ŷ and ẑ
are the versors along the x, y and z axis, respectively.
The magnetisation vector M has a precession movement around the
z axis at the Larmor frequency fL and it creates a time-varying magnetic
flux which, according to Faraday’s law, we can measure with a receiver
RF coil to produce an image.
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A graphical summary of the generation process of the MR signal can
be seen in Figure 2 and Figure 3.

2.2.2

Hardware and Signal Acquisition

In the rest of the thesis, we use several medical datasets whose images
were generated using different magnetic field strengths or acquisition sequences. Understanding what this means in terms of image appearance
is important for the rest of the thesis, and especially in Chapter 8, where
we emphasise that different acquisition protocols may affect model performance at inference. To gain familiarity with these concepts, we now
briefly discuss how the MRI signal is acquired and list a few acquisition
protocols used in clinical practice.
Acquiring MR images requires dedicated hardware to manipulate the
magnetisation vector and measure the induced signals. In the first place,
MR scanners need a source of the static and homogeneous magnetic field
B0 to correctly polarise the spins. MR scanners generate B0 using a magnet which, depending on the field strength ranging from 0.3 T to 7 T, can
be a permanent, an electromagnetic or a superconducting magnet.
Once aligned the spins with B0 , an RF coil, tuned to the Larmor frequency of the nucleus of interest, excites them with a transverse electromagnetic pulse B1 .
However, to acquire spatially-localised signals and produce a meaningful image, it is necessary to excite only specific locations inside B0 . For
example, assuming a two-dimensional axial acquisition, we must be able
to select specific slices in the xy plane. It is possible to acquire the desired
2D slice by using dedicated coils to introduce a magnetic field gradient
Gz during the acquisition. Parallel to B0 , a linear gradient Gz leads to
lightly different Larmor frequencies across the 2D slices and makes it
possible to excite only the subset of spins in the z coordinate of interest:
fL (z) =

2⇡

B0 + zGz .

Within the desired 2D slice, it is possible to introduce an additional
encoding on the xy plane, obtained by including the gradients Gx and
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Figure 2: Summary of the physical principle behind the generation of MR
signals. Inside the static magnetic field B0 , the spins align parallel or antiparallel to the direction of B0 , with a net magnetisation M > 0. Excited
by a radiofrequency (RF) pulse, the net magnetisation tilts on the xy plane.
Once terminated the RF pulse, spins gradually re-align themselves with the
z axis, releasing energy in the form of an RF wave that a receiver coil can
capture. At the same time, spins also accumulate a different phase in their
precession movement, further decaying the net transverse magnetisation.
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Figure 3: Different tissues exhibit different magnetic properties. Acquiring
a signal at time ts will therefore result in a different signal amplitude measured by the receiver RF coil.
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Gy at the end of the excitation. With the activated gradients the spins
accumulate a phase that depends by their position r = [x⇤ , y ⇤ ] on the xy
plane, and by the excitation time:
Z t
(t, r) =
G(⌧ ) · r d⌧,
0

with G = [Gx , Gy ] and · denoting a scalar product. Denoting:
Z t
k(t) =
G(⌧ ) d⌧,
2⇡ 0
T

we can write the equation of the acquired signal as:
Z
s(t) = Mxy (r)e i2⇡k(t)·r dr.

The latter equation states that the MRI signal is the Fourier transform
of the transverse magnetisation at a given spatial location k(t). In other
terms, the acquired signal corresponds to a profile in the so-called k-space.
By repeating multiple pulse sequences with different Gy (which allows
collecting a signal from different locations), it is possible to fill the kspace matrix. At the end of the procedure, we can produce the final MR
image using the inverse Fourier transform to go back from the frequency
domain (i.e. the k-space) to the spatial domain.
It is possible to use several different gradient waveforms and radiofrequency pulses, allowing to generate diverse image contrasts. Examples of widely adopted pulse sequences are the T1, T2 and the protondensity (PD) weighted sequences, as well as the gradient echo and spin
echo, the inversion recovery, and the diffusion-weighted sequences.
These techniques can be used to acquire several anatomical parts, including the cardiac structures and the abdomen. In the following, we
briefly discuss cardiac and abdominal MRI and their clinical importance.

2.3

Cardiac MRI

Cardiac MRI allows investigating both the functional and anatomical
properties of the heart. In the clinical practice, physicians use cardiac
15

Figure 4: Left: substructures of the human heart. Right: the Wiggers diagram shows the temporal association between the electrical and the mechanical signals that it is possible to measure during the cardiac cycle. Figures are adapted from Wikipedia, 2020a and Wikipedia, 2020b, respectively.

MRI for several quantitative measures, including left and right ventricular volumes quantification, ventricular wall thickness, diameters of the
great vessels, myocardial infarction size, blood flow measurements.
Cardiac MRI is considered the “gold” standard technique for the noninvasive characterisation of the cardiac function, and it proved to be an
effective tool for the diagnosis of complex cardiomyopathies (Petersen,
Abdulkareem, and Leiner, 2019b). However, it typically needs clinicians
to manually inspect and take measurements on the images, which is time
demanding and suffers from human inter-subject and intra-subject variability. Developing fast and reliable techniques for the automated identification of the cardiac structures in an MRI would allow physicians to
focus their energies on tasks that cannot be automated and that are best
done by human intelligence.
In the remaining chapters of the thesis, we will present automated
techniques for cardiac segmentation in MRI. Below, we give a brief description of cardiac anatomy.
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Figure 5: Example of MR images of a 23-year old subject.1 On the left, MRI
on the subject thorax in two orthogonal planes. On the right, a short-axis
cardiac MRI.

2.3.1

The Heart

The heart is a muscular organ responsible for circulating the blood inside
the body, and it is at the centre of the cardiovascular system. At the beginning of a cardiac cycle, the heart receives non-oxygenated blood to the
right atrium, which is gathered in the right ventricle and then pumped
to the lungs through the pulmonary artery. In the lungs, the blood is
oxygenated, and through the blood pressure, it is sent back to the heart
again, in the left atrium. From here, the cardiac contraction pumps the
oxygenated blood to the left ventricle first, then to the rest of the body
through the aorta.
The cardiac contraction process is named systole, and it is responsible
for “pushing” the blood forward in the cardiovascular system. The dilation process is instead the diastole, and it allows to collect blood from the
periphery of the body. Cycling between systolic and diastolic phases is
made possible by electrical signals that travel from the right atrium to the
ventricles and generate the cardiac contraction. We summarise the cardiac structures and the associations between the electrical and mechanical properties of the cardiac cycle in Figure 4. We report an example of
short-axis cardiac MRI in Figure 5.
1 This

is a younger version of myself while volunteering for an MRI experiment.
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Figure 6: Example of abdominal MRIs of 4 different subjects, contained in
the CHAOS dataset (Kavur, Gezer, Barış, Aslan, et al., 2021). In the top row,
we show examples of T1-DUAL in-phase images, while in the bottom row
we report T2-SPIR images.

2.4

Abdominal MRI

Abdominal imaging has an important role in diagnostic radiology. It
can detect emergencies that require immediate treatment or intervention, such as aortic aneurysms and acute liver failures. In the clinical
practice, clinicians use CT, MRI and ultrasonography to acquire images
of abdominal organs and structures, including bladder, kidneys, liver,
prostate and pancreas. Semantic segmentation of the abdominal organs
plays a significant role in many clinical applications, such as pre-surgical
planning and shape monitoring for several diseases (Kavur, Selver, et
al., 2019). Since contrast-enhanced MRI with gadolinium agent is considerably safer than contrast-enhanced CT (Neto et al., 2008), MRI is often the preferred modality to examine patients with severe allergies or
chronic renal failure. Moreover, as discussed by Neto et al., 2008, MRI
has a higher soft-tissue contrast resolution, and a greater sensitivity to
intravenous contrast means (such as gadolinium) than does CT (using
iodine-based means).
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For these reasons, the semantic segmentation of abdominal organs in
MRI is an important challenge for medical image analysis, and we will
investigate it in the course of this thesis.
We report an example of abdominal MRI in Figure 6.

2.5

Summary

This chapter discussed the medical imaging background of the thesis.
We gave an overview of the most common medical imaging techniques,
with a particular focus on MRI. Furthermore, we briefly discussed why
automated procedures for cardiac and abdominal MRI segmentations are
becoming essential for clinical practice.
In the next chapter, we present the technical background related to
the Machine Learning tools used for this thesis, and we give an overview
of the notation, metrics and datasets used for our experiments.
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Chapter 3

Technical Background
In this chapter, we present the technical background of the thesis. We
first introduce the mathematical notation used in the remainder of the
thesis. Then, we give an overview of learning algorithms and briefly
describe learning with different supervision levels. After that, we argue that obtaining well-performing AI models with limited annotations
needs the extraction of good data representations. In Section 3.3, we discuss how we can directly or indirectly constrain the model to learn good
representations, using prior knowledge about the data, or about the representation itself. Afterwards, we discuss recent literature stating that we
can learn good representations using generative models, such as Variational Autoencoders and Generative Adversarial Networks, described
in Section 3.6. Lastly, we present the most important metrics to measure
segmentation performance, and the datasets used for our experiments in
Section 3.7 and 3.8.

3.1

Mathematical Notation

We now describe the mathematical notation used in the following sections and chapters. To ease the reader, we will periodically recall the
used notation when defining the mathematical objects. However, this
section provides a helpful overview and summary.
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We denote sets of data points as ⌦k , where the subscript k defines
the type of set (e.g., ⌦k are sets of points of type k). We assume that
these data points are sampled from a probability distribution p(·), and
we write ⇠ p(·) to highlight the sampling process.
We use italic lowercase letters to denote scalars s and underlined italic
lowercase letters for vectors v. Two-dimensional images (matrices) are
denoted with bold lowercase letters, as x 2 Rn⇥m , where n, m 2 N are
scalars denoting the matrix dimensions. We refer to tensors T 2 Rr⇥s⇥t
using uppercase letters, where r, s, t 2 N.
Lastly, we generally denote functions (·) using Greek capital letters; however, we sometimes emphasise loss functions using calligraphic
fonts, as L(·).

3.2

Learning Algorithms

Machine Learning algorithms are characterized by the use of data to
learn a mapping function between input and output data distributions.
More formally, given two sets of data points ⌦x ⌘ {xi }N
i=1 and ⌦y ⌘
M
{y i }i=1 sampled from an input and an output data distribution, xi ⇠
p(x), and y i ⇠ p(y), respectively, a Machine Learning algorithm finds a
function : p(x) ! p(y).
An example of an algorithm used to learn is the Artificial Neural
Network (ANN), which is a universal function approximator (Leshno
et al., 1993). Inspired by the human visual cortex, feedforward ANNs
consist of a series of layers containing hidden units (neurons) which,
connected, process the input data to extract gradually higher-level representation, and finally predict an output signal. When the number of
stacked layers is more than two, the ANN is named Deep Neural Network (DNN) and the learning process is termed Deep Learning.
Learning a function
: p(x) ! p(y) defines discriminative models, which map input samples x to output data y. These models can
be learned in a supervised, semi/weakly-supervised, and unsupervised manner, depending on the availability of input-output pairs in
the dataset, and the type of pairing. Specifically, when the learning
21
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Figure 7: Comparison of different learning scenarios. Classical supervised
learning requires the highest amount of supervision, while the need for finegrained annotations diminishes moving toward unsupervised learning.

happens pairing each xi to a unique output sample y i (that is, given
a dataset ⌦, 8 xi 2 ⌦ : 9! y i 2 ⌦ s.t. (xi , y i ) is an input-output pair),
the learning is named supervised. On the contrary, unsupervised learning is the process of learning having access to xi or y i only, but no
pairs. Semi-supervised approaches are instead mixed settings, where
there is the availability of some paired and some unpaired data. Finally,
weakly-supervised learning is in between semi-supervised and unsupervised learning; weak annotations are partial labels or image-level labels
that can only give loose supervision to the model; in this case, instead
of directly pairing (xi , y i ), we pair xi to y i through a weaker semantic
connection ỹ i .
Recent years have seen a groundbreaking success of supervised Deep
Learning, which reported state-of-the-art performance in many computer vision tasks. Unfortunately, access to paired data is not always
possible, as they do require experts to obtain annotations. Instead, large
amounts of unlabeled or weakly annotated data can be considerably
easier to collect, motivating the research of better semi-supervised and
weakly-supervised techniques to substitute the supervised approaches.
Below, we briefly define these learning paradigms, and we graphically
represent them in Figure 7.
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3.2.1

Learning Paradigms with Limited Supervision

In this thesis, we consider several different learning problems. In all
cases, our goal is to limit model dependence on the number of finegrained annotations. We consider two possible strategies to achieve this
goal: reduce the number of annotated data (Semi-supervised Learning)
or reduce the time and quality of annotations (Weakly-supervised Learning). We use the first type of approaches in Chapter 4, 5 and 8. Instead,
we use Weakly-supervised Learning methods in Chapter 6 and 7. Finally,
to stabilise training and obtain better results in a lack of high-quality labels, we present Self-supervised Learning strategies in Chapter 4 and 7.
Below, we give a brief overview of each of these learning paradigms.
Semi-supervised Learning
In this scenario, we assume there are two sets of data: labelled samples
⌦L and unlabeled samples ⌦U . The goal of semi-supervised learning
(SSL) is to use ⌦U to improve the model performance compared to training using only ⌦L . Most commonly, the optimisation of DNNs happens
as a multi-task learning process. Usually, the unlabeled data are part of
the optimisation of self-supervised objectives, such as a reconstruction
cost, or linear regression. An alternative to self-supervised objectives is
the introduction of prior knowledge into the model, in the form of a loss
function. For example, it is possible to penalise the model when it predicts labels of rare classes, or when it predicts unrealistic outputs.
The basic assumption behind the formulation of SSL as a multi-task
learning problem is that the unsupervised costs will also improve the
performance on the main (supervised) task. As suggested by Chapelle,
Scholkopf, and Zien, 2009, such an assumption is reasonable only if we
assume that the model predicts outputs based on data features representations satisfying: i) manifold assumption: the high dimensional data lie on
a low-dimensional manifold; ii) smoothness assumption: if two data points
are close on this manifold, then the model should output similar predictions; and iii) clustering assumption: data points falling inside the same
cluster have a high probability of belonging to the same class. Under
23
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Figure 8: Comparison of different types of annotations. Segmentation
masks (a) are the most time expensive annotations to collect. Weaker forms
of annotations (b e) are cheaper to obtain but provide less supervisory signal. The MRI image is taken from the ACDC dataset (Bernard et al., 2018).

these assumptions, quite a lot can be done with limited labels, or even
using just one annotated data (Chaitanya, Karani, et al., 2019; Zhao, Balakrishnan, et al., 2019). On the contrary, if the additional assumptions do
not hold, the model could perform even worse than in simple supervised
learning (Fabio Cozman, 2006).
Weakly-supervised Learning
An alternative approach to reduce the effort associated with label collection is to rely less on fine-grained annotations (Zhou, 2018; Tajbakhsh
et al., 2020). Weak annotations are lower-quality labels more easily collected or at a higher abstraction level. They include image-level labels
(e.g., the statement ”there is an object of the class dog in the picture”),
bounding boxes (squares containing the object of interest inside), extreme points (sparse points in correspondence of the object boundaries),
and scribbles (curvy lines inside the object of interest, which can be interpreted as partial annotations). We report examples of these types of
annotations in Figure 8.
Obtaining weak annotation is generally faster than collecting finegrained ones. For example, bounding boxes can be collected up to 15⇥
faster than segmentation masks (Lin, Maire, et al., 2014), resulting in an
increased number of labelled data per annotation time. However, training with reduced supervision is more challenging because the training
24

signals can be noisy, and the model optimisation can fail. For this reason,
weakly supervised approaches require other forms of prior knowledge to
limit the flexibility of the model and learn proper data representations.
Self-supervised Learning
Self-supervised learning is an unsupervised paradigm where we train a
model without human annotations. In self-supervised learning, the data
provide the supervision needed to optimise the model through a proxy
loss function. Ideally, to solve the proxy objective effectively, the model
will learn the task we are interested in.
The literature reports several pretext tasks for self-supervised learning, including in-painting and out-painting of the images (Zhou, Sodha,
et al., 2019), context restoration (Chen, Bentley, et al., 2019), superpixel
segmentation (Ouyang et al., 2020), learning image correspondences
(Wang, Jabri, and Efros, 2019; Vondrick et al., 2018), coordinate prediction (Bai, Chen, et al., 2019), and contrastive learning (Chaitanya, Erdil,
et al., 2020).
Designing a good pretext task can be difficult. Thus, pre-trained selfsupervised models are often fine-tuned on the supervised objective of
interest (also known as transfer learning).

3.3

Direct and Indirect Regularisation of the
Data Representation

As discussed in the previous sections, a challenging problem of Machine
Learning is reducing the dependence from annotated data. Since annotations are often scarce, supervised learning is not always possible and
preventing the model from overfitting can be hard.
Bengio, Courville, and Vincent, 2013 argued that the success of learning algorithms heavily depends on their ability to learn good data representations. In other terms, we should build algorithms that extract all
the useful information from the data while removing redundancy and
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nuisance factors. To make this possible, one can restrict the learned representations to satisfy specific learning constraints.
In general, we can improve the representations adopting regularisation techniques, which we can categorise as direct or indirect. Direct
approaches directly constrain the learned features. For example, using
sparsity or amplitude constraints in the cost function (e.g., `1 and `2 regularisations), penalise inter-variable dependencies (Kingma and Welling,
2014), or restricting the representation to depend only by specific data
variations (i.e. features disentanglement1 ). On the other hand, indirect approaches encourage model predictions to satisfy some prior knowledge
about the data. As a result, the model autonomously adapts the representation to accomplish the task at hand, and the regularisation assumes
an indirect form.
In this thesis, we improve model generalisation using both direct and
indirect approaches. In particular, after briefly introducing disentangled representations in Section 3.4, we demonstrate that it is possible to
improve such representations using spatio-temporal priors (Chapter 4).
Moreover, after introducing popular forms of indirect regularisation in
Section 3.5, we present specific applications in Chapter 5, 6, 7, and 8,
demonstrating their benefits in semi-supervised and weakly supervised
learning.

3.4

Priors for Direct Regularisation

We now give an overview of priors used for the direct regularisation of
the data representation. We first discuss classical approaches, then we review the concept of features disentanglement, which we will extensively
use in Chapter 4.
1 For an overview of disentanglement in computer vision tasks, when it helps and possible metrics to measure it, interested readers may refer to Liu*, Thermos*, et al., 2021.
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3.4.1

Classical Approaches

Two classical approaches used to regularise representations are the regularisations `1 (also known as Lasso) and `2 (also known as ridge or
Tikhonov’s regularisation). The `1 regularisation consists of penalising
the `1 -norm of the features maps extracted by the model from the input data. This technique aims to obtain sparse features representations,
introducing invariance and an information bottleneck penalising redundant or stochastic signals.
Similar to the `1 , the `2 regularisation penalises the `2 -norm of the
features maps. Intuitively, penalising the `2 -norm leads to a reduced
variance in the extracted features maps, and it is less aggressive than
Tikhonov’s regularisation because it does not encourage sparsity (thus,
more activations can coexist).
There are also other advanced regularisation techniques, such as constraining part of the representation to activate only in correspondence
of specific properties of the image. Formally, given a features vector
v = (x) extracted by from an image x, we can decompose it in two
subvectors v = {v 1 , v 2 } that respond only to specific transformations of
x. In other terms, given the transformations T1 and T2 :
v = {v 1 , v 2 }

v 0 = {v 01 , v 2 } =
00

v =

{v 1 , v 02 }

=

(T1 x)
(T2 x),

where v 6= v 0 6= v 00 and T1 6= T2 . If T1 and T2 change independent aspects of the data, such as the colour and position of an object, this form of
regularisation generates the so-called disentangled representations, which
we introduce below.

3.4.2

Disentangled Representations

Recent literature (Bengio, Courville, and Vincent, 2013; Bengio, 2009) discusses that we should consider data samples as generated from independent generating factors, or factors of variation. As a result, we should
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train models to learn representations that separate out data generating
factors into separate subsets of features: a process having the name of
features disentanglement.
Disentangled representations divide data explanatory factors into
disjoint subsets. Formally, we can define disentangled representations
starting from the concept of “symmetry transformations”, i.e. those
transformations that can change specific aspects of the real world state,
while keeping other aspects unchanged, or invariant. According to Higgins, Amos, et al., 2018, a vector representation is disentangled if it can be
decomposed into a number of subspaces, each one of which is compatible with, and can be transformed independently by a unique symmetry
transformation. Vice versa, changes happening in the encoded features
are sparse over real-world transformations.
Disentangling the generating factors of the data would be of great
importance for increasing interpretability of the extracted features and
improving generalization on unseen data, thanks to the concept of equivariance (Hinton et al., 2012). Moreover, the isolation of factors of variations allows interpretable latent code manipulation, which is desirable in
several applications, from Image-to-Image translation to video editing.
A shared definition of disentanglement is still open to debate. However, many researchers believe that a factorial representation, i.e. a representation with statistically independent variables, could be a good starting point for disentanglement (Kim and Mnih, 2018; Watanabe, 1960).
This representation is a compact and meaningful information encoding,
can improve model generalisation (Bengio, Courville, and Vincent, 2013),
and is more robust against adversarial attacks (Alemi et al., 2016).
Decoupling Image Shape and Appearance
In computer vision, researchers have extensively used disentanglement
to decouple information about image shape and position (usually named
content) from that regarding image appearance (often called style). Outside Image-to-Image translation (Liu, Breuel, and Kautz, 2017; Lee,
Tseng, et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018), content-style disentanglement
has been used in other applications, such as pose estimation (Charles et
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al., 2013) and semantic segmentation (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019; Chen,
Ouyang, et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019). In the context of medical image segmentation, a shared consensus is that being able to decouple the
stylistic information (i.e. the imaging modality) from the image content
(i.e. the patient anatomy) would allow training modality-independent
segmentation methods. In fact, object segmentation is a content-specific
task which, thanks to disentanglement, can be improved using data from
multiple sources, such as scanners or imaging modalities, sharing similar content-related information. In this scenario, learning good content
representations is crucial, as the extraction of object shape and position
directly affects the downstream segmentation task.
In Chapter 4, we show that it is possible to use a spatio-temporal prior
to constraint the content representation to satisfy the physical properties
of the real world, such as the smooth temporal variations of the patients’
anatomy. By regularising the content features, we show to also improve
the downstream segmentation task.

3.5

Priors for Indirect Regularisation

It is possible to regularise data representations indirectly as well, by introducing additional constraints to the model’s predictions (Nosrati and
Hamarneh, 2016). For example, in image segmentation, the optimised
models must be robust to the presence of noise, perform well with low
contrasted images, and take into account high object variability. However, when optimised with limited annotations, models can be hard to
train and are likely to overfit the training distribution. In these cases, a
common strategy for obtaining good data representations is to regularise
the optimisation using prior knowledge about the expected results. For
example, traditional methods require the presence of homogeneity inside the segmented object (Nosrati and Hamarneh, 2016). Unfortunately,
homogeneity is not necessarily present in an image, and magnetic field
biases or other acquisition artifacts can alter the appearance of anatomy
within the same image.
A better description of real-world objects should consider a combina29

tion of the notions we have about the entities to segment. For this reason, there has been a considerable effort in designing better prior-driven
training objectives or to effectively post-process the model predictions.
We can introduce prior information in several forms: via user interaction,
object appearance, topology, location, size, shape, and relative position
to other regions of the image. User interaction requires an expert to correct the model predictions, or to include a seed area to make the model
work. For example, the random walker algorithm proposed by Grady,
2006 requires a user to draw scribbles inside the image. On the contrary,
we can directly include the other forms of priors in the automated procedure: as learning objectives, design biases, or data biases. As we will largely
use these priors, we describe each of them below.

3.5.1

Priors as Learning Objectives

Learning a model for image segmentation is the problem of finding a
function to map an image x to a label map y where each label corresponds to an independent and semantically meaningful region of the
image. Ideally, we can solve this problem by minimising a training objective containing two terms: L that evaluates the correctness of the mapping on a single annotated data sample; and a second term R, which
regularises the model to learn a general concept of the object. In other
terms, given a model ✓ parametrised by ✓, and given the model prediction on the input image ỹ = ✓ (x), we define the optimisation procedure
as: min✓ L(y, ỹ) + R(ỹ).
In particular, we use R to include prior knowledge about the objects.
For example, if we know that the object appearance falls within a range
of intensities (e.g., the calcium has a specific intensity range, in CT images), we can use a dissimilarity metric to penalise those predictions ỹ
that include voxels out of this range. We can measure the dissimilarity
using different formulations. For instance, we can assume a probabilistic
prior about the average value of the object intensity, and then compute
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the probability of the image pixels to belong to the k-th object as:

p=

1
p

(z

sk 2⇡

e

mk )
2s2
k

2

,

where mk and sk are the mean and standard deviation of the intensity
value of the k-th object, and z is the pixel of interest.2
As thoroughly discussed by Jurdi et al., 2020, it is also possible to include other types of information. For example, Kervadec, Dolz, Tang,
et al., 2019 and Zhou, Li, et al., 2019 argue that anatomical organs cannot
have arbitrary dimension, and suggest to include prior knowledge about
realistic organ sizes in the model optimisation. However, including these
priors requires the knowledge of well-defined statistics that sometimes
do not fully represent the actual population. For instance, in medical
imaging, we usually deal with data obtained from out-of-distribution
subjects, which suffer from diseases or can have injuries and abnormal
anatomies. In these cases, off-the-shelf population statistics such as the
“normal” size of the heart, “normal” cerebral structure, etc., poorly represent the data on which we test the developed models.
An alternative approach is learning a more general form of prior regarding organ size, geometry, location, and other defining aspects directly from the data. In particular, it is possible to use a neural network
to learn the data distribution explicitly, via a Variational Autoencoder
(VAE), or implicitly, through a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN).
We describe VAEs and GANs in detail in Section 3.6.2 and Section 3.6.3,
respectively. Within Chapter 5, we analyse in detail several methods
falling within the GAN family. Furthermore, we will demonstrate that
it is possible to learn priors that can regularise a segmentor model both
at train time (Chapter 6 and 7) and during inference (Chapter 8).
2 There are also alternative formulations replacing the probability p with the distance
between the pixel intensity and a target value. Examples are the use of Log-Euclidean tensor
distance, Kullback-Leiber divergence, and Rao distance. Interested readers may refer to Nosrati
and Hamarneh, 2016 for a thorough discussion and comparison.
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3.5.2

Priors as Design Bias

Another mechanism of introducing prior knowledge into a model is by
using design biases. A classic example for multi-class segmentation is the
one-hot encoding of the model output. With such an encoding, an argmax
operation associates each pixel of the image to one single object, having
the highest score. Thus, it is not possible to assign a pixel to multiple
classes at the same time.
There exist different possible biases in the model design. For example, Zheng et al., 2015 suggest to stack a series of convolutional layers
to process the features maps extracted by a neural network before classifying their pixels. The suggested design is used to model a Conditional
Random Field directly inside the network. Other biases can derive from
specific designs of the latent representations, such as the use of hyperbolic and hyper-spherical embeddings (Nickel and Kiela, 2017; Khrulkov
et al., 2020; Kong and Fowlkes, 2018), or can be obtained under specific
constraints on the features maps variations (Liu*, Thermos*, et al., 2021).
In Chapter 4, we show how to constrain the latent representations of
an autoencoder to be disentangled by binarising the quantitative contentrelated information of the image, and then imposing an information bottleneck on the residuals. In Chapter 6, we report an example of adversarial and conditioning of attention maps which, linked to an adversarial
discriminator, force a segmentor to learn multi-scale relationships in the
object to segment.

3.5.3

Priors as Data Bias

Obviously, data can be a useful bias either via biased sampling or measurement errors. For example, a common classifier problem is class imbalance, where the dataset contains many instances of class A but limited
samples of class B. In medical imaging, the class imbalance can happen
because of the population study, which can cover many different biological aspects or be biased toward a sex-gender or a specific age range.
A large body of research focuses on solving the imbalance problem
to avoid the model from focusing on the majority class rather than learn32

ing from all the classes. For example, it is possible to sample balanced
batches via undersampling of the majority class (Kubat, Matwin, et al.,
1997) or the oversampling of the minority class. The latter category of
techniques was introduced with the name of Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002) and proved to be
better than undersampling the majority class. There are also more recent
improvements of the SMOTE methodology, including those proposed by
Shrivastava, Gupta, and Girshick, 2016 and Dong, Gong, and Zhu, 2017,
where the oversampling is adapted to the training process.
An alternative to sampling techniques, it is often convenient to weigh
more the loss of the under-represented classes, such as in the case of
weighted cross-entropy and focal loss (Lin, Goyal, et al., 2017).
There are other forms of unintentional data biases that regard the intrinsic properties of the image. For instance, Kayhan and Gemert, 2020
proved that CNNs can also exploit the spatial position of the objects for
their predictions. A related issue is the data distribution shift problem.
For example, models trained on scanners obtained from a vendor A do
not necessarily perform well on scanners of the vendor B, as well as optimising a model on MRI images will not necessarily make it work on
CT images. In these cases, one can obtain robust models by including
data from multiple data sources during training, or adapting the model
to work on a different data distribution (Xu, 2019; Toldo et al., 2020).

3.6

Representation Learning and Deep Generative Models

Training with limited supervision is difficult. Thus, it is necessary to constraint models to learn good high-level representations of the data, which
must be robust to confounding factors and be informative enough to generalise on new data. There is a shared belief that generative models are
a great option to learn good data representations as the ability to synthesise the observed data distribution entails some form of understanding
it (Karpathy et al., 2016). In other words, by learning the data generating
factors, generative models can potentially use them to improve down33

stream tasks, too. Variational Autoencoders and Generative Adversarial
Networks are two popular classes of generative models that we often
use in this thesis. Below, we first describe standard autoencoding architectures, then we briefly review the main concepts of these generative
frameworks.

3.6.1

Autoencoders (AE)

Autoencoders (AE) consist of an encoding and a decoding module. An
encoder maps input data samples to lower-dimensional feature representations z, named code, which is used by a decoder to reconstruct the input
again. The core idea behind AEs is that by constraining the information
flow through a bottleneck, the encoder is forced to extract a compact and
meaningful representation z of the input, ignoring nuisance factors and
propagating enough information to allow a good reconstruction through
the decoder. For example, Denoising Autoencoders (Vincent et al., 2008)
minimise the reconstruction error after applying a stochastic corruption
to the input, and thus learn a corruption-free representation.
It has been proved (Bourlard and Kamp, 1988) that AEs using only
one linear hidden layer and the mean squared error criterion to train, extract a latent representation corresponding to the k principal components
of the data, where k is the number of hidden units. On the contrary, if
the hidden layer is non-linear, the AE can capture multi-modal aspects
of the input distribution (Japkowicz, Hanson, and Gluck, 2000).
Autoencoders are widely used in Machine Learning, and they are often the building blocks that inspired many popular architectures, such
as the Variational AE and the UNet (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015).

3.6.2

Variational Autoencoders (VAE)

Variational Autoencoders (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende,
Mohamed, and Wierstra, 2014; Kingma, Salimans, et al., 2016) are a probabilistic approach to the AE framework. These models are considered as
“latent variable models” because they pair a set of observable variables
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to a set of latent variables using an encoder and a decoder neural network
(sometimes also termed inference model and generator, respectively). The
encoder maps latent variables z sampled from a prior distribution p(z) to
samples of the data distribution, x ⇠ p(x | z), while the encoder learns to
predict the latent variables associated to the data samples, z ⇠ p(z | x).
From the Bayes’s theorem, we know that given the marginal probabilities p(x) and p(z) (i.e., the probabilities of observing x and z, respectively), and given the likelihood of observing x given z, the posterior is
p(z | x) = p(x|z)p(z)
. Hence, computing the posterior requires evaluating
p(x)
R
the integral p(x) = p(x | z)p(z)dz, which is intractable. For this reason,
instead of computing it analytically, one can try to approximate the posterior p(z | x) with a parametric distribution q(z | x). In VAEs, q(z | x) is
a multivariate Gaussian distribution, whose parameters (mean and variance) are predicted by a stochastic encoder. As a result, an input x can be
associated with different levels of probability with multiple possible z.
Training is done by maximizing the marginal log-likelihood log p(x):


p(x, z)
p(x, z) q(x, z)
log p(x) = Eq(z|x) log
= Eq(z|x) log
p(z | x)
p(z | x) q(z | x)

q(z | x)
= Eq(z|x) [log p(x, z) log q(z | x)] + Eq(z|x) log
p(z | x)
= Eq(z|x) [log p(x, z)

log q(z | x)) + DKL (q(z | x)kp(z | x)] ,
(3.1)
and since the KL divergence term DKL is non-negative3 , it follows that:
log p(x)

Eq(z|x) [log p(x, z)

log q(z | x)] := ELBO.

(3.2)

The term on the right of the equation is called Evidence Lower Bound
(ELBO) and maximising it is equivalent to maximising the log-likelihood
3 For

the Jensen inequality,
given
the probability
p1 ⌘and p2 , we have
h
i
h i distributions
⇣R
log( pp2 )
log Ep1 pp2 = log
p1 · pp2 = log(1) = 0,
1
1
1
R
log a convex function and p2 = 1.

DKL (p1 kp2 ) := Ep1
being
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Figure 9: Variational Autoencoder (VAE) schematic. A stochastic encoder
learns to map input samples to a prior probability distribution, predicting
mean and variance of the distribution. The decoder attempts to reconstruct
the input by drawing a sample from the predicted distribution, thanks to
the reparametrization trick.

term. We can further expand this term as:
log p(x)

ELBO
= Eq(z|x) [log p(x, z)

log q(z | x))]

= Eq(z|x) [log p(x | z) + log p(z)

log q(z | x))]

= Eq(z|x) [log p(x | z)] + Eq(z|x) [log p(z)
= Eq(z|x) [log p(x | z)]

(3.3)

log q(z | x))]

DKL (q(z | x)kp(z)) .

As can be seen, the right hand side of the equation contains a term measuring the likelihood of the reconstructed data output of the decoder
(Eq(z|x) [log p(x | z)]), and a term measuring the KL divergence between
the posterior distribution q(z | x) and the prior p(z).
In particular, we can model p(z) as a standard Gaussian distribution
N (µ = 0, = 1), which allows us to write a closed form solution for the
KL term (Kingma and Welling, 2014):
i
1h
2
DKL (q(z | x)kp(z)) =
1 + log 2q
µ2q ,
(3.4)
q
2
where µq , 2q are the mean and the variance of the approximate distribution q(z | x). As a result, the VAE can be trained to maximize:
i
1h
2
G = Eq(z|x) [log p(x | z)] +
1 + log 2q
µ2q ,
(3.5)
q
2
or, equivalently, to minimize the loss L =
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G.

We can use a decoder neural network to estimate p(x | z), which corresponds to the reconstruction error of x, and we can use an encoder
neural network to estimate the mean µq and variance 2q . Finally, to be
able be able to train the VAE bypassing the sampling procedure, we can
back-propagate gradients from the decoder to the encoder thanks to the
reparametrization trick, which converts stochastic sampling to the deterministic operation: z i = µi + i · ", where " ⇠ N (0, 1). We summarize the
VAE framework in a schematic in Figure 9.
It is important to note that, if we use a Gaussian prior p(z) (i.e., its
probability has a diagonal covariance matrix), we can think of the latent representation as a set of independent additive Gaussian noise channels z i transmitting independent information about the input x. In this
context, the KL divergence term of the VAE objective acts as an upper
bound on the information that can be transmitted via the latent channels (Burgess et al., 2018; Higgins, Matthey, et al., 2017), which can be
made even tighter by multiplying it by a scalar > 1 (Higgins, Matthey,
et al., 2017). Reconstructing under this restrictions encourages the VAE to
embed samples that look similar in the data space into nearby positions
of the latent space, constructing a smooth latent manifold.

3.6.3

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)

Generative Adversarial Networks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) are deep generative models trained in a mini-max game. During this game, generator
neural network plays against against a discriminator neural network
(Fig. 10). The role of the discriminator is to compute the probability that
an input x belongs to the distribution of data (i.e., x ⇠ p(x)) rather than
being synthesized by the generator (i.e., x ⇠ q(x)), or in other terms, it
learns to distinguish real from fake input samples, respectively. Concurrently, the generator learns a mapping from a prior distribution p(z) to
the data distribution p(x), such that the discriminator cannot distinguish
its predictions from the real data.
During the adversarial game, the discriminator is trained in a supervised manner to distinguish real vs. fake samples, while the generator is
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trained leveraging the gradients of the discriminator. In its vanilla formulation (Goodfellow et al., 2014), this game can be formalized as:
⇥
⇤
⇥
⇤
min max V ( , ) = E
log (x) + E
log(1
( (z)) . (3.6)
x⇠p(x)

z⇠p(z)

In practice, we train to maximize the probability of assigning the
correct label to both training and generated samples; we simultaneously
train to minimize log(1
( (z)). In this setup, the optimal discriminator is:
p(x)
⇤
(x) =
.
(3.7)
p(x) + q(x)
If we consider an optimal discriminator in Equation 3.6, we obtain:
V(

⇤

, ) = 2 · DJS (p(x)kq(x))

log 4,

(3.8)

that is, the generator is trained to minimize the Jensen–Shannon divergence DJS (symmetric form of the KL divergence) between generated
and real data distributions (Goodfellow et al., 2014), leading generated
samples to become gradually more realistic (Fig. 11).
There are alternative ways of training GANs, which minimize the
Pearson divergence (Mao, Li, et al., 2017), or the Wasserstein distance (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou, 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017) between real
and fake data distributions, making the training process easier. We will
discuss these and other GAN variants more in depth in Chapter 5, where
we study their application for semi-supervised image segmentation.
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Figure 11: The generator of a GAN learns to map random inputs to samples
of the data distribution. The generator is trained to minimise a distance, or
a divergence, between the distributions of the real and the generated data.

Conditional GANs
In the context of image-to-image translation and semantic segmentation,
a popular variant of the GAN framework is the conditional GAN proposed by Mirza and Osindero, 2014. In a conditional GAN, a supplementary input conditions the model to predict an image with definite properties, such as reporting content of a semantic class, or specific appearance.
For example, the Pix2Pix framework (Isola et al., 2017) uses a generator
receiving as input a random sample from a Normal distribution and an
input image in one domain (which acts as conditioning factor). Given the
two inputs, Pix2Pix optimises the generator to predict an output image
in a target domain. The network is trained with a supervised cost when
input-output image pairs are available, with the adversarial loss for unpaired data. Another popular conditional GAN is the CycleGAN (Zhu
et al., 2017), which overcomes the lack of paired training data using the
cycle consistency loss, based on the principle that images translated from
domain A to a domain B, and back to A again, should remain identical
to themselves. These and other conditional GANs are widely used in semantic segmentation, as they can introduce a data-driven shape prior
in the model, and thus provide unsupervised training signals on the
unlabeled images. In our thesis, we use them in the context of semisupervised learning in Chapter 4 and 5, and for weakly annotated data
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in Chapter 6. We also present their usage to improve performance on
challenging test samples, in Chapter 8.
The Stability Problem
A common problem with GANs is that they often exhibit unstable behaviour during training (Chu, Minami, and Fukumizu, 2020; Arjovsky
and Bottou, 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017; Miyato et al., 2018). This problem has motivated the research of alternative training objectives (Mao,
Li, et al., 2017; Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou, 2017; Gulrajani et al.,
2017) to make model convergence easier, and to prevent the generator
from learning only a small subset of the target data distribution (a phenomenon known as mode collapse).
As recently pointed out by Sønderby et al., 2017, we can find the reasons for GANs’ instability in three main assumptions that we usually
make about GANs and which may not always be satisfied. In the first
q(x)
place, we commonly assume the log-likelihood ratio log p(x)
is finite. Secondarily, we expect the Jensen-Shannon divergence to be a well-behaved
function in the weights search space. Finally, we assume there is a single
optimal discriminator. When at least one of these hypothesis does not
hold, GANs fail to converge.
In the literature, many strategies attempt to address the convergence
problem of GANs. As highlighted by Chu, Minami, and Fukumizu, 2020,
most approaches focus on the discriminator network. The primary motivation for this choice is that the discriminator produces the signal used
to drive the generator training. Thus, having good discriminators is fundamental to train powerful generators.
In this context, aside from using alternative loss functions for training GANs, several additional strategies aim to boost discriminator performance. In particular, most methods force the discriminator to learn a
smooth function or to limit its overfitting. We describe these techniques
more in detail in Chapter 5.
The stability problem of GANs is yet to be solved. In Chapter 5, we
will introduce a complementary technique to stabilise training of adversarial mask discriminators. Such a technique is not related to the smooth40
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Figure 12: Graphical visualisation of metrics used to evaluate segmentation
performance.

ness of the discriminator, but it improves its training when dealing with
flat segmentation masks.

3.7

Segmentation Metrics

We evaluate the methods presented in the subsequent chapters by comparing with state-of-the-art benchmark models for semantic segmentation. In the following, we briefly describe the metrics used to evaluate
performance, which we also summarise in Figure 12.
Given a two sample sets A and B, we define the following metrics:
• Sørensen–Dice coefficient, also known as Dice score (Dice, 1945;
Sørensen, 1948). It is defined as twice the size of the intersection
divided by the sum of the two sets:
Dice(A, B) =

2|A \ B|
2|A \ B|
=
.
|A| + |B|
|A [ B| + |A \ B|

The score can have values in the 0÷1 range, where 0 reflects a complete mismatch between two segmentation masks and 1 their perfect overlap. In the classic formulation, the Dice score is computed
for each class considered in a segmentation task, and then averaged
over the classes. There exist also a multi-class formulation (Crum,
Camara, and Hill, 2006), where all the classes are considered as one
set, and the intersection is over the entire set of classes.
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• Intersection over Union (IoU), also known as the Jaccard similarity coefficient (Jaccard, 1912; Tanimoto, 1958). The coefficient measures the similarity between two finite sample sets as the size of the
intersection divided by the size of the union:
IoU(A, B) =

|A \ B|
|A \ B|
=
.
|A [ B|
|A| + |B| |A \ B|

Given two segmentation masks, the IoU score can have values in
the 0÷1 range, with 0 reflecting a complete segmentation mismatch
and 1 their perfect overlap.
• Hausdorff distance (Blumberg, 1920): measures the distance (·)
between two subsets of a metric space, and it is defined as the greatest of all the distances from a point x in one set to the closest point
y in the other set. Mathematically, we can write:
HD(A, B) = max

(

sup

(x, B), sup

x2A

y2B

)

(A, y) .

The Hausdorff distance has the minimum possible value of 0 when
there is a perfect overlap of two segmentation masks. There is no
fixed upper bound, and the metric is not defined when one of the
two masks is empty. In the latter case, it is possible to ignore the
mask comparison or to assign to the metric the value of the maximum possible distance we can measure (i.e. the mask dimension)
(Reinke et al., 2021). In this thesis, we will adopt the second approach.

3.8

Datasets

Throughout this work we use public clinical and non-clinical datasets.
We describe these datasets below and give an overview in Table 1. Medical datasets contain data obtained by a number between 20 and 320 different patients, which result in approximately 1,600 to 98,000 images.
This number of images can be considered small compared to popular
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Dataset Medical
ACDC
LVSC
M&Ms
CHAOS
PPSS

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

O. I.

Modality

Cardiac
Cine-MR
Cardiac
Cine-MR
Cardiac
Cine-MR
Abdomen
MR (T1, T2)
Pedestrians Surveillance Cameras

Subjects Classes Images
150
100
320
20
3,961

4
2
4
5
7

38,346
23,218
98,810
1,594
3,961

Table 1: Overview of the datasets used in this thesis. For each dataset, we
report if it contains medical data, the object of interest (O.I.), the modality
used to acquire the images, how many different subjects the dataset contains, how many classes are annotated (including the background), and the
total number of images. Please, refer to Section 3.8 for additional details.

computer vision datasets, such as ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) that contains about 14 million images. However, this is a typical size for medical datasets. In fact, collecting medical data is more challenging, and it
entails ethical and privacy processes. Despite the size of the employed
dataset is sufficient for research purposes, it would be necessary to conduct a large-scale study to evaluate the use of commercial applications
for the clinical setting (Park and Han, 2018).
We now present a description of these datasets for cardiac and abdominal images. We also describe a computer vision dataset which we
use to explore the model generalisation capability on non-medical data.
After describing each dataset, we provide details on the pre-processing
operations we performed before using it. Lastly, Section 3.8.6 details the
data augmentation strategies used in the thesis to artificially increase the
dataset size.

3.8.1

ACDC: Automatic Cardiac Diagnosis Challenge

This dataset contains data from the Automatic Cardiac Diagnosis Challenge (Bernard et al., 2018), presented at MICCAI 2017.
The ACDC dataset was created from real clinical exams and consists of 2-dimensional cine-MR images acquired by 100 patients using
various 1.5T and 3T MR scanners. It is possible to test a segmentation method on additional 50 patients, for which annotations are not
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provided, using the challenge server.4 Overall, data covers five evenly
distributed subgroups of patients: healthy subjects, subjects with previous myocardial infarction, subjects with dilated cardiomyopathy, subjects with dilated cardiomyopathy, and subjects with abnormal right ventricle. The dataset also provides additional information regarding each
subject: weight, height, and diastolic and systolic phase instants.
Images have a spatial resolution between 1.22 and 1.68 mm2 /pixel,
and for each patient, there is a number of cardiac phases ranging between
28 and 40 images. In the dataset, there are manual segmentations provided in correspondence of the end-diastolic (ED) and end-systolic (ES)
cardiac phases for three anatomical structures: right ventricle (RV), left
ventricle (LV) and left myocardium (MYO). In total, there are 1,902 images with manual segmentations (corresponding to ED and ES instants)
and 23,449 images with no segmentation (from the remaining cardiac
phases). Moreover, the challenge server allows testing the model for a
limited number of times on 12,995 images.
ACDC Scribble Annotations
In our work, we collected manual scribble annotations for the ACDC annotated patients that is possible to download. It is possible to use these
annotations to experiment with weakly supervised methods. After training, these methods can be evaluated through the ACDC challenge server
or using the available fully annotated masks. We published these data
in Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c, and we will discuss them further
in Chapter 6. These weak annotations were manually drawn within the
available segmentation masks for RV, LV and MYO, in the ES and ED
cardiac instants.
Pre-processing
Given a patient volume scan, we consider outliers and clip image pixels with values outside the 5th to 95th percentiles interval. We resample
4 https://www.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/Challenge/acdc/databasesTesti
ng.html
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images to the average resolution of 1.51mm2 . For each patient, we normalise data by removing the patient-specific median and dividing by the
inter-quartile range. In Chapter 4, we deal with memory constraints by
cropping images to 176⇥176 pixel size. In the other chapters of the thesis,
we instead crop or pad them to 224 ⇥ 224 image sizes.

3.8.2

LVSC: Left Ventricular Segmentation Challenge

The Left Ventricular Segmentation Challenge dataset (Suinesiaputra et
al., 2014) is part of the Cardiac Atlas Project (Fonseca et al., 2011) and has
been introduced at the STACOM 2011 MICCAI workshop. It contains
gated Steady-State Free Precession (SSFP) MRI pulse sequence, in shortand long-axis views, acquired by patients with myocardial infarction.
Images were acquired using a mix of 1.5T scanner types and imaging
parameters and have a spatial resolution between 138⇥192 and 512⇥512
pixels. The temporal resolution is between 19 and 30 frames per patient.
In total, there are manual segmentations for 100 subjects, for a total of
23,218 images, which cover the left ventricular myocardium (MYO) in
all the cardiac phases.
Pre-processing
Given a volume scan, we clip outliers outside the 5th to 95th percentiles
interval. The, we resample images to the average resolution of 1.45mm2 .
Finally, we normalise data by removing the median and dividing by
the inter-quartile range computed for each patient. Similar to ACDC, in
Chapter 4, we deal with memory constraints cropping images to 176⇥176
pixel size. In the other chapters of the thesis, we instead crop/pad images to 224 ⇥ 224 pixel size.

3.8.3

M&Ms: Multi-Centre, Multi-Vendor and Multi-Disease Cardiac Image Segmentation Challenge

This dataset (Campello et al., 2021) contains cardiac images obtained
from 320 different subjects scanned on six clinical centres in 3 different
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countries. In total, there are 98,810 images, acquired using four different
scanner vendors, detailed below:
• Siemens (vendor A): 95 subject, acquired with a spatial resolution
of 1.32mm2 /pixel and with a number of 25 temporal frames.
• Philips (vendor B): 125 subjects, acquired with a spatial resolution
of 1.30mm2 /pixel and with a number of temporal frames ranging
between 18 and 30.
• General Electric (vendor C): 50 subjects, acquired with a spatial resolution of 1.37mm2 /pixel and with a number of temporal frames
ranging between 20 and 30.
• Canon (vendor D): 50 subjects, acquired with a spatial resolution
of 0.85mm2 /pixel and with a number of temporal frames ranging
between 20 and 36.
Similar to ACDC, the dataset reports manual segmentation masks for
the right ventricle (RV), left ventricle (LV) and left myocardium (MYO) in
correspondence of the end-systolic and end-diastolic temporal instants.
Pre-processing
We clip pixel intensities outside the 5th to 95th percentiles interval, considering them outliers. We resample images to the average resolution of
1.25mm2 . Then, we crop or pad them to 224 ⇥ 224 pixel size. Lastly, we
normalise data by subtracting the patient-specific median and dividing
by the interquartile range.

3.8.4

CHAOS: Combined Healthy Abdominal Organ Segmentation

The Combined Healthy Abdominal Organ Segmentation dataset (Kavur,
Gezer, Barış, Aslan, et al., 2021) contains data released for the abdominal
segmentation challenge (Kavur, Gezer, Barış, Aslan, et al., 2021; Kavur,
Gezer, Barış, Şahin, et al., 2020), that was part of the ISBI 2019. Images
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were acquired with 1.5 MR scanners, using T1-dual inphase and T2-SPIR
sequences. In total, there are 1,594 DICOM images, with 256⇥256 spatial
resolution. The dataset contains abdominal MR images of 20 subjects,
alongside with segmentation masks of liver, kidneys, and spleen.
Pre-processing
For each patient, we clip intensity values outside the 5th to 95th percentiles interval, which we consider outliers. Similar to Chartsias, Joyce,
et al., 2019, we resample data to 1.89mm2 resolution and then normalise
in between -1 and 1. Finally, we crop images to 192 ⇥ 192 pixel size.

3.8.5

PPSS: Pedestrian Parsing in Surveillance Scenes

The Pedestrian Parsing in Surveillance Scenes dataset (Luo, Wang, and
Tang, 2013) contains 3,961 RGB images of pedestrian, derived from 171
surveillance videos. Images were obtained using different cameras and
resolutions, and present occlusion. The authors recommend using the
first 100 surveillance scenes for training, and images from the remaining
71 cameras for testing. Besides images, ground truth segmentations are
given for seven parts of the pedestrians: hair, face, upper clothes, arms,
legs, shoes, and background. Images have a resolution varying between
224⇥212 and 808⇥404 pixels, while segmentation masks have resolution
of 80 ⇥ 160 pixels.
Pre-processing
We resample all the RGB images to the same spatial resolution of the
segmentation masks: 80 ⇥ 160 pixel size. Finally, we normalise them by
rescaling values in the [0, 1] range.

3.8.6

Data Augmentation

Data augmentation is an effective strategy to prevent overfitting, especially when lacking large-scale labelled datasets (Tajbakhsh et al., 2020).
For this reason, data augmentation has become a standard practice in the
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image processing pipeline of learning algorithms, synthesising new data
through random transformations of the images available in the training
set. Despite having high mutual information with the data used to generate it, the augmented data helps to introduce transformation equivariance
and invariance in the optimised model (Tajbakhsh et al., 2020).
In our experiments, we always use data augmentation, which we apply on the 2D images during training, at run-time. The operations used
to augment the data are:
• Image translation: between ±10% of the pixels on both vertical
and horizontal axis;
• Image rotation: between ±⇡/2 on the medical datasets (ACDC,
LVSC, M&Ms and CHAOS) and between ±⇡/6 on the vision
dataset (PPSS);
• Random image intensity perturbation: addition of a small random noise, sampled from a Normal distribution N (µ = 0; = 0.02);
brightness transformations, with a maximum delta of 0.025; and contrast changes of ±5% of the image intensity range.
We perform all these operations using standard libraries available in TensorFlow (Abadi et al., 2016).

3.9

Summary

This chapter discussed the technical background of the thesis. We introduced the used mathematical notation, and we defined the learning
algorithms and possible learning paradigms. When dealing with partial or scarce annotations, we explained that it is necessary to regularise
models, either directly or indirectly constraining their learned data representations. Then, we gave an overview of recent representation learning
families of algorithms that we use in this thesis: Autoencoders (AEs),
Variational Autoencoders (VAEs) and Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs). Finally, we introduced segmentation metrics, datasets and data
processing operations used for our experiments.
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The following chapters present our approach to semantic segmentation when missing abundant and high-quality annotations. In each chapter, we also include a related work section highlighting the state-of-theart literature when we first released the method.
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Chapter 4

Regularising Disentangled
Representations using
Spatio-Temporal Priors
Deep neural networks have shown to be promising approaches for
medical image analysis. However, their training is most effective when
they learn robust data representations using large-scale annotated datasets, which are tedious to acquire in clinical practice. As medical annotations are often limited, there has been an increasing interest in making
data representations robust in a lack of data. As we briefly discussed in
the previous chapter (Section 3.4), a spate of research aims to do so by
constraining the learned representations to be interpretable and able to
separate out, or disentangle, the data explanatory factors.
This chapter is based on:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Agisilaos Chartsias, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2019).
“Temporal Consistency Objectives Regularize the Learning Of Disentangled Representations”. In: Domain Adaptation and Representation Transfer (DART). Springer,
pp. 11–19. ISBN: 978-3-030-33391-1
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2021e). “Regularising Disentangled Representations With Anatomical Temporal Consistency”. In: Under Review at: Biomedical Image Synthesis and Simulations, Elsevier
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This chapter discusses recent disentanglement frameworks, with a
particular focus on image segmentation. We build on a recent approach
to disentangling cardiac medical images into disjoint patient anatomy and
imaging modality dependent representations. In the model, we incorporate a purposely designed architecture (which we term ”temporal transformer”) which, from a given cine MR image and a time-gap, can estimate anatomical representations of the image at a future time-point of
the cardiac cycle. The transformer’s role is to introduce a self-supervised
objective to encourages the emergence of temporally coherent data representations. We show that such a regularisation improves the quality
of disentangled representations, ultimately increasing semi-supervised
segmentation performance when annotations are scarce.

4.1

Introduction

The performance of machine learning algorithms largely depends on
their ability to extract good high-level representations from the data
(Bengio, Courville, and Vincent, 2013), which is a challenging problem
and usually requires large quantities of labelled data. Unfortunately,
collecting large-scale fully-annotated medical datasets is expensive and
requires experts.
On the other hand, semi-supervised learning (SSL) suggests that it
is possible to include unlabelled data to train better models, exploiting
data correlations. For example, in medical image segmentation, physicians may annotate only the end-diastolic and the end-systolic temporal
instances of a cardiac cine MRI (Bernard et al., 2018). Yet all the images
in the cardiac cycle may be used to add knowledge into the model. It is
common to formulate SSL as a multi-task learning problem (Cheplygina,
de Bruijne, and Pluim, 2019; Ouali, Hudelot, and Tami, 2020; Salimans
et al., 2016; Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019), where one minimises a supervised cost on the annotated images, but also other unsupervised or
self-supervised objectives, which do not require labels. For example, it
is possible to train a model to perform object segmentation while also
minimising a self-reconstruction cost. Sharing model parameters across
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tasks leads to more rich and meaningful data representations.
However, improving the supervised task in multi-task learning is
only possible when the tasks do not compete, which is not always the
case (Gong et al., 2018). For example, optimising one learning objective may require data representations which instead hamper the convergence of another training objective. A possible workaround to the
problem is constraining the representation to separate out, or disentangle,
features useful for both tasks from those that are task-specific (Bengio,
2009; Achille and Soatto, 2018; Van Steenkiste et al., 2019).
Recently, there has been an increasing interest in learning disentangled representations for many computer vision applications, such as
image-to-image translation (Liu, Breuel, and Kautz, 2017; Lee, Tseng,
et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2018), semantic segmentation (Chartsias, Joyce,
et al., 2019), and landmark detection (Lorenz et al., 2019). These methods
usually decompose an image into two subsets of representations: the
content and the style. The image content aims to capture spatial information required for spatially-equivariant tasks, such as object detection
and segmentation. On the other hand, the style representation captures
image appearance in terms of colour intensity and textures. The hope
of such decomposition and desired equivariances and invariances is to
push semantic meaning into the different information contents. In medical imaging, we can associate the image content with the anatomical
information varying across patients. Instead, the image style contains
the imaging modality’s information, which changes with scanner and
acquisition physics. It is also possible to further factorise the representation. For example, decoupling the spatial information related to specific
anatomical structures assists semantic segmentation tasks (Chartsias,
Joyce, et al., 2019). Disentangling pathology helps for pathology segmentation and pseudo-healthy image synthesis (Jiang et al., 2020; Xia,
Chartsias, and Tsaftaris, 2020). Disentangling artefacts helps to improve
the image quality and the subsequent analysis (Liao et al., 2019).
In this chapter, we focus on the task of cardiac image segmentation.
We discuss whether it is possible to regularise the learning of disentangled representation in cardiac MRI by exploiting the anatomical region52

specific spatio-temporal dynamics. In particular, we show that inductive
biases, such as temporal coherence, are of fundamental importance to encourage the model to deal with real-world dynamics and improve generalisation. Herein, we leverage the temporal evolution of the heart’s contraction as captured by unlabelled cine MRIs. We use a self-supervised
objective to constrain the latent representation to be predictable in time.
As a result, we improve segmentation performance on unseen data.

4.1.1

Contributions

In the remaining of this chapter, we adopt SDNet, a framework that
Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019 introduced in the context of medical imaging
for object segmentation via disentangled representations. SDNet decouples factors specific to the imaging modality (style) from those related
to the patient anatomy (content). Compared to other frameworks for
content-style disentanglement (Yang et al., 2019; Qin et al., 2019), SDNet discretises content representation to preserve pixel-to-pixel correspondences with the image whilst encouraging the removal of continuous modality-related information from the spatial content representation. This additional discretisation bottleneck encourages disentanglement but also provides a more interpretable content representation (Liu*,
Thermos*, et al., 2021), which is of importance for healthcare applications.
We endow SDNet with the ability to predict anatomical temporal
dynamics, inherently building a better representation that increases
model robustness in a scarcity of annotations. We graphically present
the method in Figure 13 and summarise the key aspects as follows:
• We regularise the learning of disentangled representations in SDNet through a modality invariant transformer that, conditioned on
the temporal information, transforms the anatomical factors to predict future instants in a cine MRI.
• We show that the transformer provides a self-supervised signal
which has a regularising effect on the extracted representation, and
it helps to perform the cardiac segmentation task.
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Modality : z
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x̃t

z1
z2
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zN

Decode

Transform
Anatomy : S̃t

dt

S̃t+dt

St+dt

Figure 13: Method overview. Given the input image xt at time t, the model
extracts a multi-channel binary representation St (anatomical factors) and
a residual vector z (modality factors). In this work, we aim at regularising
St constraining it to be predictable: conditioned on the temporal gap dt, a
neural network must be able to predict the representation at time t + dt.

• We report increased performance compared to SDNet for semisupervised learning when the amount of available annotations decreases, and we achieve comparable results to a fully supervised
training using fewer labels.
• We show an example of how it is possible to employ our model for
cardiac temporal synthesis.
We made code for reproducing the experiments available at: https:
//github.com/vios-s/sdtnet.

4.2

Related Work

Deep neural networks are excellent tools for medical image analysis
(Zhou, Greenspan, et al., 2021), and the UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer,
and Brox, 2015) is a popular and effective approach for image segmentation. The UNet has an auto-encoding architecture characterised by
skip-connections, i.e. interconnections between the encoder and the
decoder at multiple depth levels. Fundamental to the UNet success,
the skip-connections limit the gradient vanishing problem and improve
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the segmentation of high-resolution details. Unfortunately, training a
UNet in standard fully-supervised learning is expensive in terms of label collection, and the model does not perform well when annotations
are scarce. For this reason, semi-supervised methods have emerged as
appealing alternatives to increase model accuracy while keeping low the
labelling cost.
In the following, we first discuss semi-supervised approaches, their
assumptions and limitations. Then we discuss why disentangled representations help to learn in semi-supervised settings. Finally, we discuss
the importance of learning temporal transitions and how they can increase data representation quality.

4.2.1

Semi-Supervised Learning

Semi-supervised learning is the process of training using both annotated and unannotated data. Under specific assumptions (Chapelle,
Scholkopf, and Zien, 2009), optimising training objectives on the unlabelled data also improves the supervised task, for which annotations
may be scarce. Among SSL methods, several approaches regularise the
training process requiring that the model predictions remain consistent
after applying realistic perturbations on the unlabelled data (Taigman
et al., 2014; Zhang, Zhang, Odena, et al., 2020; Chaitanya, Erdil, et al.,
2020). Other approaches leverage pre-trained models to predict additional labels for unannotated samples (Ouali, Hudelot, and Tami, 2020),
which are used for co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998; Qiao et al.,
2018), self-training (Bai, Oktay, et al., 2017; Ouyang et al., 2020) and
multi-view learning (Zhao, Xie, et al., 2017; Noroozi et al., 2018). To SSL
also belong generative models that learn the data distribution while also
performing a supervised objective. Once learned high-quality features
for the generative task, they use them to perform the supervised objective, too (Salimans et al., 2016; Kohl et al., 2018; Yi, Walia, and Babyn,
2019). Finally, graph-based methods consider labelled and unlabelled
data as nodes inside a graph, and they learn to propagate labels from the
labelled nodes to the unlabelled ones (Grady, 2006; Zheng et al., 2015).
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Each of the above SSL categories relies on at least one of the following hypothesis: i) the manifold assumption: high dimensional data lie on
a low-dimensional manifold. ii) The smoothness assumption: if two data
points are close, the corresponding model predictions should be close.
And iii) the clustering assumption: two points that are in the same cluster
most likely belong to the same class. In this work, we assume that the
smoothness assumption holds even in disentangled features space, and
we force the model to map similar images to similar representations. In
particular, we regularise SDNet (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019) anatomical representations using their temporal consistency as a self-supervised
objective, and improve the segmentation task.

4.2.2

Disentangled Representations

Recently, disentangled representations have been used in many computer vision tasks, endowing machine learning models of the possibility
to extract explanatory factors from the data. Higgins, Amos, et al., 2018
recently proposed a formal definition of disentangled representations
which exploits the concept of “symmetry transformations”. Symmetry
transformations are transformations changing only specific aspects of
the real world state while keeping other aspects unchanged (or invariant). According to this definition, a vector representation is disentangled
if it can be decomposed it into several sub-spaces, each one of which
is compatible with and can be transformed independently by a unique
symmetry transformation (Higgins, Amos, et al., 2018). As a result, we
must assume that changes in the world state only sparsely affect the representation. Vice versa, localised changes in the encoded data are sparse
over real-world transformations.
For these properties, disentangled representations increase the model
interpretability, and improve its generalisation on unseen data, thanks to
the concept of equivariance. Moreover, confining single factors of variations in specific subsets of features allows interpretable latent code manipulation, which is desirable in many applications, such as modality
transfer (Huang et al., 2018; Lee, Tseng, et al., 2018), image generation
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(Li, Singh, et al., 2020; Nie et al., 2020), and domain adaptation (Chartsias, Papanastasiou, et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2019; Meng et al., 2020).
A shared definition of disentanglement is still open to debate. However, many researchers think that disentangled representations should
be factorised: i.e. they should contain statistically independent latent
variables (Kim and Mnih, 2018). Obtaining this type of representations
would allow compact and meaningful information encoding, which is
useful to increase model generalisability (Van Steenkiste et al., 2019) and
to increase the robustness against nuisance factors and adversarial attacks (Alemi et al., 2016).
In the context of medical imaging, Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019; Chartsias, Papanastasiou, et al., 2020 recently explored the use of factorised
representations for semi-supervised learning and multi-modal image
segmentation. Qin et al., 2019 exploited disentangled representations for
unsupervised domain adaptation. Jiang et al., 2020 used disentanglement in the context of pathology segmentation. However, to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work exploiting temporal information to
regularise the learning of disentangled representations and improve the
segmentation task.

4.2.3

Improving Disentanglement with Temporal Transitions

Real-world transformations preserve a considerable amount of invariant
structure, which profoundly influences the biological vision. For example, objects have smooth temporal dynamics, and thus temporal smoothness facilitates the development of object recognition in humans (Wood,
2016). More broadly, the Sensorimotor Contingencies Theory states that
human perception emerges from a sensorimotor flux of data, e.g. experiencing how sensory experience changes in time, or as a consequence
of our actions (O’Regan and Noë, 2001). This flux of data has properties
and constraints that are learned by our brain to better understand the
world around us.
Driven by these observations, Caselles-Dupré, Garcia-Ortiz, and Fil57

liat, 2019 argued that the transitions from one state of the system into
another are necessary for learning good disentangled representations. In
particular, rather than simply training a neural network with unrelated
samples {a, b, c}, we can introduce temporal transitions by teaching the
model to go from the state at time t: {at , bt , ct } to the state at time t + 1:
{at+1 , bt+1 , ct+1 }.
Even in medical imaging, the use of temporal information has been
explored. For example, Krebs et al., 2019 used the temporal information
contained in cine MRIs to detect cardiac abnormalities via a probabilistic
registration model. In the context of image segmentation, Bai, Suzuki,
et al., 2018 and Qin et al., 2019 used the temporal information for label
propagation on unannotated images. In this chapter, we show that we
can use cardiac temporal dynamics to improve the quality of disentangled representations.
Outside medical imaging, Hsieh et al., 2018 proposed to decompose
the input images in a set of time-dependent representations (pose) and
a set of fixed representations (content). Specifically, they suggest using
such a decomposition for video prediction, where they keep the content
fixed and make inference on the pose vector to predict future frames in
a temporal sequence. With a similar idea, we decompose the image in
time-dependent anatomical factors and fixed imaging modality factors. After such a decomposition, we predict future temporal frames only based
on the time-dependent representation. However, we should highlight
that our objective is not to obtain good temporal predictions. Rather we
demonstrate that learning temporal dynamics regularises the (learning
of) disentangled representations, encouraging them to change smoothly
and consistently in time. As a direct consequence, we show that this also
improves the segmentation capabilities of the model. In other words,
this chapter demonstrates once more what is quite known for a while
that several correlated tasks in a multi-task learning setting encourage
the learning of better representations (Caruana, 1997). We describe below two self-supervised tasks that aid the performance of a supervised
(segmentation) task.
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Figure 14: Block diagram of SDNet (described in Section 4.3.1) and SDTNet (Section 4.3.2). The components of SDNet are represented using yellow boxes, while SDTNet also includes the transformer network ⇥, represented in light blue. In SDTNet, we train ⇥ to predict the future modalityindependent anatomical factors conditioned on the temporal information
dt. Notice that improving the quality of the anatomical representation St
can make the segmentor job easier, facilitating the extraction of high-quality
segmentation masks ỹt .

4.3
4.3.1

Methods
Spatial Decomposition Network (SDNet)

Many medical imaging modalities contain spatial information about the
patient’s anatomy modulated by modality-specific characteristics. The
SDNet (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019) decouples anatomical factors from
their appearance, obtaining: i) improved performance with limited annotations compared to other supervised approaches, and ii) more interpretable representations. Below, we briefly review SDNet, upon which
we build our model.
Model
Overall, we can interpret SDNet as an autoencoder that receives a 2dimensional image x as input and decomposes it into disjoint anatomical
components S and modality-dependent factors z (we present the block
diagram of SDNet as the yellow boxes in Figure 14). The general idea
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is that jointly within these two representations, all of the available information is captured, and thus it should be possible to (perfectly) reconstruct the input image. This is a self-supervised task. Moreover, using
only the anatomical information should be enough to perform (supervised) tasks that only need information about image anatomy, such as
semantic segmentation. With this decomposition of an image x in a tuple of modality and anatomical factors (z, S), we can train SDNet to minimise supervised, self-supervised, and adversarial objectives, resulting
in a multi-task learning problem.
Supervised Objective With the goal of performing semantic segmentation, we train a segmentor ⌃(·) to extract label maps ỹ from the anatomical representation of the image, such that the prediction ỹ = ⌃(S) approximates the available ground-truth mask y.
Unsupervised Objective Conditioned on the anatomical representation S, a modality encoder M (x) learns to map the image x to factors
z which are image modality-dependent. In particular, we encourage z
to follow a multivariate Gaussian distribution, as in the VAE framework
(Kingma and Welling, 2014). A decoder (·) combines z and S to reconstruct the input image x̃ = (z, S) ⇡ x, providing a loss signal used to
improve both modality and anatomy factors based on the image reconstruction error.
Adversarial Objective Disentanglement is not trivial and requires inductive biases (Locatello et al., 2019; Locatello et al., 2020; Liu*, Thermos*, et al., 2021). One strong bias is data, but expending annotations
to provide such bias is perhaps conflicting to semi-supervised learning.
One possibility is to provide shape priors that can help constrain the obtained segmentations to be close to reality. An adversarial loss (Goodfellow et al., 2014) encourages the predicted segmentations ỹ to be realistic
even when no manual annotation is available for the input image. Such
a training signal is provided by a mask discriminator (·) that learns to
say apart real from predicted segmentation masks.
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Encouraging Disentanglement SDNet uses two specific biases to disentangle anatomical from modality factors of an image. In particular,
SDNet models the anatomical factors S as discrete multi-channel binary
maps, and the modality factors z as continuous variables which affect image appearance at a global level. S is obtained using a channel-wise softmax activation function to force each pixel in the multi-channel output
of the anatomy encoder to have activations that sum up to one. During a
forward pass, this multi-channel output is thresholded as S 7! bS + 0.5c,
while the training gradients are simply propagated through the thresholding operation during backpropagation, as in the straight-through operator (Bengio, Léonard, and Courville, 2013). Since S is binarized, it
cannot easily encode continuous modality-dependent characteristics. As
a result, SDNet must encode any modality information in z. To ensure
that z does not also encode anatomical information, SDNet uses a very
restrictive model to extract z, obtained through an information bottleneck (Kingma and Welling, 2014).
Limitations of SDNet and Proposed Approach
Compared to classical supervised approaches, SDNet obtains better segmentation performance in a scarcity of annotations. However, its ability to segment strictly relies on the extracted anatomical representations,
and improving the anatomical factors makes the task easier for the segmentor. In this chapter, we introduce a spatio-temporal prior in SDNet,
encouraging the model to learn the temporal dynamics of the anatomies.
In particular, we use the temporal information that is intrinsically available in cardiac cine MRIs, and train SDNet to foresee future instants of
the anatomical factors in a cardiac cycle. By encouraging the extraction
of temporally correlated factors, we impose the association of similar
images with similar representations, with beneficial effects on the subsequent segmentation task.
We aim to build upon SDNet limitations based on a simple hypothesis: small transformation in the input domain x should be associated
with small changes in the anatomical representation. Specifically, the
S factors of different cardiac phases should be similar within the same
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cardiac cycle, while any difference should be consistent across subjects.
Moreover, anatomical components that move together in time, such as
the heart, should be separated from static ones.
We introduce such regularisation via an additional neural network in
the SDNet framework which we term as ‘the transformer’ ⇥(·), whose
role is to learn the temporal dynamics of the anatomical factors during a
cardiac cycle. In particular, the transformer encourages S to have smooth
and consistent temporal transformations, which acts as a regulariser on
the disentangled representation.
We provide the block diagram of the extended model, which we
name Spatial Decomposition and Transformation Network (SDTNet),
in Figure 14. The anatomy and modality encoders, the decoder, the
segmentor and discriminator architectures follow those proposed by
Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019 in the original framework. We analyse the
SDTNet and the transformer in more details below.

4.3.2

Spatial Decomposition and Transformation Network (SDTNet)

As illustrated in Figure 14, the transformer receives as inputs the anatomical factors St at the current time point t, and the information about a
temporal gap dt. Assuming that the image appearance z is constant
throughout the cardiac cycle the imaging modality does not change
and that the only variations regard the patient anatomy, in SDTNet
the transformer learns to deform the input St and predict the anatomical
transformation.
In the following, we first describe the global framework and the training objectives. Then, we describe the transformer architecture and the
optimisation strategy.
Cost Function and Training
We optimise SDTNet using a multi-task learning formulation, where the
semi-supervised training objective is the sum:
Loss = a0 · LS + a1 · LU S + a2 · LADV + a3 · LT R ,
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(4.1)

where we use the scaling parameters a0 = 10, a1 = 1 and a2 = 10 as
in Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019, and a3 determined experimentally. In
the specific, LS is the supervised segmentation cost. LU S is an unsupervised objective containing an image reconstruction term and a regulariser on the modality representation z. LADV is an adversarial cost
obtained through a mask discriminator. LT R is the cost associated with
the training of the temporal transformer network.
As discussed by Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019, separating the anatomy
into segmentation masks is challenging because the image reconstruction
process encourages parts having similar colour intensities to appear in
the same channels. For this reason, it is crucial to give more importance
to the segmentation losses and use higher values for a0 and a2 . We chose
instead a3 = 0.8 to scale LT R approximately to the same amplitude of
a1 · LU S and thus obtain similar unsupervised contributions.
Supervised Objective LS is the cost associated to the segmentation
task, when labels are provided. It consists in the differentiable Dice loss
2|ỹ·y|
(Milletari, Navab, and Ahmadi, 2016), defined as: LS = 1 |ỹ|+|y|
, where
y is the ground-truth segmentation and the ỹ is the one predicted by the
segmentor. We evaluate LS as the average Dice loss obtained on every
region to segment.
Unsupervised Objective The cost associated to the unsupervised task
LU S is the sum of contributions:
⇥
⇤
LU S = |x x̃| + aKL · DKL Q(z | x) k N (0, I)
M I(z, x̃).
The first term in the formula is the mean absolute error between the input image x and its reconstruction x̃, where x̃ is the output of the decoder (·). The second term DKL [·] is the KL divergence between the
distribution of the latent representation extracted by the modality encoder, Q(z | x), and a Multivariate Gaussian N (0, I) with zero mean and
identity covariance matrix. As in (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019), we use
aKL = 0.1. Finally, the last term M I(·) is the mutual information between
the latent code z and the reconstruction x̃ and it is approximated using
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an additional neural network, as suggested by Chen, Duan, et al., 2016.
Maximising the mutual information term helps to build a meaningful latent space for z and prevent the posterior collapse, thus encouraging the
decoder (·) to use the modality factors.
Adversarial Objective We use a Least-Squares mask discriminator
(Mao et al., 2018) to introduce an adversarial term LADV in the loss
function. We use unpaired data to train the discriminator so that it can
distinguish the ground-truth segmentation masks from those that are
predicted by the segmentor. The adversarial term introduces a shape
prior-based contribution in the model, which encourages the segmentor
to output plausible segmentation masks even for unlabelled images.
Self-supervised Consistency Objective The term LT R is the self-supervised cost provided by an anatomy transformer ⇥(·). As previously
discussed, we use LT R to regularise the anatomical factors through
spatio-temporal constraints. During training, the transformer gradually
learns to change the input tensor St such that it can match St+dt . Since
the anatomical space is binary, we propose to train the transformer using
the Dice loss between predicted and future binary anatomical factors:
LT R = 1

2|S̃t0 +dt · St0 +dt |
.
|S̃t0 +dt | + |St0 +dt |

It is possible to give a distance-based interpretation to LT R . In particular, minimising LT R is a form of contrastive loss minimisation (Hadsell, Chopra, and LeCun, 2006), where the learned representation favours
small distances between pairs of similar examples and large distances for
dissimilar pairs. Analogously, we constrain the representation of temporally close cardiac phases to be encoded closer (in terms of Dice distance)
through the consistency objective LT R . However, to avoid the collapse of
the attract-only force introduced by LT R , we use the weighted sum of LS ,
LU S and LADV as a repulse-only force for modelling dissimilar points.
After describing the optimisation strategy, we detail the transformer
architecture in more details below.
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a) Sharp Local Minimum

Loss

b) Flat Local Minimum

train data

train data

ltest

test data

test data

ltest
ltrain

ltrain
W*

Parameter search space

W*

Parameter search space

Figure 15: Effect of dataset shift on a model residing in a sharp or a flat
local minimum. We plot the loss landscapes of train data in grey colour
and test data in red colour. Given an optimised model with parameters W⇤ ,
the same dataset shift from train to test data (blue horizontal arrows) has
an increased performance impact if the model resides in a sharp minimum
(dashed vertical lines).

Optimisation strategy Training a neural network to perform many different tasks at the same time while using limited annotations is a challenging problem. In fact, the loss landscape can be noisy, and the training
becomes unstable. On top of that, learning can be subject to additional
noise whenever we must necessarily use small batch sizes, e.g. = 4, to
cope with memory constraints. Thus, models that perform well on the
training set may perform poorly on the validation and test samples.
We reduce this problem optimising the model toward solutions residing in flat local minima of the training loss landscape, which can generalise better (a concept depicted in Figure 15). In particular, we make this
possible using two approaches: the Exponential Moving Average (EMA)
and adopting a cyclical learning rate scheduling (Smith, 2017).
EMA consists of maintaining a moving average of the trained parameters and in using the averaged ones for inference. During the test, this
is equivalent to perform an ensembling of the model in correspondence
of the last iterations.
A cyclical learning rate scheduling, instead, consists of a periodic
ranging of the learning rate between a minimum and a maximum values.
When the learning rate has a high value, it can help the model escaping
sharp local minima. On the contrary, when it has a smaller amplitude,
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it helps to settle in the bottom of flat loss valleys. In our case, we used
a triangular wave linearly ranging between 10 4 and 10 5 within a period of 20 epochs. We chose the cycle length according to the guidelines
provided in (Smith, 2017).
Both EMA and the learning rate scheduling considerably facilitate
comparisons with the baselines, by reducing loss fluctuations at the end
of the training and thus reducing the effect of the chosen early stopping
criterion. We used Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) and stopped
training based on the segmentation loss on a validation set, as in (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019).

Transformer Architecture
The transformer is a modified UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox,
2015), adapted to work in the binary anatomical space. We also include a
long residual connection between the UNet input and its output, which
allows initialising the transformer to operate an identity mapping (plus
noise, as we randomly initialise the network weights). To ensure that the
output of the transformer S̃t+dt resides in the binary anatomical space,
we process it with a softmax operator and then binarise it again with the
thresholding operator S̃t+dt 7! bS̃t+dt + 0.5c.
We introduce the temporal information in the transformer bottleneck
through a conditioning mechanism which modulates the extracted features maps to operate the temporal transformation. We use a scalar value
of dt to represent the time-gap between the current cardiac phase and the
time frame we want to predict. The value dt is the input to an MLP with
three fully connected layers having 128, 128 and 7744 units, respectively.
The MLP prediction is first reshaped to a dimension of 22 ⇥ 22 ⇥ 16 and
then concatenated with the anatomical features maps extracted by the
contracting encoder of the UNet. To encourage the use of the temporal
features maps we bounded both the MLP output and the anatomical features in the range [0, 1] using a sigmoid activation function, resulting in
signals of comparable amplitude.
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4.4
4.4.1

Experiments
Data

For the experiments, we used the cardiac datasets: ACDC (described
in Section 3.8.1) and LVSC (Section 3.8.2). Both datasets contain 2dimensional cine-MR images acquired from a variety of 1.5T and 3T
MR scanners and imaging parameters. Images cover the whole heart
in a short-axis view and have different temporal resolutions, ranging
between 19 and 40 frames for the patient’s cardiac cycle.
For both datasets, we performed the experiments using 3-fold crossvalidation. We randomly divided the total number of MRI scans to use
70% of patients for training, 15% for validation and 15% for the test sets.

4.4.2

Temporal Axis

Since our goal is to introduce temporal smoothness in the anatomical factors rather than learning to predict the whole cardiac cycle, we split the
cine sequences into two halves: frames in the ED-ES interval and frames
from ES to the end of the cardiac cycle. Then, we reversed the latter
frames in their temporal order, to mimic once again the cardiac contraction. As a result, we could avoid dealing with the inherent uncertainty of
the temporal instants in the middle of the cardiac cycle, where predicting if the heart will contract or dilate in the next frame is not possible by
relying only on the current image.
To account for a temporal resolution changing across patients, we
normalized the frame indexes on the total number of frames in the sequence. Thus, temporal distances between two consecutive frames were
always considered relative to the whole contraction time and t 2 [0, 1].

4.4.3

Baselines and Evaluation

We compare our model with the fully supervised training of a UNet
(Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015) and the semi-supervised training
of SDNet (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019). We analyse the performance obtained using different fractions of annotations in the training set. In these
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ACDC - Dice Score
Labels
100 %
25 %
12 %
6%
3%

RV
81.505
76.306
66.807
46.508
34.608

UNet
MYO LV
84.503
83.503
76.904
61.106
46.607

89.204
87.205
82.406
73.208
56.909

Average

RV

85.004
82.305
75.306
60.307
46.008

78.406
73.607
68.807
54.308
42.009

SDNet
MYO LV
83.503
79.704
79.004
66.205
60.106

89.204
86.405
83.505
75.307
71.807

Average

RV

83.704
79.905
77.105
65.307
57.907

77.806
77.306
67.808
52.609
45.009

SDTNet (ours)
MYO LV Average
83.703
84.503
82.103
70.605
60.307

88.104
87.504
86.004
76.007
69.107

83.204
83.104
78.605
66.407
58.108

Table 2: Dice Score average and standard deviation (subscript) for the segmentation of myocardium (MYO), left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle
(RV), on ACDC dataset. We compare models at various proportions of training annotations. Results are the average of three-fold cross-validation. Best
results in bold.

experiments, if a model can use the extra unlabelled images, we employ
them for optimising the unsupervised, adversarial or self-supervised objectives.
We measure performance using Dice Score and Hausdorff Distance
between predicted ỹ and ground-truth segmentation masks y, for each
cardiac structure.

4.5

Results and Discussion

In the following, we first analyse the advantages of introducing temporal
consistency in the learned disentangled representations (Section 4.5.1).
Then, we investigate the anatomical factors extracted by our model and
how the Transformer modifies them, subject to the temporal signals (Section 4.5.2).

4.5.1

Semi-supervised segmentation

We compare our method (SDTNet) with the baselines qualitatively in
Figure 16, and quantitatively in Table 2, 3 and 4. We provide below
an analysis of the results using questions before each paragraph to help
guide the reader.
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ACDC
3%

12 %

6%

25 %

100 %

Input

UNet

SDNet

Ground Truth

SDTNet
(ours)

LVSC
3%

12 %

6%

Input

25 %

100 %
UNet

SDNet

Ground Truth

SDTNet
(ours)

Figure 16: Segmentation masks predicted by the considered models at
various levels of training annotations on ACDC (top) and LVSC (bottom)
datasets. As can be seen, using temporal consistency to regularise disentanglement (SDTNet) leads to the best performance, especially when annotations are scarce.
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ACDC - Hausdorff Distance
Labels
100 %
25 %
12 %
6%
3%

RV
10.506
11.708
27.810
69.811
76.710

UNet
MYO LV
6.903
13.106
31.008
49.008
66.807

4.702
6.904
17.308
34.612
59.710

Average

RV

7.407
10.606
25.409
51.110
67.709

14.510
20.512
22.811
42.509
58.614

SDNet
MYO LV
5.002
12.004
16.305
50.707
45.608

3.301
9.604
11.607
41.408
35.311

Average

RV

7.607
14.007
16.908
44.908
46.511

13.609
14.511
25.610
47.315
51.114

SDTNet (ours)
MYO LV Average
5.402
4.701
8.404
32.008
37.209

9.802
3.601
11.107
43.109
35.212

9.604
7.604
15.007
40.811
41.234

Table 3: Hausdorff Distance average and standard deviation (subscript) for
the segmentation of myocardium (MYO), left ventricle (LV) and right ventricle (RV), on ACDC dataset. We compare models at various proportions of
training annotations. Results are the average of three-fold cross-validation.
Best results in bold.

Does using temporal information help? As can be seen from the tables, learning temporal dynamics regularises the training of SDTNet, especially when dealing with a limited number of annotations. Our model
improves the performance of SDNet for almost every percentage of available annotations both in ACDC and LVSC datasets, increasing the Dice
Score and decreasing the Hausdorff Distance. Moreover, we observe
that the fully-supervised UNet has a consistent performance deterioration when the number of annotations reduces below 25% of the training
set. In LVSC, the UNet is always the worst model, while in ACDC it
performs worse than both the disentanglement frameworks when using
less than 100% of annotation. This behaviour can be justified observing
that when the number of annotated data decreases, the training set is not
sufficiently representative of the data distribution and methods that only
rely on supervision fail. On the other hand, using the unlabelled data,
both SDNet and SDTNet learn more robust representations and perform
well even with fewer annotations. These results show the advantage
of disentangled representations and temporal priors in the absence of
enough labels, which is important when dealing with rare pathologies
or anatomical variants.
What happens when we have lots of annotations? When using all of
the available annotations, SDNet, SDTNet and the fully supervised UNet
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perform similarly on LVSC data. Instead, on ACDC, the UNet performs
best. These observations are coherent with recent findings (Chartsias,
Joyce, et al., 2019; Liu*, Thermos*, et al., 2021) reporting that disentanglement is most effective when there are not strong supervisory signals.
When the number of annotations increases, the UNet is simple to optimise because it does not require the simultaneous minimisation of multiple objectives, nor to find a trade-off between supervised and unsupervised/adversarial losses. This points to the need to have dynamic
mechanisms to balance different costs’ contribution in a disentanglement
framework. It is possible to close the performance gap between UNet,
SDNet and SDTNet in ACDC, by using a higher weight on a0 to give
more importance to the supervised cost in Equation 4.1.
Can we double up self-supervision by leveraging the cardiac cycle?
Inspired by Wang, Jabri, and Efros, 2019 we also experimented introducing cycle consistency across the cardiac cycle for learning visual correspondences. In other words, given the prediction of the transformer
S̃t+dt = ⇥(St , dt), we trained the model to learn to go back in time
and estimate: S̃t = ⇥(S̃t+dt , dt) where S̃t ⇡ St . However, the cycle
consistency did not improve segmentation, and in some cases the transformer even collapsed, predicting constant anatomical channels for any
time point. In the collapsed transformer, the output S̃t±dt corresponded
to an average cardiac phase St̄ , rather than changing according to time
gaps. We hypothesise that this behaviour originates because the cycle
consistency adds additional constraints and makes predicting future representations harder. Since we use a small scaling factor to multiply the
transformer loss, the transformer only has a small incentive to learn the
required task, and it collapses to output average predictions because they
don’t increase the global loss (Eq. 4.1) too much (a form of underfitting).

4.5.2

What does the model learn?

How do anatomy factors look? As in Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019, we
use 8 anatomical channels to represent the patient anatomy. We show an
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LVSC - Dice Score

LVSC - Hausdorff Distance

Labels UNet SDNet SDTNet (ours)

Labels UNet SDNet SDTNet (ours)

100%
25%
12%
6%
3%

100%
25%
12%
6%
3%

68.307
66.109
58.812
49.015
34.716

69.807
67.009
65.012
53.114
46.113

69.607
67.308
66.110
54.515
48.614

22.710
22.911
33.209
53.209
64.212

12.204
12.105
28.313
42.912
48.708

15.908
12.105
18.809
51.811
36.310

Table 4: Average and standard deviation (subscript) performance for myocardium segmentation, on LVSC dataset. We report Dice Score on the left
table, Hausdorff Distance on the right table. We compare models at various proportions of training annotations, reporting the average of three-fold
cross-validation. Best results in bold.
Input

Anatomical Factors

Reconstruction

Figure 17: Example of anatomical factors extracted from an input image for
ACDC (top row) and LVSC (bottom row) datasets. Anatomies are represented as multi-channel binary maps and can contain well defined anatomical components, such as left/right ventricle and myocardium, or other geometrical content needed for the image reconstruct through the image decoder (rightmost image).

example of the multi-channel anatomical factors learned by our model in
Figure 17. Some of the binary channels contain well defined anatomical
parts, such as the cardiac structures, and others the remaining spatial
information, which is necessary to reconstruct the input image through
the decoder.
How do predicted images look in time? Observe that, if we assume
that the modality factor z remains constant throughout the whole cardiac
cycle, given an image at t = 0 it is possible to predict future frames of the
temporal sequence using the following steps: i) extract S0 and z 0 from
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0.0

0.25

0.50

0.75

End-diastole

1.0

dt

x̃dt=1

x̃dt=0

End-systole

Figure 18: Example of temporal interpolation from ED to ES cardiac phases.
Images were obtained by keeping fixed the anatomical factors St at time
t = 0 and ranging dt in [0, 1].

the input image x0 ; ii) keep z 0 fixed and predict the future frames with
the transformer, as S̃dt = ⇥(S0 , dt) while changing dt in the range [0, 1];
iii) use the decoder to reconstruct the future frame x̃t>0 = G(S̃dt , z 0 ). We
report an example of the procedure in Figure 18. As can be seen from
the figure, the model can predict the cardiac contraction. Interestingly,
the image colours appear flat, whose reason can be found in the design
of the decoder (·). In fact, as (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019), we use a
decoder architecture based on FiLM (Perez et al., 2018), which reintroduces the modality-specific “colours” into the anatomical channels by
simply scaling and multiplying the whole binary maps. Because of its
design, FiLM cannot introduce texture-related information, and the image reconstruction shows flat colours. An alternative to FiLM layers is
using a decoder based on SPADE (Park, Liu, et al., 2019) which is less
restrictive and it allows to reproduce textures in the reconstructed image, rather than just intensity values. Contrarily to FiLM, SPADE uses
the anatomical channels to modulate the modality-dependent features
maps, which can also contain textures, and the reconstructed images become more realistic (Chartsias, Papanastasiou, et al., 2020). An in-depth
comparison in terms of disentanglement and segmentation performance
between SPADE and FiLM-based decoders can be found in Liu*, Thermos*, et al., 2021.
What does the transformer learn? In Figure 19, we show images of
features maps extracted at the transformer bottleneck. In particular, we
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Spatial feature maps

Temporal feature maps

0.0

x̃dt=0.0

0.50

x̃dt=0.5

1.0

dt

x̃dt=1.0

Figure 19: Features maps in the transformer bottleneck. On the left, we
show 16 out of the 64 features maps extracted by the anatomical representations St . On the right, we show the features maps predicted by the MLP
(top row) when ranging the value of dt from 0 (ED cardiac phase) to 1 (ES
cardiac phase). Colour maps linearly range from 0 (dark blue) to 1 (yellow).

show examples of features extracted by the anatomical channels (left),
and the 16 temporal features maps predicted by the MLP used to condition the transformer (right) when it receives as input dt in {0.0, 0.5, 1.0}.
As can be seen, the MLP outputs globally larger signals in correspondence of the complete cardiac contraction, that is when we go from ED
to ES cardiac phase.

4.6

Conclusion

This chapter discussed how disentangled representations aid semi-supervised learning by decomposing a medical image into anatomical and
imaging modality-specific factors. The presence of a reconstruction cost
and a segmentation loss render disentangled representations suitable for
semi-supervised learning by taking advantage of the semantic information residing in the image content. More broadly, disentanglement allows intuitive factorisation of the image into spatial and non-spatial factors. Such a factorisation increases model interpretability, which is a key
advantage in healthcare. Furthermore, it allows intuitive image manip74

ulations by combining factors across patients and modalities (Chartsias,
Joyce, et al., 2019), it is well suited for multi-modal learning (Yang et al.,
2019; Chartsias, Papanastasiou, et al., 2020), and has considerable potential to automatically detect artefacts and pathologies (Jiang et al., 2020;
Xia, Chartsias, and Tsaftaris, 2020; Liao et al., 2019).
In this chapter, we built on a recent disentanglement framework that
produces interpretable representations (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019). We
presented a novel strategy to regularise the disentangled representation
based on temporal transitions of the image components. We motivated
and demonstrated that by conditioning the anatomical factors to undergo smooth temporal changes, it is possible to increase model performance on a post hoc task, such as semantic segmentation. We introduced
the temporal information using a self-supervised objective and a transformer neural network, reporting increased performance in a lack of annotations. Lastly, we showed that the transformer model could potentially work for video prediction tasks and cardiac temporal synthesis.
In the future, it would be interesting to explore other forms of
anatomical factor consistency, e.g. between adjacent slices on the third
spatial dimension, rather than in time. Finally, it would be exciting to
explore entirely unsupervised settings where no annotated images are
needed to decouple an image’s anatomical components.

4.7

Summary

For disentanglement frameworks, such as SDNet and SDTNet, it is common to balance several unsupervised training objectives. As discussed
in Chapter 3, these objectives may include features-level constraints and
output-level constraints. In the models considered in this chapter, the
former derives from imposing Gaussianity constraints on the modalitydependent factors, while we can divide the latter into self-reconstruction
and adversarial losses.
We highlight that imposing constraints at the features level may considerably limit the model flexibility. For example, setting a Gaussian latent space in SDNet and SDTNet leads to an information bottleneck in
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the modality encoder (Higgins, Matthey, et al., 2017), making the latent
space most suitable to model Gaussian distributions. At the same time,
it is sometimes better to represent the modality with a multi-modal
or even more complex
distribution (for an overview of methods attempting to model data using complex prior distributions, interested
readers may refer to Bond-Taylor et al., 2021). Consequently, the selfreconstruction cost may not efficiently leverage the modality factors and
lead the model to “hide” information inside the anatomical factors, making them worse.
On the other hand, constraining the model at the output level, i.e.
encouraging the prediction of realistic segmentation masks, allows for
more freedom in the latent space. Consequently, models may generally
be more stable and easier to optimise.
SDNet and SDTNet penalise the segmentor at the output level via an
adversarial cost, imposing a shape-prior on the predicted masks. There
are several possible ways of introducing such form of prior knowledge.
In the next chapter (Chapter 5), we will give a broader overview of the
possible mask discriminators we can use. Then, we show that we can
use adversarial shape priors to learn multi-scale consistent predictions
in Chapter 6 and in Chapter 8 to improve performance under test-time
data distribution shifts.
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Chapter 5

Learning Adversarial Shape
Priors with GANs
As discussed in the previous chapter, encouraging a segmentor to produce realistic masks in a lack of annotations is useful to regularise the
model and improve test-time performance in semi-supervised learning.
Moreover, contrary to direct approaches imposing constraints on the features space, output level constraints leave more flexibility to the model
optimisation. As a result, models can more easily adapt to the training
objectives and are more stable and easier to optimise in practice.
Output level regularisation can take different forms, including datadriven shape priors. Data-driven priors are advantageous because we
can learn them from data without requiring the design of handcrafted
loss functions for a specific problem. As a result, these priors are often part of simple frameworks, such as conditional GANs for semantic
segmentation, and more complex methods, such as SDNet and SDTNet,
discussed in the previous chapter.
In the following, we carry out an empirical analysis of adversarial techniques to learn data-driven shape priors for regularising semisupervised learning of semantic segmentation. In Section 5.1, we briefly
review recent work learning shape priors from unpaired masks and
regularising the training of a segmentor in a lack of annotations. In
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Section 5.2, we describe the unsupervised and semi-supervised training of GANs for semantic segmentation and advanced techniques to
train GANs effectively. We also compare several GAN variants for semisupervised learning. In Section 5.3, we present a novel approach for
GAN regularisation, exploiting synthetic textures to train better mask
discriminators. Lastly, in Section 5.4, we draw general considerations
about GANs.

5.1

GANs and Adversarial Shape Priors

In supervised learning, a model learns a semantic segmentation task by
minimising a cost function which is subject to the availability of inputoutput pairs. For example, provided a pair of data (x, y), where x is
the input image and y its binary ground-truth segmentation, and given
a segmentor ⌃(·), one can learn the correct mapping by minimising the
pixel-wise cross-entropy loss: L = y log(⌃(x)). Unfortunately, as discussed in Chapter 3, this approach is limited by the availability of annotated data, which can be hard to acquire. On the contrary, unlabelled data
are usually more abundant, and we would like to use them to improve
our models.
Recent literature on image segmentation (Yi, Walia, and Babyn, 2019;
Cheplygina, de Bruijne, and Pluim, 2019) has reported an increasing interest in using GANs to learn data-driven losses and mitigate the need
for supervised objectives. In particular, it is possible to replace the GAN
generator with a segmentor ⌃(·), and encourage the prediction of realistic segmentation masks when we don’t have ground truth labels to evaluate the model. In these cases, an adversarial discriminator (·) learns to
assess whether an input mask belongs to the distribution of hand-made
annotations or is a generated mask, and penalises the segmentor when
its predictions are not realistic.
In the classical formulation (Goodfellow et al., 2014), GANs are
trained using a classification cost, where we assign a label “1” to real
images, and “0” to fake, or predicted, images. For semantic segmentations, we can model the adversarial game between a segmentor ⌃(·) and
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a mask discriminator
min max V ( , ⌃) =
⌃

(·) with the training objective:
E

y⇠p(y)

⇥

log

⇤
(y) +

E

x⇠p(x)

⇥

log(1

⇤
(⌃(x)) , (5.1)

where x is an input image for the segmentor ⌃, ⌃(x) is the predicted
mask, and y is a real (unpaired) mask.
In practice, training a GAN with Equation 5.1 often does not provide sufficient gradient for ⌃(·) to learn well. This is common when,
in the early stages of training, the segmentor performs poorly and the
discriminator can reject its predictions with a high confidence, because
they are clearly different from the training data. In this case, the term
log(1
(⌃(x)) saturates and the gradients go to zero.
Rather than training the discriminator to minimise log(1
(⌃(x)),
Goodfellow et al., 2014 proposed to train it to minimise log(⌃(x)),
which can provide much stronger gradients early in learning. This formulation of the adversarial setup is usually named Non-saturating GAN
(NSGAN), and it improves the adversarial training. However, training
GANs is challenging also because of other problems, such as training
instability and mode collapse.
To address these problems, many authors suggested to use different
variants of Equation 5.1. The most common formulations are those of
the Least-square GAN (Mao, Li, et al., 2017; Mao et al., 2018) and the
Wasserstein GAN (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou, 2017), which we describe below.
Instead of optimising a classification cost, the Least-square GAN (LSGAN) proposes to minimise the Pearson divergence between real and
fake data distributions, using the objective:
1
1
E [( (y) b)2 ] +
E [( (⌃(x))
2 y⇠p(y)
2 x⇠p(x)
1
min VLS (⌃) =
E [( (⌃(x)) c)2 ],
⌃
2 x⇠p(x)
min VLS ( ) =

a)2 ]
(5.2)

with the advantage of preventing saturating gradients for any value predicted by the discriminator. Such a formulation also has the advantage
of penalising more the generated masks that fall far away from the de79

cision boundary, while less the closest ones. A common choice for the
parameters in Equation 5.2 is using a = 1, b = 1 and c = 1 or c = 0.
As an alternative approach, a Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) makes the
model convergence easier by minimising the Wasserstein distance (Arjovsky, Chintala, and Bottou, 2017; Gulrajani et al., 2017) between real
and fake data distributions, obtained through the learning objective:
E [( (y)] +

min VLS ( ) =

y⇠p(y)

min VLS (⌃) =

x⇠p(x)

⌃

E [( (⌃(x))]

x⇠p(x)

E [( (⌃(x))].

(5.3)

Similar to LSGANs, the WGANs prevent gradient saturation and offer a training signal for every prediction of the discriminator. An important assumption of WGANs is that the function approximated by the
discriminator satisfies 1-Lipschitz constraints, i.e. it is a smooth function,
which is enforced during the training of (·) by clipping its weights to
a small absolute value. A softer alternative to weight clipping is using a regularising term to encourage a unit-norm gradient on all the
data points generated by linear interpolation between real and generated samples (Gulrajani et al., 2017). The trained discriminator becomes
piecewise linear around the data manifold, and provides higher quality training gradients to the generator. Enforcing 1-Lipschitz constraints
in (·) proved to be a successful strategy in the broader population of
GAN variants, for example improving the training of vanilla GANs and
NSGANs (Fedus et al., 2017; Chu, Minami, and Fukumizu, 2020; Kodali
et al., 2017).

5.1.1

Techniques to Improve GAN Training

There are several strategies to regularise GANs’ training and reach better results. Among these, gradient penalty (Gulrajani et al., 2017) encourages similar data samples to be associated with close predictions of
the discriminator. Similarly, spectral normalization (Miyato et al., 2018)
constrains the discriminator to be Lipschitz continuous. Recently, Chu,
Minami, and Fukumizu, 2020 highlighted that training powerful generators requires discriminators modelling smooth functions. For this reason,
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regularisation techniques such as gradient penalty and spectral normalization both of which indirectly encourage discriminator smoothness
proved to be successful.
There are other techniques to improve GANs, unrelated to the discriminator smoothness, but helping to prevent mode collapse and overfitting. Derived from reinforcement learning, experience replay (Lin,
1992) consists of presenting older generated images to the discriminator,
to prevent forgetting (Schaul et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2018). Label smoothing (Szegedy, Vanhoucke, et al., 2016; Müller, Kornblith, and Hinton,
2019) limits overfitting by hindering the training of overconfident discriminators. Lastly, of great importance is the use of data augmentation
on both real and generated data, which prevents the overfitting of both
generator and discriminator (Karras, Aittala, et al., 2020; Zhao, Liu, et al.,
2020). Among data augmentation techniques, we also mention instance
noise (Sønderby et al., 2017), which improves one-sided label smoothing
(Salimans et al., 2016) and limits the risk of discriminator overfitting by
adding small perturbations on the real and generated images, making
the data distribution denser.

5.1.2

Popular GAN Variants

Most recently, the literature has seen a plethora of proposed variants for
GANs, which add up to the previously discussed NSGAN, LSGAN and
WGAN. Having a well-trained discriminator is crucial for having highquality training signals for the generator. Hence, recent work has mainly
focused on changing the discriminator output, or designing it using more
sophisticated architectures.
For example, EBGAN (Zhao, Mathieu, and LeCun, 2017) and BEGAN (Berthelot, Schumm, and Metz, 2017) use autoencoder-like discriminators, and minimise the divergence between the reconstruction losses
obtained autoencoding real and generated images. Alternatively, both
the ALI (Dumoulin, Belghazi, et al., 2017) and the BiGAN variants (Donahue, Krähenbühl, and Darrell, 2017) suggest using an additional encoder together with the discriminator. Such an encoder learns the data
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distribution and limits the posterior collapse problem in the generator.
Relativistic GANs (Jolicoeur-Martineau, 2019; Jolicoeur-Martineau, 2020)
optimise generator and discriminator using batches of data having half
real and half fake samples, and using the relative realness (and fakeness)
of the images as training signal. The RealnessGAN (Xiangli et al., 2020)
trains the discriminator to output a distribution as the measure of realness of the input images.
In the context of image-to-image translation, PatchGAN (Isola et al.,
2017) only focuses on local properties of the generated images, penalising the generator at the scale of image patches. Motivated by the idea
of “starting small”, multi-scale GANs (Denton, Chintala, Fergus, et al.,
2015; Karras, Aila, et al., 2017; Luo, Zheng, et al., 2018) focus on lowresolution images first, and then gradually introduce higher-resolution
and more complex data distributions. As a result, GANs first learn global
aspects of an image and then start to focus on fine-grained image details.
To model both local and global scales of the image, Schonfeld, Schiele,
and Khoreva, 2020 have recently proposed to penalise the generator using a UNet-like discriminator (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015). In
Chapter 6, we also introduce a GAN variant that interconnects generator
and discriminator at multiple resolution levels, providing a multi-scale
formulation of the adversarial game.

5.2

GANs for Unsupervised and Semi-supervised Image Segmentation

Despite GANs have been proposed in the context of unsupervised image
generation, learning to segment images without supervision is challenging. In fact, without any constraint, the generator can learn an arbitrary
mapping from the image space to the segmentation space. Thus, training
GANs with purely unsupervised loss, such as those presented in equations 5.2 and 5.3, cannot guarantee that the predicted segmentation overlaps with the input image.
To encourage the learning of the right mapping, it is possible to introduce self-supervised objectives during training. In particular, we can im82
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Figure 20: Example of segmentation masks generated by an unsupervised conditional GAN trained using images from the ACDC dataset (Section 3.8.1). The generator receives an input image and produces realistic segmentation masks. To prevent posterior collapse, we used a self-supervised
consistency loss between the transformed images and their associated predicted segmentation. However, without using more stringent pixel-level
constraints, there are no guarantees that the generated masks overlap with
the regions of interest.

pose consistency constraints on the generator, to predict consistent outputs before and after applying known transformations to the images. As
an example, we should expect that after translating or rotating an input
image, the predicted mask is also translated, or rotated, accordingly. This
self-supervised regularisation has the advantage to encourage the generator to learn a smooth representation manifold, increases the robustness
to nuisance factors, and stabilises the adversarial training, preventing
the mode collapse problem. However, it is still not enough to learn the
correct mapping, as we show in Figure 20.
A different self-supervised objective which, instead, might have the
potential to help to learn per-pixel correspondences between an image
and the output segmentation mask, is a reconstruction cost. Image decoders can provide powerful image priors to learn the correct mapping.
As we depict in Figure 21, adopting an auto-encoding strategy can en83
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Figure 21: A reconstruction cost can help unsupervised GANs to generate realistic masks that also overlap with the anatomical regions. Given an
input image x, the generator produces realistic segmentation masks and
a residual representation using a softmax activation function. A mask discriminator encourages the predicted segmentations to look realistic, while a
decoder combines them with the residual representations to reconstruct the
input image and obtain x̃ ⇡ x.

courage the generator to produce realistic segmentations that align with
the anatomical regions of interest. For example, we can use the generator
to predict both the masks and a complementary residual representation.
A decoder network can then combine the segmentation with its residuals and reconstruct the input image (making the generator role similar to
that of an encoder). The key components to make the system work are:
i) a mask discriminator that judges the predicted segmentation; and ii)
a softmax activation function that allows obtaining complementary perpixel information between the mask and the residuals. A very similar
framework has been recently proposed in the context of cardiac segmentation by Joyce, Chartsias, and Tsaftaris, 2018.
Unfortunately, fully unsupervised approaches often exhibit unstable
behaviour and are difficult to train or have a high variance. On the contrary, the most effective way to regularise GANs for semantic segmentation is to use supervisory signals at least on a subset of training images (Yi, Walia, and Babyn, 2019). In these cases, the generator is usually
trained in an alternate fashion, being optimised with an adversarial objective on a batch of unlabelled images at first, then using a supervised
cost function on a batch of annotated images (Fig. 22).1
1 This way of training the model maintains a 1:1 ratio between the supervised and the
unsupervised training. More in general, it is possible to use a different balance between the
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Figure 22: Training a segmentor ⌃(·) with paired and unpaired data. When
annotations are available, we optimise ⌃(·) with a supervised cost function.
For unlabelled images, we train ⌃(·) using a data-driven adversarial loss,
evaluating if the predicted mask belongs to the manifold of real segmentation masks.

In Figure 23 we report a comparison between a vanilla UNet segmentor and several GAN variants trained in a semi-supervised setting.
We use the same UNet as segmentor and we keep the discriminator the
same across GAN variants. We report a detailed description of the architectures and hyperparameters used for training in the Appendices A.1.1
and A.1.2.
As shown in the figure, GANs benefit from unlabelled data and generally increase performance when annotations are scarce. However, there
are exceptions to this rule. When there are minimal annotation levels and
limited training data, several GAN variants underperform and sometimes are even worse than a simple UNet segmentor. For example, we
find that the UNet has competitive performance on the CHAOS dataset
when we have only 5% of labels. CHAOS is a small dataset, and the adoptimisation steps on the labelled and unlabelled data. Similarly, it not uncommon to find
solutions optimising the discriminator more steps before updating the generator (Arjovsky,
Chintala, and Bottou, 2017).
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Figure 23: Performance of popular GAN variants in the task of semantic
segmentation. Performance is measured in terms of Dice (↑) and IoU (↑)
scores, where arrows show the metric improvement direction. The box plots
report median and inter-quartile range (IQR) of each metric on a given test
set, considering as outliers those values falling outside two times the IQR.
We compare the performance of a standard segmentor (UNet) and the following GAN variants: Non-saturating GAN (NSGAN), Relativistic-average
GAN (RaGAN), Least-square GAN (LSGAN), Wasserstein GAN with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP). We consider the following medical datasets:
ACDC (Section 3.8.1), LVSC (Section 3.8.2), and CHAOS (T1 and T2 images, Section 3.8.4). The top row in the figure shows Dice and IoU scores
on the test set after training the segmentor using only 5% of labelled training samples. The bottom row reports the performance when using 25% of
annotated training samples. We observe that GANs improve the segmentor
training especially when training annotations are scarce.
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versarial framework cannot fully exploit its potential of using unpaired
images to train better segmentors. Moreover, 5% of annotated data consists of just one annotated patient in CHAOS (while in ACDC and LVSC,
there are 4 and 3 patients, respectively). The annotations are too scarce,
and training a GAN is challenging in CHAOS. Consequently, most GAN
variants perform worse than a UNet. Nevertheless, using WGAN with
gradient penalty leads to the best results on this dataset (also better than
the UNet), proving that if well optimised GANs can still increase
performance in these settings.
Instead, on ACDC and LVSC, we find that GANs are generally better:
both at 5% and 25% of labels. GANs are also better than the simple UNet
on CHAOS data at 25% of available annotations (4 annotated patients).
Finally, we observe that some GAN variants perform better than others on specific datasets, but none of them is the best always. These observations are coherent with a recent large-scale study analysing GANs for
unconditional image generation and reporting that, overall, most variants can reach similar scores (Lucic et al., 2017). We also did not find
improvements in terms of epochs needed to converge, although training
GANs with gradient penalty adds extra computational load, making the
optimisation of WGAN-GP slower.

5.3

GAN Regularisation: Exploiting Texture Bias in Mask Discriminators

In the remainder of this chapter, we present regularisation techniques
to stabilise the training of GANs for semantic segmentation. Based on
recent findings that CNNs are intrinsically biased to focus on the image
textural information, we hypothesise that it is possible to regularise mask
discriminators by adding textures on top of the flat segmentation masks.

5.3.1

Introduction

Until recently, it was widely believed that convolutional neural networks
recognize objects because they learn increasingly complex and higher87

level spatial features. However, Geirhos et al., 2018 demonstrated that
CNNs are heavily biased towards image texture, which they exploit for
their predictions. From a neuroscientific perspective, these results indicate a significant divergence from the primate visual processing, whose
bias toward shapes is instead well documented (Landau, Smith, and
Jones, 1988).2
Moreover, in a recent study, Kayhan and Gemert, 2020 have shown
that convolutional layers can exploit the absolute spatial location of an
object. Such behaviour is made possible by learning filters that respond
exclusively to specific spatial coordinates and image boundary effects,
which exposes CNNs to statistical biases when dealing with finitely sampled data (Kayhan and Gemert, 2020) .
Based on these observations, we would like to address the following
questions. Since segmentation masks lack textures, is it possible that mask
discriminators learn to distinguish real from fake image mostly focusing on object size and position? If that is the case, can mask discriminators learn a better
shape prior by enriching the binary segmentations with synthetic textures?
In the following, we study the possibility to regularise mask discriminators by adding synthetic textures on top of the masks. Our results suggest that, in some cases, textures can be a useful and non-computationally expensive regulariser.

5.3.2

Related Work

After the work of Geirhos et al., 2018, several papers reported the texture
bias of convolutional neural networks. Recently, Brendel and Bethge,
2019 showed that to perform an image classification task it is sufficient to
use small image patches, without taking into account their spatial ordering. In particular, after splitting an image into tiny unordered regions,
a CNN classifier can correctly classify the image content, without any
consideration of the global spatial relationships between the patches. In
other words, CNNs can solve the classification task by only using the
textural information inside the image patches.
2 For completeness, we mention that part of the human visual cortex also responds to
textural information (Schwartz and Simoncelli, 2001; Freeman et al., 2013).
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Also Malhotra and Bowers, 2019 have observed that contrarily to humans, CNNs do not have a shape-bias, but they rely on whichever features allows them to perform the best prediction. Wang, Wu, et al., 2020
have reported that CNNs exploit high-frequency image components that
are not perceivable by humans, offering also a possible explanation for
adversarial attacks. Hermann and Kornblith, 2020 have recently shown
that also generative models exhibit a texture bias. Additionally, they
have discussed that training objective, model architecture, data pre-procesing, and hyperparameter choices all make distinct contributions to the
level of texture bias in a model.
Although texture bias can help in standard image classification tasks,
Ringer et al., 2019 have shown that it significantly harms few-shot learning, where the distribution shift is a crucial problem and a focus on the
object shape can make models more robust. For this reason, Azad et al.,
2021 have proposed to reduce the texture bias in few-shot image segmentation, integrating a set of Difference of Gaussians (DoG) (Lowe, 2004)
into the learned feature space. The role of the DoG is to attenuate highfrequency local components, which the authors hypothesise are associated with textures. Zaech et al., 2019 have proposed a training procedure that facilitates texture underfitting to improve domain adaptation.
Similarly, recent work has suggested that textures may reduce the accuracy in object recognition tasks and that one should remove the texture
bias to learn a more object-oriented image classification and segmentation (Zhang, Zhang, Xu, et al., 2020; Kim and Byun, 2020; Chai, Rueckert,
and Fetit, 2020). Differently from these methods, we do not want to learn
to perform a task on the input images. On the contrary, we would like to
add textures on top of flat segmentation masks to exploit the CNN textural bias and provide additional input signal to a mask discriminator,
while ensuring we do not incur in intensity distribution shift problems.
Most recently, Sinha, Garg, and Larochelle, 2020 have introduced a
curriculum-based scheme to improve CNNs’ ability to represent both
the shape and textural information. In detail, they performed the training procedure by controlling the amount of textural information that is
present in the data. To adjust the textures level, the authors suggest to
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convolve the output of a CNN layer with a low-pass Gaussian filter. As
the training proceeds, they gradually re-introduce textures by annealing
the standard deviation of the Gaussian kernels.
While most of these methods attempt to remove the texture bias, in
this chapter, we suggest going in the opposite direction and exploiting
the texture bias to train better mask discriminators. We observe that
introducing the same textural statistics on all the binary segmentation
masks should not incur in the distribution shift problem observed by
Ringer et al., 2019. Instead, using different textures for different object
classes provides a dense signal throughout the entire mask, rather than
just sparse signals in correspondence of the object boundaries.

5.3.3

Method

We consider a semi-supervised GAN formulation, where we jointly train
a conditional mask generator, or segmentor, and an adversarial mask
discriminator. The architectures of the two models are the same as in
Section 5.2, and they are described in the Appendix A.1. As standard
practice, the discriminator alternately receives batches of generated and
batches of real segmentation masks, learning to say one distribution
apart from the other.
The peculiarity of the proposed approach consists in using synthetic
textures to enrich the segmentation masks analysed by the adversarial
discriminator. We artificially generate the textures as sinusoidal patterns
modulated by learnable frequency and phase parameters, which we detail below.

Textures Generation
We model textures as a smooth sinusoidal “grid” pattern G, parameterised using frequency and phase components on the orthogonal x and
y axis of the image. We align x parallel to the image width and y parallel
to the height. The grid values along the axis are described by the tuples
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(g x , g y ), defined as:
g x = sin(2⇡fx · x + bx )

g y = sin(2⇡fy · y + by ),

(5.4)

where fx and fy are the grid frequencies, x and y the pixel coordinates,
and bx and by sinusoidal phases. Once generated the textures grid, we
add it to the segmentation mask y to obtain an augmented version y0 , as:
y0 = y · (1 + mG),

(5.5)

where m is the desired textural amplitude. We consider the introduced
textures as a form of structured noise, and thus we choose a small value
for m. Since the segmentation masks are one-hot encoded, the maximum
possible value for a pixels in y is 1. For this reason, the amplitude m
should preferably be smaller than 1, to have a good signal to noise ratio
(SNR). In our case, we consider textures whose signal power is decreased
by 20dB compared to the binary pixels, and thus set m = 0.1.
We learn the grid parameters via gradient descent optimisation. We
first initialise the values fx0 , fy0 , bx0 and by0 with a normal distribution
with zero mean and 1 standard deviation. Then, we map these variables
to a suitable range, computing:
fx = 0.5 · sigmoid(fx0 )
fy = 0.5 · sigmoid(fy0 )

bx = ⇡ · tanh(bx0 )

by = ⇡ · tanh(by0 ),

Finally, we use fx , fy , bx and by to parameterise the textures grid G
with Equation 5.4. Notice that we scale fx and fy to have a maximum
value of 0.5, and thus satisfy the Nyquist theorem, which is necessary
to prevent aliasing artifacts. Similarly, we bound bx and by in the 0÷2⇡
range to consider any possible angle while ensuring a bijective mapping
(i.e., once fixed f, any b maps to a different sinusoidal amplitude).
We account for the possibility of having constructive and destructive interference inside the textures grid, and thus normalise G in the
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0÷1 range, before obtaining the augmented mask as described in Equation 5.5. Lastly, we let the model generate a separate grid of textures for
each class of the segmentation mask, independently of the input image.
As a result, the mask associated with each class may be enriched with a
class-specific texture.
Training Objectives and Optimisation
We train the segmentor in a semi-supervised fashion, using only a small
portion of annotated data and many unlabelled images. For the unpaired
images, we optimise the discriminator (·) and the segmentor ⌃(·) according to the two objectives: min VLS ( ) and min⌃ VLS (⌃). In particular, we define the training losses:
1
1
Ey⇠p(y) [ ( (y), `real )] + Ex⇠p(x) [ ( (⌃(x)), `f ake )]
2
2
1
VLS (⌃) = Ex⇠p(x) [ ( (⌃(x)), `real )],
2
VLS ( ) =

where: x ⇠ p(x) is an unlabelled image, y ⇠ p(y) an unpaired segmentation mask, `real and `f ake are the labels for real and generated masks,
respectively, and (·) is a metric defined according to the GAN type.
We consider three possible formulations of (·), according to the popular variants of: Non-saturating GAN (NSGAN, Goodfellow et al., 2014),
Least-square GAN (LSGAN, Mao, Li, et al., 2017), and Wasserstein GAN
with gradient penalty (WGAN-GP, Gulrajani et al., 2017).
When annotations are available, we optimise the segmentor with the
supervised Dice loss, proposed by Milletari, Navab, and Ahmadi, 2016,
between the ground truth segmentation masks and the mask predicted
by the segmentor.
As a result, the training objective of the segmentor L⌃ follows a
multi-task learning formulation, containing supervised and unsupervised components:
L⌃ = LSU P + a · LADV ,
(5.6)
with LADV = VLS (⌃). Since the adversarial discriminator can only judge
the predicted segmentation from a general point of view (real vs. fake),
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but it does not ensure a correct mapping p(x) ! p(y), we give more
importance to the supervised loss, setting a = 0.1.
We minimize the training losses using Adam optimiser (Kingma and
Ba, 2015), a learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 12.

5.3.4

Experimental Setup

Below, we first describe the datasets used for our experiments. Then,
we describe the adopted baselines, benchmark methods and evaluation
protocol.
Data
We test our model on data from the cardiac dataset ACDC (Section 3.8.1),
and the abdominal organ CHAOS dataset (T1 and T2 images, Section 3.8.4). In both cases, we considered a semi-supervised training
scenario, where only a portion of the available data is annotated. The
training datasets also contain a subset of unpaired masks, which may be
obtained from a different modality or acquisition protocol (Larrazabal
et al., 2020; Painchaud et al., 2020). Differently from the experiments in
Section 5.2, we do not consider LVSC data. In fact, the LVSC dataset only
contains segmentation of the left myocardium, which is a thin structure
and thus, adding textures would not be useful.
We split the considered datasets into groups of 70% of patients for
training, 15% for validation, and 15% for the test set, respectively. To test
the model in a challenging supervision setup, we consider only one-tenth
of annotated patients out of the 70% training MRI scans (i.e. 7 patients
on ACDC, 2 patients on CHAOS T1 and CHAOS T2).
Baselines, Benchmark Methods and Evaluation Protocol
We compare the performance of a GAN regularised with synthetic textures, a vanilla UNet segmentor, and the non-regularised GAN variants:
NSGAN, LSGAN, and WGAN-GP. In addition, we also consider each
GAN variant including an additional regularisation at the discriminator
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a) Instance Noise

b) CoordConv

c) Textures

Figure 24: Comparison of different regularisation techniques: a) Instance
Noise adds a small random perturbation to the discriminator input; b) CoordConv introduces continuous spatial information by adding a spatial coordinate grid to the data; c) Texture layer learns to introduce continuous
information in the form of a sinusoidal grid.

level, detailed below. The goal of this regularisation is to introduce a
continuous signal on top of the flat segmentation masks.
We consider the techniques:
• Instance Noise. We can see textures as a form of structured noise.
For this reason, we compare the proposed regulariser to another
method introduced to stabilize GAN training: instance noise, a
form of unstructured textures. Recently introduced by Sønderby et
al., 2017, instance noise consists of adding a small random perturbation to the discriminator input to enlarge the data distribution.
Consequently, the real and the generated data are more likely to
fall in dense regions of the data manifold, and it becomes easier to
have overlapping support between the two distributions. Thus, the
discriminator can more easily find a unique decision boundary to
classify real and generated data, and adversarial training is more
stable. In our experiments, we use noise with the same amplitude
as that of our structured textures.
• CoordConv. From another perspective, adding textures on top of
the segmentation masks is a way of transforming the mask val94

ues from binary to continuous. An alternative approach for making the binary masks continuous is using a CoordConv layer (Liu,
Lehman, et al., 2018). The CoordConv solution explicitly introduces spatial coordinates in a convolutional layer, obtained by concatenating a hard-coded coordinate grid to the extracted features
maps. As summation and concatenation have similar practical effect in CNNs3 (Dumoulin, Perez, et al., 2018), we consider CoordConv as another possible way of generating continuous segmentations from the binary ones.
We report a visual comparison of the aforementioned techniques and
our method in Figure 24.
Assuming that using a better discriminator improves the training signals for the segmentor, we evaluate the quality of each regulariser in
terms of segmentation performance on the test data. We measure performance in a 3-fold cross-validation, using the Dice and Intersection over
Union (IoU) scores.

5.3.5

Results

We show visual examples the textures introduced on top of the segmentation masks by our model in Figure 25, while we report results of our
experiments in the box plots in Figure 26. The box plots report median
and inter-quartile range (IQR) of each metric on a given test set, indicating values outside 1.5 times the IQR as outliers.
As Figure 26 shows, the NSGAN variant is the one benefitting the
most from regularisation. NSGAN shows improved performance for all
datasets when a regularisation technique is applied, confirming that using continuous segmentation masks is beneficial to the model. In particular, our method is the best on CHAOS datasets, where the discriminator
has the best compromise between performance median and spread.
3 To see this, consider the operation W[x, y] = W x + W y, where [x, y] denotes the
0
1
concatenation of the features maps x and y, and W is a weight matrix that we can split
horizontally into W0 and W1 . Comparing this to W(x + y) = Wx + Wy, we observe that
it is sufficient to constrain W0 = W1 to make summation and concatenation equivalent.
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Figure 25: Examples of textures added by the discriminator on top of
the segmentation masks. We show examples on ACDC, CHAOS-T1 and
CHAOS-T2 test sets. The textures appear as a small amplitude sinusoidal
grid pattern, having different phases and oscillation frequencies for each
class (including the background). To easy visualization, all images are
cropped around the object of interest. On the right, we report the values
of the textural parameters learned by the mask discriminator, in radians.
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NSGAN
LSGAN

WGAN GP

Figure 26: Segmentation performance of a vanilla UNet segmentor and the
analysed GAN variants when regularised with different techniques. Performance is measured in terms of Dice (↑) and IoU (↑) scores, where arrows
show the metric improvement direction. The box plots report median and
inter-quartile range (IQR) of each metric on a given test set, considering outliers those values falling outside 1.5⇥IQR. Overall, we observe that regularisation leads to larger performance gains on NSGAN, while LSGAN and
WGAN-GP have smaller gains.
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On the other hand, we find LSGAN and WGAN-GP generally more
stable, with regularisation showing a small effect.
We confirm that optimising a segmentor with an adversarial shape
prior always improves the segmentation with respect to a vanilla UNet.
In fact, the semi-supervised training of the GAN segmentor allows to introduce additional information via unpaired images, useful to generalise
better when the annotated data are scarce.

5.4

Summary

This chapter demonstrated that Generative Adversarial Networks can
learn powerful shape priors to be used to regularise training. However,
in the previous sections’ setup, the adversarial discriminator could only
penalise the segmentor globally. In other terms, the segmentor is not
encouraged to learn that shapes have a hierarchical structure and must
satisfy both short-range and long-range pixel dependencies in the image.
Recently, multi-scale adversarial frameworks have shown to be effective to learn better shape priors (Luo, Zheng, et al., 2018). Standard
multi-scale GANs consider a generator and multiple discriminators.
Each discriminator learns an independent shape prior at a given resolution level and drives the generator training to produce realistic predictions at various scales. However, these approaches do not enforce
any consistency between the different resolution levels. On the other
hand, it would be beneficial to introduce multi-scale shape consistency
in the segmentor. Moreover, using a single discriminator would reduce the computational load of training a multi-scale GAN. Improving
these two aspects would provide a simple and powerful regulariser for
semi-supervised and weakly-supervised learning, where object shape
information is often missing from the training data. To address these
limitations, the next chapter introduces a novel multi-scale GAN formulation that biases the segmentor toward more structured predictions.
Lastly, we observe that standard mask discriminators bias the segmentor penalising unrealistic predictions during training. However, this
behaviour remains tied to the training stage, and discriminators are com98

monly discarded at inference. We argue that properly trained discriminators can still provide a useful shape prior after training. We find exciting
the idea of re-using mask discriminators at test-time to detect, and ideally correct, unrealistic predictions of the segmentor. Toward this goal,
Chapter 8 will present a novel approach showing that adversarial shape
priors improve test-time segmentation under data distribution shifts.
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Chapter 6

Multi-scale Adversarial
Shape Priors for Weak
Supervision
In the previous chapters, we have thoroughly discussed that obtaining large-scale datasets with pixel-level annotations is challenging, particularly in medical imaging, where annotating segmentation masks is
time-expensive and requires expert knowledge. For this reason, shape
priors can help to include additional information when labels are missing or partial.
In Chapter 5, we presented several different methods for introducing
data-driven shape priors in a segmentor. This type of priors is helpful
for semi-supervised learning (as shown in Chapter 4 and 5), but also for
weakly-supervised approaches which must rely on imperfect forms of
annotations for training. Below, we offer a novel approach to improve
standard adversarial training in the presence of weak supervision. We
This chapter is based on:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2021c). “Learning to Segment From Scribbles Using Multi-Scale Adversarial Attention Gates”. In: IEEE
Transactions on Medical Imaging. DOI: 10.1109/TMI.2021.3069634
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also report results of the proposed method in a semi-supervised setting.
In the following, we optimise a novel multi-scale GAN with unpaired
segmentation masks while ensuring a low computational training cost.
Conditioned by an input image, the GAN segmentor learns to generate realistic predictions at multiple scales, using scribble supervision to
learn the mapping to the correct spatial object location. Central to the
model’s success is a novel attention gating mechanism that we condition
with adversarial signals to act as a shape prior, resulting in better object
localisation at multiple scales. Subject to adversarial conditioning, the
segmentor learns attention maps that are semantic, suppress the noisy
activations outside the objects, and reduce the vanishing gradient problem in the deeper convolutional layers.
We evaluate our model on several medical (ACDC, LVSC, CHAOS)
and non-medical (PPSS) datasets. We report performance levels matching those achieved by models trained with fully annotated segmentation
masks. We also demonstrate extensions in a variety of settings: semisupervised learning, combining multiple scribble sources (a crowdsourcing scenario), and multi-task learning (combining scribble and mask supervision).

6.1

Introduction

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have obtained impressive results in computer vision. However, their ability to generalize on new
examples is strongly dependent on the amount of training data, thus
limiting their applicability when annotations are scarce. There has been
a considerable effort to exploit semi-supervised and weakly-supervised
strategies. For semantic segmentation, semi-supervised learning (SSL)
aims to use unlabeled images, generally easier to collect, together with
some fully annotated image-segmentation pairs (Chapelle, Scholkopf,
and Zien, 2009; Cheplygina, de Bruijne, and Pluim, 2019). However,
the information inside unlabeled data can improve CNNs only under
specific assumptions (Chapelle, Scholkopf, and Zien, 2009), and SSL requires representative image-segmentation pairs being available.
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Alternatively, weakly-supervised approaches (Khoreva et al., 2017;
Souly, Spampinato, and Shah, 2017; Can et al., 2018; Zhou, Li, et al., 2019)
attempt to train models relying only on weak annotations (e.g., imagelevel labels, sparse pixel annotations, or noisy annotations (Tajbakhsh et
al., 2020)), that should be considerably easier to obtain. Thus, building
large-scale annotated datasets becomes feasible and the generalization
capability of the model per annotation effort can dramatically increase:
e.g., 15 times more bounding boxes can be annotated within the same
time compared to segmentation masks (Lin, Maire, et al., 2014). Among
weak annotations, scribbles are of particular interest for medical image
segmentation, because they are easier to generate and well suited for
annotating nested structures (Can et al., 2018). Unfortunately, learning
from weak annotations does not provide a supervisory signal as strong
as one obtained from fine-grained per-pixel segmentation masks, and
training CNNs is harder. Thus, improved training strategies can enable
remarkable gains with weaker forms of annotations.

6.1.1

Overview of the proposed approach

In this paper, we introduce a novel training strategy in the context of
weakly supervised learning for multi-part segmentation. We train a model for semantic segmentation using scribbles, shaping the training procedure as an adversarial game (Goodfellow et al., 2014) between a conditional mask generator (the segmentor) and a discriminator. We obtain
segmentation performance comparable to when training the segmentor
with full segmentation masks. We demonstrate this for the segmentation
of the heart, abdominal organs, and human pose parts.
Our uniqueness is that we use adversarial feedback at all scales, coupling the generator with a multi-scale discriminator. But, differently
from other multi-scale GANs (Denton, Chintala, Fergus, et al., 2015; Karras, Aila, et al., 2017; Luo, Zheng, et al., 2018), our generator includes
customized attention gates, i.e. modules that automatically produce soft
region proposals in the feature maps, highlighting the salient information inside of them. Differently from the attention gates presented in
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(Schlemper et al., 2019) ours are conditioned by the adversarial signals,
which enforce a stronger object localization in the image. Moreover, differently from other multi-scale GANs (Denton, Chintala, Fergus, et al.,
2015; Karras, Aila, et al., 2017; Luo, Zheng, et al., 2018) we use a single discriminator rather than multiple ones, thus reducing the computational cost whilst retaining their advantages in semantic segmentation.
The discriminator, acting as a learned shape prior, is trained on a set
of segmentation masks, obtained from a different data source1 and is
thus unpaired. We drive the segmentor to generate accurate segmentations from the input images, while satisfying the multi-scale shape prior
learned by the discriminator. We encourage a tight multi-level interaction between segmentor and discriminator introducing Adversarial Attention Gating, an effective attention strategy that, subject to adversarial conditioning, i) encourages the segmentor to predict masks satisfying multi-resolution shape priors; and ii) forces the segmentor to train
deeper layers better. Finally, we also penalize the segmentor when it
predicts segmentations that do not overlap with the available scribbles,
pushing it to learn the correct mapping from images to label maps.
We summarise the proposed approach in Figure 27.

6.1.2

Contributions

We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:
• We use scribble annotations to learn semantic segmentation during
a multi-scale adversarial game.
• We introduce Adversarial Attention Gates (AAGs): effective priordriven attention gates that force the segmentor to localize objects in
the image. Subject to adversarial gradients, AAGs also encourage
a better training of deeper layers in the segmentor.
• We obtain state-of-the-art performance compared to other scribblesupervised models on several popular medical datasets (ACDC,
1 We simulate a realistic clinical setting, where the unpaired masks can be obtained from
a different modality or acquisition protocol (Larrazabal et al., 2020; Painchaud et al., 2020).
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Figure 27: In an adversarial game, our model learns to generate segmentation masks that look realistic at multiple scales and overlap with the available scribble annotations. Loopy arrows in the figure, on the segmentor,
represent the proposed attention gates, which under adversarial conditioning suppress irrelevant information in the extracted features maps.

LVSC and CHAOS, described in Section 3.8.1, 3.8.2, and 3.8.4) and
computer vision data (PPSS, Section 3.8.5).
• We investigate diverse learning scenarios, such as: learning from
different extents of weak annotations (i.e., semi-supervised learning); learning from multiple scribbles per image (and thus simulating a crowdsourcing setting); and finally learning also with few
strong supervision pairs of segmentation masks and images (i.e.,
multi-task learning).
• Lastly, we compare our model, trained on scribbles, with a method
designed for few-shot learning, which we train with densely annotated segmentation masks. With this experiment, we show the
advantage of collecting large-scale, weakly annotated datasets.
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We release expert-made scribble annotations for the ACDC dataset
and the code used for the experiments. Both are available on our project
page, at: https://vios-s.github.io/multiscale-adversaria
l-attention-gates.

6.2

Related Work

A large body of research aimed at developing learning algorithms that
rely less on high-quality annotations (Cheplygina, de Bruijne, and Pluim,
2019; Tajbakhsh et al., 2020). Below, we briefly review recent weakly supervised methods that use scribbles to learn image segmentation. Then,
we discuss what are the advantages of our adversarial setup compared
to other multi-scale GANs. Finally, we discuss the difference between
the attention gates that are an integral part of our segmentor and other
canonical attention modules.

6.2.1

Learning from Scribbles

Scribbles are sparse annotations that have been successfully used for semantic segmentation, reporting near full-supervision accuracy in computer vision and medical image analysis. However, scribbles lack information on the object structure, and they are limited by the uncertainty of unlabelled pixels, which makes training CNNs harder, especially in boundary regions (Lin, Dai, et al., 2016). For this reason, many
approaches have tried to expand scribble annotations by assigning the
same class to pixels with similar intensity and nearby position (Lin, Dai,
et al., 2016; Ji et al., 2019). At first, these approaches relabel the training set propagating annotations from the scribbles to the adjacent pixels
using graph-based methods. Then, they train a CNN on the new label
maps. A recent variant has been introduced by Can et al., 2018, who
suggest estimating the class of unlabelled pixels via a learned two-step
procedure. In the first step, they train a CNN directly with scribbles.
Subsequently, they relabel the training set by refining the CNN predictions with Conditional Random Fields (CRF), and they retrain the CNN
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on the new annotations.
The major limitation of the aforementioned approaches is relying on
dataset relabeling, which can be time-consuming and is prone to errors
that can be propagated to the models during training. Thus, many authors (Can et al., 2018; Tang, Perazzi, et al., 2018) have investigated alternatives that avoid this step, post-processing the model predictions with
CRF (Chen, Papandreou, et al., 2017) or introducing CRF as a trainable
layer (Zheng et al., 2015). Tang, Perazzi, et al., 2018 have also demonstrated the possibility to substitute the CRF-based refining step, directly
training a segmentor with a CRF-based loss regulariser.
Similarly, here we propose a method that avoids the data relabeling
step. We train our model to directly learn a mapping from images to segmentation masks, and we remove expensive CRF-based post-processing.
We cope with unlabelled regions of the image introducing a multi-scale
adversarial loss which, differently from the loss introduced by Tang, Perazzi, et al., 2018, does not rely on CRF, and can handle both long-range
and short-range inconsistencies in the predicted masks.
Concurrent to our work, Zhang, Zhong, and Li, 2020 recently introduced a method that learns to segment images from scribbles using an
adversarial shape prior. However, they suggest using a PatchGAN (Isola
et al., 2017) discriminator, which only focuses on local properties of the
generated segmentations, while we introduce a method that focuses on
both local and global aspects.

6.2.2

Shape Priors in Deep Learning for Medical Imaging

In semantic segmentation, there has been considerable interest in incorporating prior knowledge about organ shapes to obtain more accurate
and plausible results (Nosrati and Hamarneh, 2016). Below, we summarise recent work on shape priors in Deep Learning.
Recently, Clough et al., 2020 used Persistent Homology to enforce
shape priors in medical image segmentation. Oktay, Ferrante, et al., 2017
demonstrated that we can learn a data-driven shape prior with a convolutional autoencoder trained on unpaired segmentation masks, and
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it can be used as regulariser to train a segmentor. Dalca, Guttag, and
Sabuncu, 2018 suggested learning the shape prior with a variational autoencoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2014), and then share part of the
VAE weights with a segmentor. Other approaches included shape priors
as post-processing, regularising the training (Yue et al., 2019), or adjusting predictions at inference, using VAEs (Painchaud et al., 2019) or Denoising Autoencoders (Larrazabal et al., 2020). Kervadec, Dolz, Tang,
et al., 2019 suggested introducing size information as a differentiable
penalty, during training. Alternatively, Dalca, Yu, et al., 2019 proposed
to learn to warp a segmentation atlas. Other methods (Kohl et al., 2018;
Baumgartner et al., 2019) proved that image segmentation has intrinsic
uncertainty, which can be reflected in the learned shape prior. Finally, a
body of literature showed that decoupling (disentangling) object shapes
and appearance is beneficial in a lack of data (Chartsias, Joyce, et al.,
2019; Yang et al., 2019), as well as using temporal consistency constraints
on the object shapes dynamics (Valvano, Chartsias, et al., 2019).
Herein, we will focus on a particular type of shape prior, learned
by a multi-scale GAN from unpaired segmentation masks. Particularly,
we use an adversarial loss during training and avoid expensive postprocessing of the predicted masks.

6.2.3

Multi-scale GANs

Herein, we use the generator as a segmentor, which we train to predict
realistic segmentation masks at multiple scales. Recently, other methods
introduced multi-scale adversarial losses for segmentation. For example,
Xue et al., 2018 proposed to use the discriminator as a critic, measuring
the `1 -distance between real and fake inputs in features space, at multiple
resolution levels. In particular, pairs of real and fake inputs consist in the
Hadamard product between an image and the associated ground truth
or predicted segmentation mask, respectively. Also Luo, Zheng, et al.,
2018 separated real from fake input pairs at multiple scales, using two
separate discriminators (one working at high, one at low resolution) to
distinguish the image concatenation with the associated ground truth or
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predicted segmentation, respectively.
Unfortunately, these approaches rely on image-segmentation pairs to
train the discriminator. Thus, training the segmentor with unlabelled, or
weakly annotated data is not possible. Instead, we train a discriminator using only masks, making the model suitable for semi- and weaklysupervised learning. Also, contrarily to Luo, Zheng, et al., 2018, we use
a single multi-scale discriminator rather than two, keeping the computational cost lower.
Finally, while previous approaches use multi-scale GANs with strong
annotations, this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first work to explore their use in weakly-supervised learning. Furthermore, we alter the
canonical interplay between discriminator and segmentor to improve the
object localization in the image, that we obtain with a novel adversarial
conditioning of the attention maps learned by the segmentor.

6.2.4

Attention Gates

Due to the ability to suppress irrelevant and ambiguous information, attention gates have become an integral part of many sequence modeling
(Vaswani et al., 2017) and image classification (Jetley et al., 2018) frameworks. Recently, they have also been successfully employed for segmentation (Schlemper et al., 2019; Oktay, Schlemper, et al., 2018; Wang,
Deng, et al., 2018; Sinha and Dolz, 2020; Fu et al., 2019), along with the
claim that gating helps to detect desired objects. However, standard
approaches don’t incorporate any explicit constraint in the learned attention maps, which are generally predicted by the neural network autonomously. On the contrary, we show that conditioning the attention
maps to be semantic, i.e. able to localize and distinguish separate objects, considerably boosts the segmentation performance. Herein, we
introduce a novel attention module named Adversarial Attention Gate
(AAG), whose learning is conditioned by a discriminator.
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6.3

Proposed Approach

In this section, we present a general overview of the proposed method.
Then, we detail model architectures and training objectives.
We will assume a weakly supervised setting, where we have access
to: i) image-scribble pairs (x, ys ), being x the image and ys the associated
scribble; ii) unlabelled images; and iii) a set of segmentation masks y
unrelated to any of the images.2

6.3.1

Method Overview

We formulate the training of a CNN with weak supervision (i.e., scribbles) as an adversarial game. Particularly, we use an adversarial discriminator to learn a multi-resolution shape prior, and we enforce a mask
generator, or segmentor, to satisfy it, supported by the purposely designed adversarial attention gates. Critically, AAGs localize the objects
to segment at multiple resolution levels and suppress noisy activations
in the remaining parts of the image (see Figure 28).
In detail, we jointly train a multi-scale segmentor ⌃(·) and a multiscale adversarial discriminator (·). ⌃(·) is supervisedly trained to predict segmentation masks ỹ = ⌃(x) that overlap with the scribble annotations, when available. Meanwhile, (·) learns to distinguish real segmentation masks from those (fake) predicted by the segmentor (i.e., (y)
vs (ỹ)) (Goodfellow et al., 2014), at multiple scales. We model both ⌃(·)
and (·) as CNNs.
In principle, other models can be used to learn multi-scale shape priors, as multi-scale VAEs (Baumgartner et al., 2019; Vahdat and Kautz,
2020). We use GANs because they can be trained together with the segmentor in an adversarial game. The potential of using multi-scale VAEs
in weakly supervised segmentation learning is an open research problem, which we leave for future work.
2 In Section 6.5.6, we will also investigate a mixed setting, where we additionally have:
iv) pairs of image-segmentation masks (x, y).
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Figure 28: Model architectures. Top: segmentor and discriminator interact
at multiple scales. Bottom: convolutional blocks detail. In yellow background, the Adversarial Attention Gate (AAG).

6.3.2

Architectures

We now describe the architectural details of our model.
Segmentor ⌃(·) We modify a UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox,
2015) to include AAG modules in the decoder and to allow collaborative training between segmentor and discriminator at multiple scales
(Fig. 28). We leave the UNet encoder as in the original framework, allowing to extract feature maps at multiple depth levels and propagate them
to the decoder via skip connections and concatenation (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015). Instead, we alter the decoder such that, for every
depth level d, after the two convolutional layers, an AAG first produces
an attention map as the probabilistic prediction of a classifier (detailed
below), then uses it to filter out activations from the input features map.
Particularly, we use convolutional layers with 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ k filters, being k
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the number of input channels, and produce the features map M(d) . Then,
the AAG classifier uses M(d) to predict a segmentation ỹ(d) at the given
resolution level d. As a classifier, we use a convolutional layer with c
1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ k filters (where c is the number of possible classes, including the
background). We do not apply any argmax operation on its prediction,
while we use a pixel-wise softmax to give a probabilistic interpretation of
the output: as a result, every pixel is associated to a probability of belonging to every considered class, which is important to have smoother
gradients on the learned attention maps. We then slice the predicted
array removing the channel associated to the background, and we use
the multi-channel soft segmentation: i) as input to the discriminator at
the same depth level; and ii) to produce an attention map, obtained by
summing up the remaining channels into a 2D probabilistic map a(d) ,
localizing object positions in the image (Fig. 28). To force the segmentor to use a(d) , we multiply the extracted features M(d) with a(d) using
the Hadamard product (gating process). The resulting features maps are
upsampled to the next resolution level via a nearest-neighbor interpolation. After each convolutional layer, we use batch normalization (Ioffe
and Szegedy, 2015) and ReLU activation function.
Discriminator (·) We design an encoding architecture receiving real
or fake inputs at multiple scales. This allows a multi-level interaction between ⌃(·) and (·), and the direct propagation of adversarial gradients
into the AAGs. We refer to this multi-level interaction as Adversarial Deep
Supervision (ADS), as it regularises the output of AAG classifiers similarly to deep supervision, but using adversarial gradients (Fig. 29).
The real samples {y(d) }4d=1 consist of expert-made segmentations, that
we supply at full or downsampled resolution at multiple discriminator
depths, while fake samples {ỹ(d) }4d=1 are the multi-scale predictions of the
segmentor. In both cases, the lower-resolution inputs (d > 1) are supplied to the discriminator by simply concatenating them to the features
maps it extracts at each depth d (Fig. 28, right).
The discriminator is a convolutional encoder adapted from (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019). At every depth d, at first, we process and down111
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Figure 29: Adversarial Attention Gates consist of an attention block (yellow
background in the figure) pairing Adversarial Deep Supervision (ADS, obtained via the connection in pink background) and a multiplicative gating
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sample the features maps using a convolutional layer with 4 ⇥ 4 ⇥ k kernels and stride of 2. The number of filters follows that of the segmentor
encoder (e.g. 32, 64, 128, 256, 512). We also use spectral normalization
(Miyato et al., 2018) to improve training. Obtained feature maps are then
compressed with a second convolutional layer using 12 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ k filters.
Both layers use tanh activations.
To improve the learning process and avoid overfitting, we make the
adversarial game harder for the discriminator, using label noise (Salimans
et al., 2016) and instance noise (Sønderby et al., 2017). In particular, we
obtain label noise by a random flip of the discriminator labels (real vs
fake) with a 10% probability, while we apply instance noise as a Gaussian
noise with zero mean and standard deviation of 0.2, that we add to the
highest resolution input.
Lastly, we compute the final prediction of the discriminator using a
fully connected layer with scalar output ( (y), (ỹ)).
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6.3.3

Loss Functions and Training Details

We train the model minimizing supervised and adversarial objectives. In
particular, we consider both contributions when scribble annotations are
available for the input image, but only use the latter when dealing with
unlabeled data.
Supervised Cost
When scribbles are available, we train the segmentor to minimize a pixelwise classification cost on the annotated pixels of the image-scribble pair
(x, ys ), while, most importantly, we don’t propagate any loss gradient
trough the unlabeled pixels. Crucially, we use the pixel-wise cross-entropy because it is shape-independent, and, to resolve the class imbalance problem, we multiply the per-class loss contribution by a scaling
factor that accounts for the class cardinality. We can write the supervised
cost as:
LSU P = 1(ys ) ⇤

⇥

Xc

i=1

⇤
wi · ys i log(ỹi ) ,

(6.1)

where i refers to each class and c is the number of classes. We choose
the class scaling factor wi = 1 ni /ntot , being ni the number of pixels
with label i within ys , and ntot the total number of annotated pixels. To
avoid loss contribution on unlabeled pixels, we multiply the result by
the masking function 1(ys ), which returns 1 for annotated pixels, 0 otherwise. A similar formulation was suggested in (Tang, Djelouah, et al.,
2018) termed as Partial Cross-Entropy (PCE) loss but without the class
balancing. Thus, we term our formulation as Weighted-PCE (WPCE).
Adversarial Cost
Adversarial objectives are the result of a minimax game (Goodfellow et
al., 2014) between segmentor and discriminator, where (·) is trained
to maximize its capability of differentiating between real and generated
segmentations, ⌃(·) to predict segmentation masks that are good enough
to trick the discriminator and minimize its performance.
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To address the difficulties of training GANs, that can lead to training
instability (Mao et al., 2018), we adopt the Least Square GAN objective
(Mao et al., 2018) which penalizes prediction errors of the discriminator
based on their distances from the decision boundary.
Given an image x and an unpaired mask y, we optimize
and ⌃
according to: min VLS ( ) and min⌃ VLS (⌃), where:
1
1
Ey⇠p(y) [( (y) 1)2 ] + Ex⇠p(x) [( (⌃(x)) + 1)2 ]
2
2
1
2
VLS (⌃) = Ex⇠p(x) [( (⌃(x)) 1) ].
2
VLS ( ) =

(6.2)

Training Strategy
We iterate the training of the model over two steps: i) optimization over
a batch of weakly annotated images, and ii) optimization over a batch of
unlabeled images.
When scribble annotations are available, we minimize L = a0 LSU P +
a1 VLS (⌃). In particular, we compute a0 dynamically, so that we don’t
LS (⌃)k
need to tune it. We define: a0 = kV
kLSU P k to maintain a fixed ratio between the amplitude of supervised and adversarial costs throughout the
entire training process, preventing one factor to prevail over the other.
We report a study of the dynamic weighting effect in Appendix B.3.
When dealing with a batch of unlabeled images, we alternately optimize the model. First, we compute the discriminator loss, a2 VLS ( ), and
update discriminator’s weights to reduce it. Then, with the updated discriminator, we estimate the generator loss, a3 VLS (⌃), and optimize the
generator’s weights.
We give more importance to the supervised objective rather than the
adversarial loss because the discriminator only evaluates if the predicted
masks look realistic, while it does not say anything about their accuracy.
Besides, the supervised cost requires the segmentor to learn the correct
mapping from images to segmentation masks, which is what we are interested into. Thus, we scale the adversarial contribution to be one order
of magnitude smaller, setting a1 = 0.1 for training with weak supervision. Similarly, we use a2 = a3 = 0.2 to train generator and discriminator
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equally on the unlabeled data.
We minimize the loss function using Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015)
and a batch size of 12. Most importantly, learning from limited annotations can easily trap the model in sharp, bad, local minima because
the training data poorly represents the actual data distribution. Thus,
we promote the search of flat and more generalizable solutions using a
cyclical learning rate (Smith, 2017) with a period of 20 epochs, that we
oscillate between 10 4 and 10 5 . As a result, we observed a smoother
loss function and more stable performance between subsequent epochs,
diminishing the early stopping criterion effects (as also observed in (Valvano, Chartsias, et al., 2019)). Similarly to previous work with weak annotations (Lin, Dai, et al., 2016; Dai, He, and Sun, 2015), we train the
model until an early stopping criterion is met, and we arrest the training
when the loss between predicted and real segmentations stops decreasing on a validation set.

6.4
6.4.1

Experimental Setup
Data

For the experiments, we adopted the medical datasets: ACDC (described
in Section 3.8.1), LVSC (Section 3.8.2), and both T1 and T2 images from
CHAOS, separately (Section 3.8.4). To demonstrate the broad utility of
our method, we also test performance on the (non-medical) PPSS (Section 3.8.5) dataset, which focuses on human pose parts segmentation.
Below, we first detail the procedure used to generate scribble annotations; then, we define how we construct train, validation, and test set.
Scribble Generation
To obtain scribbles with these datasets we follow different processes. Examples of those scribbles are shown in Figure 30. Experts draw scribbles
in a certain way (e.g., away from border regions). A dataset containing manual scribbles helps test a method more realistically than using
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LVSC

CHAOS-T1

CHAOS-T2

PPSS

Scribble

Mask

Input

ACDC

Figure 30: Example of generated scribbles for each dataset. In ACDC, scribbles were manually annotated inside the available segmentation masks. In
CHAOS and PPSS, we obtained scribbles for each class via binary erosion
of the associated segmentation mask, as in (Rajchl et al., 2017). In LVSC,
the binary erosion would result in a very good approximation of the myocardium: thus, we generated scribbles with a random walk inside of each
class. Please, refer to Section 6.4.1 for additional details.

simulated data from automatic procedures. Thus, in ACDC, we use ITKSNAP (Yushkevich et al., 2006) to manually draw scribbles for ES and ED
phases within the available segmentation masks. We obtained separate
scribbles for RV, LV, and MYO, enabling us to test against ground truth
segmentations. To identify pixels belonging to the background class
(BGD), we draw an ulterior scribble approximately around the heart,
while leaving the rest of the pixels unlabeled. Scribbles for RV, MYO, LV,
BGD had an average (standard deviation) image coverage of 0.1 (0.1)%,
0.2 (0.1)%, 0.1 (0.1)% and 10.4 (8.4)%, respectively.
For CHAOS and PPSS, we obtained scribbles by eroding the available segmentation masks (Rajchl et al., 2017). For each object, we followed standard skeletonisation by iterative identification and removal
of border pixels, until connectivity is lost. Resulting scribbles are deterministic, typically falling along the object’s midline (as with manual ones
(Lin, Dai, et al., 2016)).
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For LVSC, since MYO is thin, a skeleton is already too good of an
approximation of the full mask. Thus, we generate scribbles with random walks. For every object, we first initialize an “empty” scribble, and
define the 2D coordinates of a random pixel P ⌘ (xP , yP ) inside the segmentation mask. Then, we iterate 2500 times the steps: i) assign P to
the scribble; ii) randomly “move” in the image, adding or subtracting 1
to the coordinates of P; iii) if the new point belongs to the segmentation
mask, assign the new coordinates to P. Scribbles for MYO and BGD had
an average (standard deviation) image coverage of 0.2 (0.1) % and 1.9
(0.5) %, respectively.

Train, Validation, Test
We divided ACDC, LVSC, CHAOS-T1 and CHAOS-T2 datasets in
groups of 70%, 15% and 15% of patients for train, validation, and test set,
respectively. Following seminal semi-supervised learning approaches
(Salimans et al., 2016; Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019), we additionally split
the 70% of training data into two halves, the first of which is used to train
the segmentor ⌃(·) with weak labels (image-scribble pairs), while we use
only the masks of the second half to train the discriminator (·). Correlations between groups are limited by: i) splitting the data by patient,
rather than by images (limiting intra-subject leakage, as masks come
from different subjects (Chartsias, Joyce, et al., 2019)); and ii) discarding
images associated to masks used to train the discriminator (thus, ⌃(·)
never sees images used to train (·)).
For PPSS, following Luo, Wang, and Tang, 2013, we use the video
scenes from the last 71 cameras as test set, while we split images from
the first 100 cameras to train (90% of images) and validate (10% of images) the model. As with the medical datasets, we further divide the
training volumes into two halves, and we use one of them to exclusively
train the discriminator, using the segmentation masks and discarding the
associated images.
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6.4.2

Baseline, Benchmark Methods and Upper Bounds

We evaluate the robustness of our method in terms of segmentation performance compared with methods using different prior assumptions to
regularise training with scribbles, summarized in Table 5. In particular,
we consider:
• UNetPCE and UNetWPCE (Tang, Djelouah, et al., 2018): The UNet
(Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015) is one of the most common
choices for training with fully annotated segmentation masks. We
evaluate its behavior when trained with the PCE loss proposed for
scribble supervision in (Tang, Djelouah, et al., 2018), or the WPCE
loss introduced in Equation 6.1.
• UNetCRF : We also consider the previous UNetWPCE whose prediction is further processed by CRF as RNN layer (Chen, Papandreou,
et al., 2017; Zheng et al., 2015), (Monteiro, Figueiredo, and Oliveira,
2018). CRF as RNN models Conditional Random Fields as a recurrent neural network (RNN), incorporating the prior that nearby
pixels with similar color intensities should be classified similarly
in the segmentation mask. This layer can be trained end-to-end
and does not require relabeling the training set. For ACDC and
LVSC, we train such a layer with the same hyperparameters used
for cardiac segmentation in (Can et al., 2018): ↵ = 160,
= 3 and
sigma = 10. These parameters model the pairwise potentials of
CRF as weighted Gaussians (Zheng et al., 2015). As in (Can et al.,
2018), we use 5 iterations for the RNN. For the other datasets, we
set
= 3, as suggested in (Zheng et al., 2015).
• TS-UNetCRF : We compare our model to the two-steps procedure in
(Can et al., 2018), using the variant modeling CRF as an RNN rather
than a separate post-processing step, because no relevant difference
was observed between the two, and this is simpler to use at inference. For the CRF as RNN, we used the same hyper-parameter
setting of UNetCRF .
The above approaches do not exploit unpaired data during training.
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Thus, we also compare with two models that, despite not being proposed for weakly supervised learning, can exploit the extra unpaired
data and learn data-driven shape priors:
• PostDAE (Larrazabal et al., 2020): this method trains a Denoising
Autoencoder (DAE) on unpaired masks, and then uses it to postprocesses the predictions of a pre-trained UNet. To train the UNet
on scribbles and directly compare with our method, we use the
WPCE loss.
• UNetD : as in vanilla GANs, we train a UNet segmentor and a mask
discriminator. The latter has the same architecture as ours (same
capacity), but it receives inputs only at the highest resolution.
Lastly, we compare with the method of Zhang et al.:
• ACCL (Zhang, Zhong, and Li, 2020): similar to UNetD , ACCL
trains with scribbles using a PatchGAN discriminator (Isola et al.,
2017).
Finally, we consider two upper bounds, based on training with fully annotated segmentation masks:
• UNetUB : UNet trained with strong annotations. In this case, we
train the UNet in a fully-supervised way using image-segmentation
pairs and a weighted cross-entropy loss (with per-class weights defined as in Equation 6.1).
• UNetD UB : UNet as before, but with an additional vanilla mask discriminator, used to train on the unlabeled images. The discriminator is the same as that of our model, but it receives an input only at
the highest resolution.
To compare methods, we always use same UNet segmentor, learning
rate, batch size, and early stopping criterion. If a method does not use a
discriminator, we simply discard the data we would have used to train
(·). As Can et al., 2018, we train the CRF as RNN layer of TS-UNetCRF
with a learning rate 104 times smaller than that used for the UNet training, and we update the RNN weights only every 10 iterations.
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Model
UNetPCE
UNetWPCE
UNetCRF
TS-UNetCRF
PostDAE
UNetD
ACCL
Ours

Uses
Prior
7
7
3
3
3
3
3
3

Type of Prior

Mean Field Assumption (Zheng et al., 2015)
Mean Field Assumption (Zheng et al., 2015)
Shape, via DAE
Shape, via Discriminator
Shape, via Patch Discriminator (Isola et al., 2017)
Multi-scale Shape, via AAGs

Table 5: Type of prior used by each model.

Evaluation
2|ỹ·y|
We measure performance with the multi-class Dice score: Dice = |ỹ|+|y|
,
where ỹ and y are the multi-channel predicted and true segmentation,
respectively. To assess if improvements are statistically significant we use
the non-parametric Wilcoxon test, and we denote statistical significance
with p  0.05 or p  0.01 using one (*) or two (**) asterisks, respectively.
We avoid multiple comparisons comparing our method only with the
best benchmark model.

6.5

Experiments and Discussion

We present and discuss the performance of our method in various experimental scenarios. Our primary question is: Can scribbles replace per-pixel
annotations (Section 6.5.1, 6.5.2); and what happens when we have fewer scribble annotations, or less unpaired data (Section 6.5.3, 6.5.4)? Then, we consider two natural questions that extend the applicability of our approach:
Can we learn from multiple scribbles per training image (Section 6.5.5)? Can
we mix per-pixel annotations with scribbles during training (Section 6.5.6)?
Finally, we ask: Why does Adversarial Attention Gating work (Section 6.5.7)?
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6.5.1

Learning from Scribbles

A prime contribution of our work is to close the performance gap between the most common strongly supervised models and weakly supervised approaches. Thus, we compare our method with other benchmarks
and upper bounds quantitatively, in Table 6, and qualitatively, in Figure 31.
In particular, Table 6 reports average and standard deviation of the
Dice score on test data for each dataset.3 We clarify that, as discussed
in Section 6.4.1, these results refer to training the segmentors with half
of the annotated training images. We report Dice scores and the Hausdorff distances for each anatomical region of the medical datasets in Appendix B.1.
Our method matches and sometimes even improves the performance
of approaches trained only with strong supervision. As an example, we
improve the Dice score of UNetUB on both ACDC and PPSS. A result that
further confirms the potential of weakly supervised approaches that use
annotations which are much easier to collect than segmentation masks.
Moreover, as can be seen from the upper part of the table (methods
trained with scribble supervision), we consistently improve segmentation results.4 When compared to the 2nd best model, we obtain up to
⇠8.5% of improvement on CHAOS-T1. As our ablation study shows in
Section 6.5.7, such performance gains originate from the multi-scale interaction between adversarial signals and attention modules, which regularises the segmentor to predict both locally and globally consistent
masks. In particular, our training strategy enforces multi-scale shape
constraints, discouraging the appearance of isolated pixels and unrealistic spatial relationships between the object parts (Fig. 31).
Interestingly, we observe that weighting the loss contribution of each
class based on their numerosity (UNetPCE vs UNetWPCE ) is not always
beneficial to the model, probably because, being sparse, scribble super3 For

ACDC, we also evaluated our model using the challenge server. After training our
method on scribbles, we obtained an average (over the anatomical regions) Dice of 86.5%.
We report the full results in Table 14, Appendix B.2.
4 The only exception is on LVSC, where we have same results as ACCL.
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Model

ACDC

LVSC

CHAOS-T1

CHAOS-T2

PPSS

Scribble

UNetPCE
UNetWPCE
UNetCRF
TS-UNetCRF
PostDAE
UNetD
ACCL
Ours

79.006
69.407
69.607
37.308
69.006
61.808
82.605
**84.304

62.309
59.107
60.408
50.507
58.607
31.709
65.908
65.508

34.406
40.005
40.505
29.305
29.106
44.003
48.307
*56.805

37.506
52.105
44.706
27.605
35.505
46.301
49.705
57.804

71.904
69.304
68.804
67.104
67.504
73.104
73.204
**74.604

Mask

Supervision Type

Dataset

UNetUB
UNetD UB

82.005
83.905

67.207
67.909

60.806
63.905

58.601
60.801

72.804
77.204

Table 6: Dice average and standard deviation (subscript) obtained from
each method on the test set, for medical and vision datasets. Leftmost column indicates if the learning algorithm has been trained with full mask or
scribble annotations. The best method is in bold characters, while the second best is underlined; asterisks denote if their difference has statistical significance (* p  0.05, ** p  0.01).

vision suffers less than mask supervision from the class unbalance problem. However, when the class imbalance increases, e.g. with CHAOST1 and T2, weighting the PCE seems to be beneficial. We also did not
find evident performance boost in using CRF as RNN to post-process
the UNet predictions (UNetWPCE vs UNetCRF ).
The two-step paradigm of TS-UNetCRF is one of the worst. We observed that errors reinforce themselves in self-learning schemes (Chapelle,
Scholkopf, and Zien, 2009), and unreliable proposals in the relabeled
training set lead the retrained model to fit to errors.5
Lastly, we discuss the performance of the methods that learn a shape
prior from the unpaired masks. As Table 6 shows, post-processing the
5 In this experiment, we explore the learning capability of the model and compare with
benchmarks on the same ground. Thus, we did not enlarge scribbles as suggested by Can
et al., 2018 (Grady, 2006). With the enlarged scribbles, TS-UNetCRF improved from 37.3% to
53.6%, on ACDC. Doing the same for our method, gave no improvement (83.5% vs 84.3%
from Table II). This illustrates that such additional training signal is useful for TS-UNetCRF
but it is not necessary for our method. While we are not certain about the origins of this, we
hypothesise that it is the adversarial discriminator that provides a similar training signal
as those provided by the enlarged scribbles.
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segmentor output with a DAE does not improve performance (PostDAE). As discussed by the PostDAE authors (Larrazabal et al., 2020), a
reason could be the poor performance of the segmentor which, when
trained on scribbles, produces out-of-distribution segmentation masks
for the DAE (i.e., the corrupted data used for training the DAE are not
representative of the test-time segmentation errors). Sometimes, we
even observed degenerate cases where the PostDAE always produces
empty masks (CHAOS dataset and PPSS), or it completely omits some
classes (ACDC). See Appendix B.5 for visual examples of these and other
models’ failures.
Instead, mask discriminators are an effective choice (see UNetD and
ACCL). In fact, the discriminator can recover missing label information
from the scribble-annotated data, and the model has competitive performance. However, our model generalises better across datasets.

6.5.2

Segmentation Masks vs Scribbles

To understand the trade-off between the time-to-segment and the typeof-annotations, we evaluate if it’s better to collect many scribble annotations instead of few fully annotated images. Assuming that similar to
bounding boxes (Lin, Maire, et al., 2014), scribbles can be collected about
15⇥ faster than segmentations, annotating 35 images with scribbles on
ACDC would require a similar time as two densely labelled masks. Some
authors suggest the possibility to learn to segment using a few or even
one single annotated sample (Tajbakhsh et al., 2020; Shaban et al., 2017;
Zhao, Balakrishnan, et al., 2019; Chaitanya, Karani, et al., 2019; Liu,
Lee, et al., 2019; Feyjie et al., 2020). Thus, we want to compare the
performance of our model using 35 scribble-annotations (Dice of 84.3%)
with that obtainable using two full masks and the Task-driven and Semisupervised Data Augmentation (TSDA) method (Chaitanya, Karani, et
al., 2019).6 TSDA uses a GAN to learn realistic deformations and intensity transformations to apply on the annotated images and uses the
augmented training set to optimise a UNet-like segmentor. We perform
6 We used the code provided by the authors at https://github.com/krishnabits
001/task driven data augmentation.
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LVSC

CHAOS-T1

CHAOS-T2

PPSS

True

Ours

ACCL

UNetD

PostDAE TS-UNetCRF

UNetCRF

UNetWPCE

UNetPCE

Input

ACDC

Figure 31: Example of predicted segmentation masks for the considered
methods on each task. Observe that our approach (bottom row) learns spatial relationships in the image, thus preventing the prediction of isolated
pixels in the mask, as well as unrealistic spatial relationship among the object parts.
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3-fold cross-validation, using the same validation and test sets as before.
We randomly selected two fully-annotated patients among the training
subjects, and we learned the augmentation GAN with the unpaired images we assumed available (35 patients). With TSDA, we obtained an average Dice (standard deviation) of 56.8% (13.5%), which is considerably
better than the standard training of a segmentor (Dice of 24.9% (14.1%))
but worse than other models trained with all the 35 scribble-annotated
data (ACDC column, Table 6).
Our results confirm recent findings (Asano, Rupprecht, and Vedaldi,
2020) observing that despite a single image can be enough to train the
first few layers of a CNN, deeper layers require additional labels.
Lastly, notice that TSDA data augmentation can be potentially integrated into our model, too.

6.5.3

Model Robustness to Limited Annotations

We analyze model robustness with a scarcity of annotations in Figure 32.
In particular, we compare with methods that don’t employ shape priors
during training. In the experiments, we always use 50% of training data
to exclusively train the discriminator, if present in the method. The remaining 50% is used to train the segmentor ⌃(·), with varying amount
of labels: e.g. “5%” means we train ⌃(·) with 5% of labeled and 45%
of unlabeled images (adversarial setup). As upper bound, we consider
the results obtained by UNetD UB after training it with all the available
image-segmentation pairs.
As shown in Figure 32, our model can rapidly approach the upper
bound and, overall, it shows the best performance for almost every percentage of training annotations. With 5% of weakly annotated data, our
method performs slightly worse than other models in LVSC and CHAOS:
however, the performance gap is not statistically significant.
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ACDC

**

**
Dice

Dice

**

LVSC

*

Percentage of annotations

Percentage of annotations

CHAOS-T1

CHAOS-T2
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*
Dice

Dice

*

Percentage of annotations
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PPSS

**

Dice
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Percentage of annotations

Ours

UNetPCE

UNetWPCE

UNet CRF

TS UNet CRF
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Figure 32: Dice score obtained on the test data by our and methods that
don’t use shape priors when changing the percentage of available labels in
the training set (shaded bands show standard errors instead of deviation for
clarity). As upper bound (U.B.) we consider UNetD UB , trained using all the
densely annotated masks. Asterisks denote if differences between first and
second best has statistical significance (* p  0.05, ** p  0.01).
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6.5.4

How Much Does the Model Rely on the Unpaired
Data?

Here, we investigate how much the model relies on the unpaired data
by reducing the number of unpaired masks first, then the unpaired images. In the first case, we trained the discriminator using only 5% of the
unpaired masks (3 ACDC patients) and the segmentor using all the scribbles. Despite training (·) with less masks, thanks to data augmentation
(random roto-translations and instance noise), the model learned a robust shape prior and got a Dice of 83.7% (5%), i.e. less than 1% decrease.
Thus, the adversarial conditioning of the attention gates was still strong
enough to correctly bias the segmentor to learn multi-scale relationships
in the objects.7 Secondly, we repeated the experiments in Section 6.5.3
training our model without the additional unpaired images, and by varying the number of annotated data from 5% to 50%. At 5% of annotations,
we obtained an average (standard deviation in parenthesis) Dice of 22.5%
(10%); with 25% of scribble-annotations, a Dice of 75.0% (8%); and with
50% of labels, we got 84.3% (4%). As can be seen, the model dependence on the number of unpaired images decreases when the number of
scribble-annotated images (that are easy to collect) increases.
Based on these experiments, we conclude that the model performs
well even when the unpaired data are scarce, provided that enough scribble-annotations are available.

6.5.5

Combining Multiple Scribbles: Simulating Crowdsourcing

Here we investigate the possibility to train our model using multiple
scribbles per training image. This scenario simulates crowdsourcing applications, which are useful for annotating rare classes and to exploit dif7 We conducted experiments also using more than 5% of masks. Overall, we observed
similar performance, with some fluctuations in Dice score due to the optimisation process. Such fluctuations originate from several factors: weight initialisation, training data,
stochastic order of the batches presented to the network during training, etc. Minimising
the performance gap between best- and worst-case scenario is a well-known problem of
weakly supervised learning, and an active area of research (Guo, Li, et al., 2019).
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Dice

(a)

(b)

Figure 33: (a) Effect of training with labels from multiple annotators; and
(b) performance in presence of mixed supervision (i.e. using masks and
scribbles) on ACDC. The upper bound (U.B.) is the UNetD UB , trained with
all the dense segmentation masks.

ferent levels of expertise in annotators (Lin, Maire, et al., 2014; Ørting
et al., 2019). We mimic the scribble annotations collected by three different “sources”, using: i) expert-made scribbles; ii) scribbles approximated
by segmentation masks skeletonization; iii) scribbles approximation by
a random walk in the masks (see Section 6.4.1 for a description of the
approaches used to generate ii) and iii)).
For every training image, we combine multiple scribbles summing
up the supervised loss Equation 6.1 obtained for each of them: LSU P =
P3
i
i=1 LSU P . Thus, we consider multiple times pixels that are labeled
across annotators, while considering ‘once’ pixels labeled only from one
annotator. Other ways of combining annotations are also possible (e.g.,
considering the union of the scribbles, or weighting differently each annotator (Ørting et al., 2019)), but they are out of the scope of this chapter.
In Figure 33a, we compare the Dice score of our method trained in
a “single” vs a “multiple” annotator scenario. As can be seen, multiple
scribbles have a regularising effect when the number of annotated data
is scarce.
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6.5.6

Multitask Learning: Combining Masks and Scribbles

Collecting homogeneous large-scale datasets can be difficult, but often
we have access to multiple data sources, that can have different types of
annotations. Here, we relax the assumption of using only scribble annotations, and investigate if we can train models that also leverage extra
fully annotated data. For simplicity, we assume to have 5% of scribble annotations, and we gradually introduce from 0% to 45% of fullyannotated images (for a maximum total of 50% annotated data). We
train the model using as loss: Equation 6.1 for scribble-annotated data,
Equation 6.2 for unlabeled data, and the weighted cross-entropy for fully
annotated images. We report results on ACDC in Figure 33b, showing
that mixing scribble and mask supervision is feasible, and it can increase
model performance. Although training only with masks is beyond the
scope of this chapter, we also investigated training in a fully supervised
full mask setting. As expected, results show that training using only
masks further improves segmentation performance (we report numbers
in Appendix B.4).

6.5.7

Why does Adversarial Attention Gating work?

Prior-conditioned Attention Maps are Object Localizers We will now
show that contrary to canonical attention gates AAGs act as object
localizers at multiple scales. In detail, we consider our attention mechanism with or without the adversarial conditioning (ADS). In both cases,
the probability attention map is obtained as in Section 6.3.2, and results
from a 1 ⇥ 1 convolutional layer with softmax activation (that can be interpreted as a classifier), and a sum operation on all but one channel (see
a summary in Figure 29). In Figure 34 we illustrate: i) the most active
channels in the classifier output, and ii) the predicted attention maps,
at multiple depth levels d. As the attentions maps show (Fig. 34, top),
the adversarial conditioning of the attention gates encourages the segmentor at multiple scales to i) learn to localize objects of interest; and ii)
suppress activations outside of them. Thus, scattered false positives (see
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Depth

Attention
Map a(d )

w/o ADS

ỹ (d )

Prediction

Ground Truth

Attention
Map a(d )

w/ ADS

ỹ (d )

Prediction

Input

d =1

d =2

d =3

d =4

Figure 34: UNet-like segmentor with (top) vs without (bottom) adversarial
conditioning of the attention gates in its decoder. Conditioned by an adversarial shape prior (w/ ADS), the model learns semantic attention maps able
to localize the object to segment at multiple scales. Also, the shape prior
encourages the segmentor to learn multi-scale relationships in the objects.

UNet’s prediction for d = 1 in Figure 34) are prevented, and the model
performance improves (see also Figure 31).

Adversarial Attention Gating Trains Deep Layers Better We qualitatively show that AAGs increase the training of the segmentor deepest
layers. In Figure 35, we show the distribution of weights values in the
convolutional layers at depth d = 4 in absence vs presence of adversarial conditioning (ADS) of the attention gates. As shown, attention gates
with ADS force the segmentor to update its weights also in deeper layers, which would otherwise suffer from vanishing gradients (Szegedy,
Liu, et al., 2015; Lee, Xie, et al., 2015).
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w/ ADS
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w/o ADS

Count

Figure 35: Weight distribution for the convolutional layers at depth d=4 of
the segmentor. We compare how the weight distribution changes during
training, with and without the use of ADS on the segmentor. Notice that
ADS helps the layer training, and the initially narrow distribution becomes
broader in time.

Ablation Study We show ablations on ACDC in Table 7. Removing
ADS from the model, we leave the discriminator as a vanilla one, receiving inputs only at the highest resolution (classic GAN), while the segmentor remains unchanged. Unless otherwise stated, removing ADS we
leave the attention gates in the segmentor, but without the adversarial
conditioning (i.e. the segmentor is a UNet with classical self-attention;
see Figure 29). When we completely remove the discriminator, the segmentor is trained just with scribble supervision and no adversarial signals. As Table 7 shows, each model component contributes to the final
performance.
In particular, Table 7 highlights that our model’s success is not merely
due to the use of additional unpaired images. In fact, if we compare with
a classic GAN that also uses extra unpaired images, we Dice increases
of 23% when enough scribbles are available (compare “Ours” vs “#3” at
25% and 50% of labels).
From Table 7, we further observe that both ADS and the multiplicative gating are important aspects of the model, and they increase the seg131

Attention
Ours
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

X
X
X
X

Discriminator
single multi

X
X

X
X

5%

25%

50%

40.709
38.413
39.410
55.810
34.809
32.109

80.606
79.106
77.307
60.207
71.608
68.309

84.305
83.804
84.005
61.808
71.008
69.407

Table 7: Our ablations, as the name states, start with our model but remove:
#1: Only gating; #2: Only ADS; #3: Both Gating and ADS; #4: Both ADS and
the Discriminator; and finally #5: ADS, the Discriminator and Gating.

mentation quality of a similar amount (e.g., going from the ablation “#3”
to “#2”, or to “#1”, we obtain similar performance gains). This is not surprising: in fact, both the approaches enforce an attention process inside
the segmentor. Specifically, the gating does so because it acts as an information bottleneck on what gets transmitted to the next convolutional
block (i.e. it zeroes out unimportant information in the features maps).
The ADS also enforces attention since it forces the segmentor to extract
the information needed to predict realistic segmentations at every resolution. However, it is evident that ADS and the gating mechanism bring
complementary advantages to the model, and it is when we combine
both of them that we reach the best results, at every percentage of labels
(“Ours” vs “#2”, “Ours” vs “#3”).
Finally, we compared the use of the PCE vs WPCE loss to train the full
model. With PCE, we obtained a Dice of: 25.2 (11), 74.0 (7), 83.4 (5) for
5%, 25% and 50% of labels, respectively. With WPCE, our method performs better. We believe that this happens because PCE is intrinsically
biased to penalize more the errors of the class having more annotated
pixels. On the contrary, the WPCE loss is invariant to the number of annotated pixels. Thus, with WPCE, the discriminator can more easily bias
the segmentor to predict masks which reflect the expected ratio between
the organs/parts sizes and make them look realistic, ultimately improving segmentation performance.
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6.6

Conclusion

We introduce a novel strategy to learn object segmentation using scribble supervision and a learned multi-scale shape prior. In an adversarial game, we force a segmentor to predict masks that satisfy short- and
long-range dependencies in the image, narrowing down or eliminating
the performance gap from strongly supervised models on medical and
non-medical datasets. Fundamental to the success of our method are the
proposed generalization of deep supervision and the novel adversarial
conditioning of attention modules in the segmentor.
We show the robustness of our approach in diverse training scenarios, including: a varying number of scribble annotations in the training
set, multiple annotators for an image (crowdsourcing), and the possibility to include fully annotated images during training. In the future, it
would be interesting to explore the introduction of other types of multiscale shape priors, such as those obtained by multi-scale VAEs, which
can take into account also segmentation uncertainty. Furthermore, it
would be exciting to study other variants of the proposed attention gates,
without relying on multiplicative gating operations and thus on background/foreground object segmentation tasks. It would also be interesting to explore the application of these gates for other tasks which could
benefit from multi-scale adversarial signals, such as image registration
(Krebs et al., 2019), conditional image generation (Azadi et al., 2019) and
localised style transfer (Kurzman, Vazquez, and Laradji, 2019).

6.7

Summary

This chapter showed that GANs could learn powerful shape priors to
regularise the learning driven by weak supervision. However, the presented approach has the limit of requiring a set of compatible segmentation masks for training. These masks must contain annotations for the
exact same classes included in the weak labels. Moreover, to limit the
covariate shift risk, we must ensure that the segmented structures are
similar across datasets. For example, suppose we train the segmentor on
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weakly annotated data obtained from an elderly population, and we use
unpaired masks from a pediatric database to train the discriminator. In
that case, we risk introducing a harmful data bias which may lead the
model to under-segment the input images.
The next chapter shows that it is possible to introduce multi-scale relationships without requiring unpaired masks. In particular, we suggest
using a self-supervised consistency objective to regularise the training
with scribble annotations. Such a framework exhibits good performance
levels while being more general and flexible than multi-scale GANs.
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Chapter 7

Self-supervised Multi-scale
Consistency for Weak
Supervision
We showed that it is possible to learn shape priors directly from data
in an adversarial framework. Yet, we also discussed that there might be
differences between the population used to train the segmentor and the
one used to optimise the mask discriminator. Such differences are not
necessarily a problem in semi-supervised learning, where paired imagesegmentation masks regularise the segmentor training. However, they
could introduce harmful biases in weakly supervised learning, where object shape and size information is not available within the labelled data.
This chapter presents a more general framework that extends the
previously introduced multi-scale GAN and makes the multi-scale segmentor independent from unpaired masks’ availability. In particular, we
This chapter is based on:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A Tsaftaris (2021a). “Self-supervised
Multi-scale Consistency for Weakly Supervised Segmentation Learning”. In: Domain Adaptation and Representation Transfer, and Affordable Healthcare and AI for Resource Diverse Global Health. Springer, pp. 14–24
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adapt the Adversarial Attention Gates to learn multi-scale relationships
using self-supervised training objectives. We show that the resulting
method has a competitive performance compared to frameworks requiring unpaired masks to function, and it has the advantage of being mask
annotation independent.

7.1

Introduction

To reduce the need for expensive annotation procedures, researchers
have recently explored the use of weak annotations, such as scribbles
(Can et al., 2018; Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c), extreme points
(Roth et al., 2020), and bounding boxes (Kervadec, Dolz, Wang, et al.,
2020), to supervise model training. In these cases, we must limit the risk
of overfitting and use regularisation. For example, we can constrain a
segmentor to produce similar predictions when it receives similar inputs
(Ouali, Hudelot, and Tami, 2020; Valvano, Chartsias, et al., 2019), or we
can use prior knowledge about object shape (Kervadec, Dolz, Tang, et al.,
2019; Zhou, Li, et al., 2019), intensity (Nosrati and Hamarneh, 2016), and
position in the image (Kayhan and Gemert, 2020). As discussed in the
previous chapters, GANs are a popular approach to regularise segmentors when lacking high-quality labels. They also proved to be effective
in weakly supervised learning (Zhang, Zhong, and Li, 2020), where
multi-scale adversarial shape priors led to state-of-the-art performance
in various settings (Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c).
However, GANs can be hard to optimise (Saxena and Cao, 2020), and
they require a set of compatible segmentation masks for training. Annotated on images from a different data source, these masks must contain annotations for the exact same classes used to train the segmentor.
Moreover, the structures to segment must be similar across datasets to
limit the risk of covariate shift. For example, there are no guarantees that
optimising a GAN using unpaired masks from a paediatric dataset will
not introduce a harmful bias in a weakly supervised segmentor meant to
segment elderly images.
As a result, multi-scale GANs are not always a feasible option. In
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Figure 36: We train a segmentor using only scribble annotations as supervision. To regularise the model to produce realistic predictions, we introduce a self-supervised multi-scale consistency objective. Coupled with a
customised attention gate, this objective biases the segmentor toward predicting masks satisfying short-range and long-range dependencies in the
image, ultimately improving segmentation performance.

these cases, it would be helpful to introduce multi-scale relationships
without relying on unpaired masks. This chapter shows that it is possible to do so without renouncing to obtain competitive performance
levels. We summarise our main idea in Figure 36, and list our major
contributions below.

7.1.1

Contributions

We present a novel self-supervised approach to introduce multi-scale
shape consistency in a segmentor without relying on unpaired segmentation masks for training. Inspired by the success of the Adversarial
Attention Gates introduced in the previous chapter, we train a shapeaware segmentor coupling multi-scale predictions and attention gates.
However, we substitute the adversarial framework with a mask-free selfsupervised objective that is simple to optimise. We show that our approach leads to comparable performance gains to that of GANs, but it
removes the need for unpaired masks.
We release code used for the experiments at https://vios-s.git
hub.io/multiscale-pyag.
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7.2

Related Work

7.2.1

Weakly-supervised Learning for Image Segmentation

To help clinicians to annotate medical images more efficiently, recent research has explored the use of weak annotations to supervise models.
Examples of weak annotations are: bounding boxes (Khoreva et al., 2017;
Kervadec, Dolz, Wang, et al., 2020), image-level labels (Patel and Dolz,
2021), point clouds (Bearman et al., 2016; Roth et al., 2020; Qu et al.,
2020), and scribbles (Lin, Dai, et al., 2016; Can et al., 2018; Ji et al., 2019;
Dorent et al., 2020; Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c). Although it is
possible to extend the proposed approach to other types of weak annotations, herein, we focus on scribbles, which proved to be convenient to
collect in medical imaging, especially when annotating nested structures
Can et al., 2018.
A standard way to improve segmentation with scribbles is to rely
on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) to post-process model predictions
(Lin, Dai, et al., 2016; Can et al., 2018; Ji et al., 2019). Recent work avoids
the post-processing step and the need of tuning the CRF parameters by
including learning constraints during training. For example Belharbi et
al., 2020 uses a max-min uncertainty regulariser to limit the segmentor
flexibility, while other approaches regularise training using global statistics, such as the size of the target region (Zhou, Li, et al., 2019; Kervadec, Dolz, Tang, et al., 2019; Kervadec, Dolz, Wang, et al., 2020) or
topological priors (Kervadec, Dolz, Wang, et al., 2020). Although they
increase model performance, these constraints’ applicability is limited to
specific assumptions about the objects and usually requires prior knowledge about the structure to segment. As a result, these methods face
difficulty when dealing with pathology or uncommon anatomical variants. On the contrary, we do not make any strong assumption. We use a
general self-supervised regularisation loss, optimising the segmentor to
maintain multi-scale structural consistency in the predicted masks.
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7.2.2

Multi-scale Consistency and Attention

Multi-scale consistency is not new to medical image segmentation. However, most deep learning methods either need strong annotations to supervise the segmentor at multiple levels (Dou, Yu, et al., 2017) or require
training GANs using a set of compatible segmentation masks for training the discriminator (Zhang, Zhong, and Li, 2020; Valvano, Leo, and
Tsaftaris, 2021c). In this work, we remove the necessity of having full
masks for training. Instead, we impose multi-scale consistent predictions through an architectural bias localised at the level of attention gates
within the segmentor.
Attention has been widely adopted in deep learning (Vaswani et al.,
2017; Jetley et al., 2018) as it suppresses the irrelevant or ambiguous information in the features maps. Recently, attention was also successfully
used in image segmentation (Li, Xiong, et al., 2018; Oktay, Schlemper, et
al., 2018; Wang, Deng, et al., 2018; Schlemper et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2019;
Sinha and Dolz, 2020). While standard approaches do not explicitly constrain the learned attention maps, Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c have
recently shown that conditioning the attention maps to be semantic increases model performance. In particular, they condition the attention
maps through an adversarial mask discriminator, which requires a set
of unpaired masks to work. Herein, we replace the mask discriminator with a more straightforward and general self-supervised consistency
objective, obtaining attention maps coherent with the segmentor predictions at multiple scales.

7.2.3

Self-supervised Learning for Medical Image Segmentation

Self-supervised learning studies how to create supervisory signals from
the data using pretext tasks. Pretext tasks are cheap surrogate objectives aimed at reducing human intervention requirements. Several tasks
have been proposed for network pre-training, including image in/outpainting (Zhou, Sodha, et al., 2019), superpixel segmentation (Ouyang et
al., 2020), coordinate prediction (Bai, Chen, et al., 2019), context restora139

tion (Chen, Bentley, et al., 2019) and contrastive learning (Chaitanya,
Erdil, et al., 2020). After a self-supervised training phase, these models need a second-stage fine-tuning on the segmentation task. Unfortunately, choosing a proper pretext task is not trivial, and pre-trained features may not generalise well if unrelated to the final objective (Zamir
et al., 2018). For this reason, our method is more similar to those using
self-supervision to regularise training, at first modifying an input image
and then encouraging feature prediction (Valvano, Chartsias, et al., 2019)
or transformation consistency of the segmentor output (Xie et al., 2020).

7.3

Proposed Approach

Below, we first present an overview of the proposed approach. Then, we
detail model architecture and training strategy.

7.3.1

Method Overview

We assume to have access to pairs of images x and their weak annotations ys (in our case, ys are scribbles), which we denote with the tuples
(x, ys ). We present a segmentor incorporating a multi-scale prior learned
in a self-supervised manner. We introduce the shape-prior through a specialised attention gate residing at several abstraction levels of the segmentor. These gates produce segmentation masks as an auxiliary task,
allowing them to construct semantic attention maps used to suppress
background activations in the extracted features. As our model predicts
and refines the segmentation at multiple scales, we refer to these attention modules as Pyramid Attention Gates (PyAG).

7.3.2

Model Architecture and Training

The segmentor ⌃(·) is a modified UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox,
2015) with batch normalisation (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). Encoder and
decoder of the UNet are interconnected through skip connections, which
propagate features across convolutional blocks at multiple depth levels d.
We leave the encoder as in the original framework while we modify the
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Figure 37: Detail of a decoding block at depth level d. The convolutional
block processes the input features and predicts a low-resolution version
of the segmentation mask y(d) as part of a PyAG attention module (represented in light yellow background). To ensure that the mask ỹ(d) is consistent with the final prediction ỹ, we use the self-supervised multi-scale loss
described in Equation 7.1 and graphically represented in Figure 38. Using
the predicted mask, we compute the probability of pixels belonging to the
background and then suppress their activations in the features map M(d)
according to Equation 7.2.

decoder at each level, as illustrated in Figure 37. In particular, we first
process the extracted features with two convolutional layers, as in the
standard UNet. Next, we refine them with the introduced PyAG module,
which we represent in light yellow background in Figure 37. Each PyAG
module consists of: classifier, background extraction, and multiplicative
gating operation. As classifier, we use a convolutional layer with c filters
having size 1⇥1⇥k, with c the number of segmentation classes including
the background, and k the number of input channels. Obtained an input
features map M(d) at depth d, the classifier predicts a multi-channel score
map that we post-process with a softmax operation. The resulting tensor
assigns a probabilistic value between 0 and 1 to each spatial location. We
make this tensor a lower-resolution version of the predicted segmentation mask using the self-supervised consistency constraint:
LSelf =

Xn

d=1

Xc
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Figure 38: Self-supervised training of the segmentor. Thanks to PyAG modules, the model produces segmentation masks at multiple scales. We compare ( symbol) the lower resolution masks (green squares) to those obtained undersampling the full resolution prediction ỹ (blue squares). At
(·)
each level, we compute a self-supervised loss contribution LSelf that we
use as a regulariser. To prevent trivial solutions, we stop (X symbol) gradients (red arrows) from propagating through the highest resolution stream.

where d is the depth level, i is an index denoting the class, ỹ(d) is the
prediction at depth d, and ỹ(0) = ỹ is the final prediction of the model.
To prevent hampering the final prediction, we propagate the selfsupervised training gradients only through the attention gates and the
segmentor encoder, as we graphically show in Figure 38. We further constrain the segmentor to reuse the extracted information by suppressing
the activations in the spatial locations of the features map M(d) which can
be associated with the background (Fig. 37). This multiplicative gating
operation can be formally defined as:
M(d)

M(d) · 1

(d)

(d)

ỹbkd ,

(7.2)

where ỹbkd is the background channel of the predicted mask at the depth
level d. The extracted features are finally upsampled to the new resolution level d 1 and processed by the next convolutional block.
To supervise the model considering the weak annotations, we use the
Partial Cross-Entropy loss (Tang, Djelouah, et al., 2018) on the final pre142

diction ỹ. This formulation avoids loss contribution on the unlabelled
pixels by multiplying the cross-entropy with a labelled pixel identifier
1(ys ). The role of the masking function 1(ys ) is to return 1 for annotated pixels, 0 otherwise. Mathematically, we formulate the weaklysupervised loss as:
LP CE = 1(ys ) ·

⇥

Xc

i=1

⇤
ys i log(ỹi ) ,

(7.3)

with ys the ground truth scribble annotation.
Considering both weakly-supervised and self-supervised objectives,
the overall cost function becomes: L = LP CE + a · LSelf , where a is a
scaling factor that balances training between the two costs. Similar to
Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c, we find beneficial to use a dynamic
value for a, which maintains a fixed ratio between supervised and regkL
k
ularisation cost. In particular, we set a = a0 · kLPSelf
, where a0 = 0.1 is
CE k
meant to give more importance to the supervised objective. We minimise
the loss using Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with a learning
rate of 0.0001, and a batch size of 12.

7.4

Experiments

Below, we first describe the used datasets. Then we present the benchmark models we compare with and report quantitative and qualitative
results.

7.4.1

Data

We show the advantages of our method in the cardiac medical datasets:
ACDC (described in Section 3.8.1) and LVSC (Section 3.8.2); in the abdominal organ dataset CHAOS (T1 images, Section 3.8.4); and finally, on
the vision dataset on human part segmentation PPSS (Section 3.8.5).
The aforementioned datasets were released with fully-annotated segmentation masks. To test our approach’s advantages in weakly-supervised learning, we use the manual scribble annotations provided for the
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ACDC dataset in Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c. For the remaining datasets, we follow the guidelines provided by Valvano, Leo, and
Tsaftaris, 2021c to emulate synthetic scribbles, using binary erosion operations (CHAOS and PPSS data) and random walks inside the available
segmentation masks (LVSC).
Train, Validation, Test
We divided data from ACDC, LVSC, and CHAOS into groups of 70%,
15% and 15% of patients for train, validation, and test of the model, respectively. In PPSS, we follow the recommendation in Luo, Wang, and
Tang, 2013 and use images from the first 100 cameras to train (90% of
images) and validate (10% of images) our model. We use the remaining
71 cameras for testing it.

7.4.2

Evaluation Protocol

We evaluate the performance of our method which we term UNetPyAG
in terms of segmentation performance. As benchmark models, we
consider:
• UNet: The UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015) is one
popular choice for fully-supervised training using segmentation
masks. We evaluate its behaviour when trained on scribbles using
the LP CE loss (Tang, Djelouah, et al., 2018).
• UNetComp. : We also consider the UNet segmentor whose training
is regularised with the Compactness loss proposed by Liu, Dou,
and Heng, 2020, which models a generic shape compactness prior.
P2
Such a prior is mathematically defined as: LComp. = 4⇡A
, where P
is the perimeter length and A is the area of the generated mask. The
role of LComp. is to prevent the appearance of scattered false positives and negatives in the generated masks. As for our method, we
dynamically rescale this regularisation term to be 10 times smaller
than the supervised cost (Section 7.3).
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• UNetCRF : Lastly, we consider post-processing the previous UNet
predictions through CRF to better capture the object boundaries
(Chen, Papandreou, et al., 2017). The CRF uses weighted Gaussians to model the pairwise potentials between pixels, weighting
the Gaussians with values !1 and !2 , and parametrising the distributions using appearance factors ↵ and
, and smoothness
factors . For ACDC and LVSC datasets, we use the same parameters used for cardiac segmentation by Can et al., 2018, i.e.:
= 0.1,
= 5, !1 = 5, !2 = 10. For CHAOS data,
↵ = 2,
we tuned them by setting !1 = 0.1 and !2 = 0.2. Finally, for the
RGB images in PPSS, we tuned them to be: ↵ = 80,
= 3,
= 3,
!1 = 3, !2 = 3.
While our method does not need a set of unpaired masks for training,
we also compare with methods which learn the shape prior from masks:
• UNetAAG : First, we consider the method developed in Chapter 6,
upon which we build our model by substituting the multi-scale
GAN with a self-supervised loss. The subscript AAG stands for
Adversarial Attention Gates, which couple adversarial signals and
attention blocks.
• DCGAN: We also consider a standard convolutional GAN, learning the shape prior from unpaired masks. This model is the same as
UNetAAG , but without attention gates and multi-scale connections
between segmentor and discriminator.
• ACCL: Proposed by Zhang, Zhong, and Li, 2020 and similar to DCGAN, ACCL trains with scribbles using a PatchGAN discriminator
(Isola et al., 2017) to provide adversarial training signals, and with
the LP CE loss on the annotated pixels.
We perform 3-fold cross-validation and report the performance as a
distribution of values on the test-set samples. To measure segmentation
quality, we use Dice and IoU scores, and the Hausdorff Distance.
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7.4.3

Results

We report test results for each dataset in Figure 39. The box plots show
the median and inter-quartile range (IQR) of each metric, considering
outliers the values outside 2⇥IQR. We show visual examples of predicted
segmentation masks in Figure 40.
As can be observed, our method is the best one when we compare
it to other approaches which do not require unpaired masks for training (Fig. 39, left column). In particular, using a simple UNet leads to
unsatisfying performance, while regularisation considerably helps. Introducing the compactness loss aids more with compact objects, such as
those in ACDC, CHAOS and PPSS, while it can be harmful when dealing
with non-compact shapes, such as that of the myocardium (which has a
doughnut-shape) in LVSC.
Post-processing the segmentor predictions with CRF can lead to performance increase when object boundaries are well defined. On the contrary, we could not make the performance increase on CHAOS data,
where using CRF made segmentation worse with all the metrics.
On LVSC, the introduced multi-scale shape consistency prior tends to
make the model a bit less conservative on the most apical and basal slices
of the cardiac MRI. Unfortunately, whenever there is a predicted mask
but the manual segmentation is empty, the Hausdorff distance peaks. In
fact, by definition, the distance assumes the maximum possible value
(i.e. the image dimension) whenever one of the masks is empty, which
makes the performance distribution on the test samples broader (see the
box plot of the Hausdorff distance for LVSC, in Figure 39, left column).
On CHAOS, the IoU and Dice scores are more skewed for methods
not using unpaired masks for training (Fig. 39), left column). This happens because CHAOS is a small dataset, and optimising models using
only scribble supervision is challenging. On the contrary, adding extra
knowledge, such as unpaired masks, may help (Fig. 39), right column).
Finally, comparing our method with those using unpaired masks for
training (Fig. 39, right column), we find that training with PyAG modules leads to competitive performance on all datasets. Although, in some
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Figure 39: Segmentation performance in terms of Dice (↑) and IoU scores (↑)
and Hausdorff distance (↓), with arrows reporting metric improvement direction. The box plots report median and inter-quartile range (IQR) of each
metric on a given test set, considering outliers those values falling outside
2⇥IQR. Left column: our method vs baseline (UNet) and other methods
regularising the prediction with a Compactness loss (UNetComp. ), or CRF as
post-processing (UNetCRF ). Observe how our method shows the best performance across datasets. Right column: our method vs methods regularising
the predictions using a shape prior learned from unpaired masks (DCGAN,
ACCL, and UNetAAG ). Our method has competitive performance with the
best of the benchmark models, and it has the advantage of not requiring a
set of unpaired masks for training.
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Figure 40: Example of segmentation masks predicted by our model on different datasets. In most cases, the model can effectively approximate the
true segmentations.
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cases, the UNetAAG performs slightly better than UNetPyAG , we emphasise that our approach is entirely mask-annotation free.

7.5

Conclusion

We introduced a novel self-supervised learning strategy for semantic
segmentation. Our approach consists of predicting masks at multiple
resolution levels and enforcing multi-scale segmentation consistency. We
use these multi-scale predictions as part of attention gating operations,
restricting the model to re-use the extracted information on the object
shape and position. Our method performs considerably better than other
scribble-supervised approaches while having comparable performance
to approaches requiring additional unpaired masks to regularise their
training.

7.6

Summary

This chapter showed that the multi-scale relationship constitutes an
important shape prior and that it is possible to introduce it in a selfsupervised manner, generalising the approach of Chapter 6 to the case
where unpaired masks are not available. More broadly, we believe
self-supervision is a promising research direction, improving model performance without relying on human annotation effort. However, we
also experimented that when it is possible to collect unpaired masks
adversarial learning can be a helpful training regulariser.
We highlight that, until now, our work focused on introducing shape
priors to regularise model training. However, shape priors can be helpful during inference, too. In fact, segmentors may under-perform if a
test image falls outside the learned training distribution. In these cases,
detecting mistakes and possibly correcting model predictions is a challenging and exciting research avenue. Toward this goal, the next chapter
introduces a novel strategy for re-using components already developed
during training to act as a shape prior at inference. We show that it is
possible to increase segmentation quality by adapting the model to each
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test image independently, ultimately improving model robustness under
distribution shifts.
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Chapter 8

Re-using Adversarial Shape
Priors for Test-Time
Training
In the previous chapters, we discussed that thanks to their ability to
learn data distributions without requiring paired data, Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) are an integral part of many object segmentation methods. At inference, it is common practice to discard the adversarial discriminator and only use the segmentor to predict label maps on
the test data. But should we discard the discriminator? In this chapter,
we argue that the life cycle of adversarial discriminators should not end
after training. On the contrary, training stable GANs produces powerful
shape priors that we can use to correct segmentor mistakes at inference.
This chapter is based on:
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A Tsaftaris (2021b). “Stop Throwing
Away Discriminators! Re-using Adversaries for Test-Time Training”. In: Domain
Adaptation and Representation Transfer, and Affordable Healthcare and AI for Resource
Diverse Global Health. Springer, pp. 68–78
• Valvano, Gabriele, Andrea Leo, and Sotirios A. Tsaftaris (2021d). “Re-using Adversarial Mask Discriminators for Test-time Training under Distribution Shifts”. In:
arXiv preprint arXiv:2108.11926
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To achieve this, we develop stable mask discriminators that do not overfit or catastrophically forget. At test time, we fine-tune the segmentor on
each individual test instance until it satisfies the learned shape prior.
The proposed method is simple to implement and increases model
performance. Moreover, it opens new directions for re-using mask discriminators at inference.

8.1

Introduction

Semi-supervised and weakly-supervised learning are emerging training
paradigms for image segmentation (Cheplygina, de Bruijne, and Pluim,
2019; Tajbakhsh et al., 2020), often involving adversarial training (Goodfellow et al., 2014) when annotations are sparse or missing. Adversarial
training involves two simultaneously trained networks: one focusing on
an image generation task and the other learning to tell apart generated
images from real ones. In the context of image segmentation, the generator is named segmentor and, conditioned on an input image, learns to
predict a realistic segmentation mask. After training, the second network
named discriminator, or critic is discarded, and the segmentor used
for inference.
Unfortunately, segmentors may underperform and make prediction
errors whenever the test data fall outside the training data distribution.
Here we propose a simple mechanism to detect and correct these segmentation errors in an end-to-end fashion, re-using components already
developed during training.
We embrace an emerging paradigm (Sun et al., 2020; Wang, Shelhamer, et al., 2021; Karani et al., 2021) where a model is fine-tuned on individual test instances without requiring access to other data nor labels.
We propose strategies that permit recycling an adversarial mask discriminator during inference, thus introducing a data-driven shape prior to
correct predictions. Motivated by recent findings of Asano, Rupprecht,
and Vedaldi, 2020, reporting that we can effectively train the early layers’ weights of a CNN with just one image, we propose to tune them on
a per-testing instance to minimise an adversarial loss.
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Figure 41: Whenever a test image falls outside the training data distribution, a segmentor may underperform and produce unrealistic predictions.
Herein, we suggest re-using already optimised adversarial discriminators
to tune the segmentor predictions on the individual test images until the
predicted mask satisfies the learned shape prior.

8.1.1

Contributions

We summarise the contributions of this chapter as follows:
• This is the first attempt to use adversarial mask discriminators to
detect and correct segmentation mistakes during inference.
• We define specific assumptions (and show how to satisfy them) to
make the discriminators useful once training is complete.
• We explore several learning scenarios and report consistent performance increase on multiple medical datasets.
We report an example of the proposed method effect on initially erroneous predictions in Figure 41. We make code used for the experiments
available at https://vios-s.github.io/adversarial-test-ti
me-training.

8.2
8.2.1

Related Work
Learning from Test Samples

In our work, we use a discriminator to tune a segmentor on the individual test images until it predicts realistic masks. The idea of fine-tuning
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a model on the test samples has recently been introduced by Sun et al.,
2020 with the name of Test-time Training (TTT). Test-time Training optimises a model by jointly minimising a supervised and an auxiliary selfsupervised loss on a training set, such as detecting the rotation angle
of an input image. At inference, TTT fine-tunes the model to minimise
the auxiliary loss on the individual test instances, thus adapting to potential distribution shifts. Although the model was successful for classification, the authors admit that designing a well-suited auxiliary task
is non-trivial. For example, predicting a rotation angle may be less effective for medical image segmentation, where images have different acquisition geometries. Moreover, Sun et al. only test their model “simulating” domain shifts with hand-crafted image corruptions (e.g., noise and
blurring) without investigating if TTT can improve segmentation performance in real-world settings.
Following this seminal work, Wang, Shelhamer, et al., 2021 suggested
tuning an adaptor network to minimise the test prediction entropy. Unfortunately, CNNs usually make low-entropy overly-confident predictions (Guo, Pleiss, et al., 2017), and entropy minimisation could be suboptimal for segmentation. More crucially, Wang, Shelhamer, et al., 2021
rely on having access to the entire test-set to do the fine-tuning.
Karani et al., 2021 recently proposed Test-time Adaptable Neural
Networks (TTANN) to extend TTT for image segmentation using a pretrained mask Denoising Autoencoder (DAE). At inference, they compute
a reconstruction error between the mask generated by a segmentor and
its auto-encoded version predicted by the DAE. This error constitutes
a test-time loss used to fine-tune a small adaptor CNN in front of the
segmentor. Once tuned, the adaptor maps the individual test images
onto a normalised space which overcomes domain shifts problems for
the segmentor. A limitation of this approach is the need to train the
mask DAE separately. On the contrary, GANs learn the shape prior and
optimise the segmentor in an end-to-end fashion. Moreover, tuning the
model with a convolutional encoder (e.g., a mask discriminator) rather
than an autoencoder has advantages in terms of occupied memory and
is faster at inference. In this work, we show that improving performance
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using a discriminator is also possible and, at the same time, we open a
new research direction toward learning re-usable discriminators.

8.2.2

Tackling Distribution Shifts

In recent years, improving model robustness under distribution shifts
has attracted considerable attention in medical imaging, where images
vary among scanners, patients, and acquisition protocols. In this context,
domain adaptation and generalisation have become relevant research areas. Several methods attempt to learn domain invariant representations
by anticipating the distribution difference between the training and test
data (Joyce, Chartsias, and Tsaftaris, 2017; Li, Pan, et al., 2018; Dou, Castro, et al., 2019; Guan and Liu, 2021; Zhou, Liu, et al., 2021). However,
these approaches usually require prior knowledge about the test data,
such as a small subset of (possibly labelled) images from the test distribution. Unfortunately, these data can be expensive or even impossible
to acquire for every target domain, and distribution shifts might be not
easily identifiable (Recht et al., 2018).
An alternative approach is adapting the network parameters directly
to the test samples (Sun et al., 2020; Karani et al., 2021). Similarly, our
method does not need to simulate test distribution shifts, as it automatically adapts the segmentor to the individual test instances. Thus, our approach can be assumed to perform one-sample unsupervised domain adaptation on the fly. Notice also that, compared to standard domain adaptation
techniques, Test-time Training has the advantage that it does not become
ill-defined when there is only one sample from the target domain.

8.2.3

Shape Priors in Deep Learning for Medical Image
Segmentation

Incorporating prior knowledge about organ shapes is not uncommon in
medical imaging (Nosrati and Hamarneh, 2016; Jurdi et al., 2020). Several methods introduced shape priors to regularise the training of a segmentor using penalties (Kervadec, Dolz, Tang, et al., 2019; Clough et al.,
2020; Jurdi et al., 2021), autoencoders (Oktay, Ferrante, et al., 2017; Dalca,
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Guttag, and Sabuncu, 2018), atlases (Dalca, Yu, et al., 2019), and adversarial learning (Yi, Walia, and Babyn, 2019; Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris,
2021c). Others included shape priors for post-processing, fixing prediction mistakes (Painchaud et al., 2019; Larrazabal et al., 2020).
GANs have become a popular way of introducing shape priors for
image segmentation (Yi, Walia, and Babyn, 2019), with the advantage of:
i) learning the prior directly from data; ii) having a simple model that
works well for semi- and weakly-supervised learning; and iii) learning
the prior while also training the segmentor, instead of in two separate
steps (as it would happen for autoencoders).

8.2.4

Re-using Adversarial Discriminators

Re-using pre-trained discriminators has been proposed to obtain features
extractors for transfer learning (Radford, Metz, and Chintala, 2015; Donahue, Krähenbühl, and Darrell, 2017; Mao, Su, et al., 2019), or anomaly
detectors (Zenati et al., 2018; Ngo et al., 2019). To the best of our knowledge, their (re-)use to detect segmentor mistakes during inference remains unexplored. We are also not aware of previous use of discriminators for test-time tuning of a segmentor.

8.3

Method

In this section, we first provide an overview of the proposed approach.
Then, we describe the challenges of re-using adversarial discriminators
at inference and suggest possible solutions to address them. Finally, we
detail model architectures and training objective and show how we reuse discriminators at test time.

8.3.1

Method Overview

As we summarise in Figure 42, we consider two stages: i) standard adversarial training; and ii) during inference, image-specific tuning of a
small adaptor CNN ⌦(·) in front of the trained segmentor. In the first
stage, we optimise adaptor and segmentor to minimise a supervised cost
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Figure 42: We re-use GAN discriminators to correct segmentation predictions at inference. The key to our success is training stable and re-usable
discriminators, as we detail in Section 8.3.2. At inference, we tune a small
convolutional block ⌦(·) on each test sample x, independently, until the predicted mask ỹ satisfies the adversarial shape prior. We only need a single
sample to do the fine-tuning.

on the annotated data and an adversarial cost on a set of unpaired images. Meanwhile, we train the discriminator to distinguish real from
predicted masks. At inference, for each test sample, we only tune the
adaptor ⌦(·) using the (unsupervised) adversarial loss and improve performance. We highlight that developing novel segmentors and adaptors
is not our scope. Thus, we use previously developed architectures that
showed success in segmentation tasks.
Obtaining discriminators re-usable at inference is not trivial and requires specific solutions to overcome crucial challenges. These solutions,
with our optimisation strategy and model design, are one major contribution of this work.

8.3.2

Re-usable Discriminators: Challenges and Proposed
Solutions

Challenge 1. To obtain a re-usable discriminator (·), we must prevent it from overfitting and catastrophically forget, or its predictions on the
masks generated during inference will not be reliable. Generally speaking, this is a challenging task because: GANs can easily memorise data
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if trained for too long (Nagarajan, Raffel, and Goodfellow, 2018).1 Moreover, the discriminator may forget how unrealistic segmentation masks
look like after the segmentor training has converged (Shrivastava, Pfister, et al., 2017). Although (·) may work well at training in these cases,
it would not generalise to the test data, as we explain below.
If properly trained, a segmentor ⌃(·) predicts realistic segmentation
masks in the latest stages of training. Thus, in standard GANs, we stop
training while optimising (·) to tell apart real from more and more
real-looking masks. At convergence, this becomes similar to training the
discriminator using only real images and labelling them as real half the
times, as fake the other half. At this point, gradients become uninformative, and the discriminator collapses to one of the following cases: i) it
always predicts its equilibrium point (which in vanilla GANs is the number 0.5, equidistant from the labels real: 1, fake: 0) but it can still detect unrealistic images; ii) it predicts the equilibrium point independently of the
input image, forgetting what fake samples look like (Shrivastava, Pfister,
et al., 2017; Kim, Kim, and Kim, 2018); or iii) it memorises the real masks
(which, differently from the generated ones, appear unchanged since the
beginning of training) and it always classifies them as real, while classifying any other input as fake. It is crucial to prevent the behaviours ii) and
iii) to have a re-usable discriminator. For this reason, we use:
• Fake anchors: we ensure to expose the discriminator to unrealistic masks (labelled as fake) until the end of training. In particular, we train (·) using real masks y, predicted masks ỹ, and
corrupted masks ycorr . We obtain ycorr by randomly swapping
squared patches within the image2 and adding binary noise to the
real masks, as this proved to be a fast and effective strategy to learn
robust shape priors in autoencoders (Karani et al., 2021). While,
towards the end of the training, the discriminator may not distinguish y from the real-looking ỹ, the exposure to ycorr will prevent
1 Memorisation can also happen just in the discriminator. In fact, contrarily to the segmentors, we do not use any additional supervised cost to regularise the discriminator training. We show how to detect memorisation from the losses in Appendix C.1.
2 We use patches having size equal to 10% of the image size.
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forgetting how unrealistic masks look like, providing informative
gradients until we stop training.3
Challenge 2. An additional challenge is to train stable discriminators,
which do not change much in the latest training epochs. In other words,
we want small oscillations in the discriminator loss. This is necessary
because we typically stop training using early stopping criteria on the
segmentor loss. Therefore, we want to promote the optimisation of Lipschitz smooth discriminators, avoiding suddenly big gradient updates.
To this end, we suggest using:
• Spectral normalisation (Miyato et al., 2018), tanh activations, and Gradient Penalty (Gulrajani et al., 2017): to increase the smoothness of
the function learned by the discriminator (Chu, Minami, and Fukumizu, 2020).
• Discriminator data augmentation: consisting of random roto-translations, and Instance Noise (Sønderby et al., 2017; Müller, Kornblith,
and Hinton, 2019), to map similar inputs to the same prediction
label. We translate images up to 10% of image pixels on both vertical and horizontal axes, and we rotate them between 0 ÷ ⇡/2. We
generate noise using a Normal distribution with zero mean and 0.1
standard deviation.

8.3.3

Architectures and Training Objectives for ⌃(·) and
(·)

We use a UNet (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox, 2015) segmentor with
batch normalisation (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015). Given an image x, let
us consider its adapted version obtained as the output of the adaptor
x0 = ⌦(x). Received x0 as input, the segmentor ⌃(·) predicts a multichannel label map ỹ = ⌃(x0 ) = ⌃ ⌦(x). For the annotated images, we
3 Concurrent to our work, Sinha, Ayush, et al., 2021 recently introduced a similar idea
named Negative Data Augmentation, which improved the training of GAN generators.
However, differently from Sinha, Ayush, et al., 2021, our scope is to build a stable discriminator, which can be re-used at inference.
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minimise the supervised weighted cross-entropy loss:
L(⌦, ⌃) =

Xc

i=1

wi · yi log(ỹi ),

(8.1)

where i is a class index, c the number of classes, and wi a class scaling
factor used to address the class imbalance problem. The value wi = 1
ni /ntot considers both the total number of pixels ntot and the number of
pixels ni having label i.
As discriminator (·), we use a convolutional encoder, processing
the predicted masks with a series of 5 convolutional layers. Layers use a
number of 4 ⇥ 4 filters following the series: 32, 64, 128, 256, 512. After the
first two layers, we downsample the features maps using a stride of 2. As
discussed in Section 8.3.2, we increase discriminator smoothness using
spectral normalisation and tanh activations. Finally, a fully-connected
layer integrates the extracted features and predicts a scalar linear output,
which we use to compute the adversarial objectives (Mao et al., 2018):
⇢
1
1
min VLS ( ) = Ey⇠p(y) [( (y) 1)2 ] + Ex⇠p(x) [( (⌃ ⌦(x)) + 1)2 ]
2
2
⇢
1
min VLS (⌦, ⌃) = Ex⇠p(x) [( (⌃ ⌦(x)))2 ] ,
⌦,⌃
2
(8.2)
where 1 and +1 are the labels for fake and real images, respectively, and
0 is the GAN equilibrium point. During training, we alternately minimise Equation 8.1 on a batch of annotated images and Equation 8.2 on
a batch of unpaired images and unpaired masks. To avoid the adversarial loss from prevailing over the supervised cost on the segmentor,
we rescale VLS (⌦, ⌃) by multiplying it by a dynamic weighting value
a = 0.1 · kVkL(⌦,⌃)k
(Valvano, Leo, and Tsaftaris, 2021c). As a result, we
LS (⌦,⌃)k
ensure that the supervised cost on the segmentor is always one order of
magnitude larger than the adversarial cost, which can judge predictions
only qualitatively. We use Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with
a learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 12. Training proceeds until
the segmentation loss stops decreasing on a validation set.
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8.3.4

Adversarial Test-Time Training: Adapting ⌦(·)

At inference, we do not fine-tune the whole segmentor but only adapt a
few convolutional layers at its input. Our choice is motivated by Asano,
Rupprecht, and Vedaldi, 2020, who argued that early layers are the most
suited for one-shot learning, and is similar to that of Karani et al., 2021.
By keeping the deeper layers of ⌃(·) unchanged, we also limit the model
flexibility and let it adapt only to changes at lower abstraction levels, ultimately preventing trivial solutions. Thus, given a test sample x, we tune
a shallow convolutional residual block (i.e. the adaptor ⌦(·)) in front of
the segmentor by minimising VLS (⌦|⌃, x) for niter iterations. The number of iterations niter has an upper bound and is determined on each
specific test sample independently. After tuning ⌦(·), the input to the
segmentor becomes an augmented version of x, which can be more easily classified.
The adaptor is taken from Karani et al., 2021 and has 3 convolutional
2 2
layers with 16 3 ⇥ 3 kernels and activation (T) = e T /s , where T is an
input tensor and s is a trainable scaling parameter, randomly initialised
and optimised at test-time.
Test-time Iterations and Computational Aspects At inference, our
method needs niter forward and backward passes to correct a segmentation. Despite this is slower than standard inference, where each image
requires only one forward pass, we highlight that obtaining fast inference is not the purpose of this work. We leave the development of
strategies for faster inference to future work.
For our experiments, we defined a different optimal niter for each test
sample. We first define a maximum number of iterations nmax
iter = 1000 to
define an upper bound on the inference time. Then, we stop TTT when
the adversarial loss (or the sum of adversarial and reconstruction cost,
in Section 8.5.3) on the predicted mask has not decreased for the last 200
steps, or the number of iterations is equal to nmax
iter . Finally, we pick niter
as the number of iterations that led to the prediction associated with the
minimum adversarial loss, which we consider to be the best one.
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8.4

Experimental Setup

Below, we first describe the datasets used to test the proposed approach.
Then, we detail the evaluation protocol used for our experiments.

8.4.1

Data

We consider four medical datasets: ACDC (described in Section 3.8.1),
LVSC (Section 3.8.2), CHAOS (we consider the T1 in-phase images, described in Section 3.8.4), and M&Ms (Section 3.8.3). We employ specific
datasets based on two different learning scenarios, where we assume:
• Identifiable Distribution Shift: in this case, we use ACDC and
M&Ms data to model test-time distribution shifts that we can easily identify as changes in the acquisition scanner. For ACDC, we
build the training and validation set using only data acquired from
1.5T scanners; then, we test the model on 3T MRI scans. In the
following, we refer to this dataset as ACDC1.5→3T . For M&Ms, we
consider training and validation set built using data from 3 out of
the four available MRI vendors and construct the test set using data
from the held-out vendor. As a result, both in ACDC1.5→3T and
M&Ms, we can be sure there is a distribution shift between training and test data. In both cases, we maintain a 2:1 ratio between
the number of samples in the training and validation set.
• Non-identifiable Distribution Shift: in this second case, we consider randomly sampled data from ACDC, LVSC, and CHAOS,
where we cannot say in advance if there is a change in distribution
between train and test data. We consider a semi-supervised learning scenario, where only a portion of training data is annotated. To
prevent information leakage, we divide datasets by patients and
use groups of 40% for training, 20% for validation, and 40% for the
test set, respectively. Out of the 40% training patients, we consider
annotations for one fourth of the training subjects in ACDC and
LVSC (10 patients) and one half for CHAOS (4 patients). We treat
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the remaining data as unpaired and use them for adversarial training (Equation 8.2). Despite being drawn from the same distribution
(i.e. the entire dataset), the small amount of training data may not
fully represent the data distribution. In this case, although we cannot identify distribution shifts a priori, they may still be present in
the test set and lead to a performance drop (Recht et al., 2018).

8.4.2

Evaluation Protocol

For all the experiments, we report results of 3-fold cross-validation. We
measure performance in terms of segmentation quality, using the Dice
score, the IoU score, and the Hausdorff distance to compare the predicted segmentation masks with the ground truth labels available in
the test sets. We assess statistical significance with the bootstrapped
t-test, which, differently from rank-based tests like the non-parametric
Wilcoxon test, has the advantage that it can distinguish between large
and small metric variations. Moreover, it allows us to compare performance mean/median directly. We use significance at p  0.05 or p  0.01
denoted by one (*) or two (**) asterisks, respectively.

8.5

Experiments and Discussion

We present and discuss the performance of our method in various experimental scenarios. At first, we present the advantage of the proposed
approach during inference: either under identifiable or non-identifiable
distribution shifts (Section 8.5.1). In Section 8.5.2, we discuss a limitation of the model and define a possible solution that we analyse in
Section 8.5.3. In the latter, we study the effect of additional reconstruction losses to aid the adversarial discriminator and do better Test-time
Training. After that, Section 8.5.4 shows that the adversarial TTT is different from and compatible with post-processing operations, leading to
complementary performance gains. Lastly, Section 8.5.5 shows that the
method be can potentially used for Online Continual Learning.
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Figure 43: We show examples of mistaken predictions and their corrections obtained after the adversarial Test-time Training. We group pairs of
examples by dataset. As can be observed, the segmentor corrects the initially erroneous segmentation masks to make them realistic, according to
the learned adversarial shape prior.
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8.5.1

Adversarial Test-time Training Under Distribution
Shifts

We report a qualitative example of test-time adaptation in Figure 43,
showing that it helps fix prediction mistakes. As can be seen on all
datasets, our method corrects unrealistic masks by removing scattered
false positives and holes.
In Figure 44, we represent segmentation performance on the test set
with violin plots, before and after Test-time Training. These plots show
the whole distribution of performance values for patients in the test set.
We observe performance improvements across metrics and datasets both
in terms of average and spread. The only case where differences are not
statistically significant is on CHAOS data, where the test set has a small
number of samples (8 patients), and distributions are broad. However,
we observe empirical improvements in terms of Dice and IoU scores on
CHAOS, too. From these results, we can argue that adversarial TTT
could lead to substantial benefits for medical applications, where systems must be robust and prevent trivial mistakes.
In Figure 45, we compare the performance of our method vs one using a shape prior separately learned by a DAE (TTANN, Karani et al.,
2021). To the best of our knowledge, the TTANN method is the only
prior work on Test-time Training in semantic segmentation. Thus, we
compare to improvements obtained with TTANN and discuss the pros
and cons of driving the adaptation using a DAE vs a mask discriminator.
Our experiments show advantages in using our method. Although
performance gains appear small and TTANN performs better on M&Ms
data, using adversarial TTT leads to statistically significant improvements in most of the cases. Probably, the performance increase derives
from the optimisation procedure, as we train (·) to detect the segmentor mistakes. On the contrary, DAEs are optimised independently of
the segmentor by only artificially simulating prediction mistakes. Thus,
DAEs may have never seen specific mask corruptions during training,
as observed in Larrazabal et al., 2020.
We also emphasise that mask discriminators have the advantage of
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Figure 44: Dice (↑), IoU (↑) and Hausdorff distance (↓) obtained before and
after tuning the segmentor on the individual test instances. Arrows show
metric improvement directions. Under each violin plot, we also report the
median performance, with 95% confidence interval as subscript. Observe
how adversarial Test-time Training improves performance under different
metrics and datasets (bootstrapped t-test, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01).
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Figure 45: Adversarial TTT has competitive performance with TTANN, and
it has the advantage of re-using an already available GAN component. Bar
plots report average performance and standard errors. Stars on top of the
bar plots show if differences between adversarial TTT and TTANN are significant (bootstrapped t-test, ⇤ p < 0.05, ⇤⇤ p < 0.01).

being already available after training GANs, and, thus, they are always
ready to use without any additional training effort. Moreover, thanks
to their encoder-like architecture (rather than auto-encoder-like, as in
DAEs), the discriminators need a reduced computation, making inference faster.
Lastly, we perform an ablation study to analyse the effect of the adaptor, the smoothness constraints and the proposed fake anchors regularisation on the model. As illustrated in Table 8, the techniques stabilise
training and make the adversarial shape prior stronger. As a result: i) the
adversarial training leads to a better segmentor, and ii) the re-usable discriminator further increases model performance. For comparison, training a simple UNet on the same data leads to an average Dice score of 70.1
(standard deviation of 13).

8.5.2

Limitations and a Possible Solution

From our experiments, we observe that, in some rare cases, adversarial
TTT makes segmentation performance worse. This happens because we
drive adaptation based on a predicted mask without considering any additional information about the image. In other terms, a limitation of the
method is that the discriminator learns to approximate the shape prior
characterised by the probability distribution p(y) rather than the joint
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Adaptor ⌦
Ours
#1
#2
#3
#4

X
X
X
X

Smoothness
Constraints

Fake
Anchors

Adversarial
TTT

X
X
X

X
X

X

Performance
75.009
74.210
72.812
72.712
70.012

Table 8: Ablation Study. We compare the performance of our method (Ours)
after removing: adversarial Test-time Training (ablation #1), the proposed
regularisation technique (fake anchors, #2), the smoothness constraints discussed in Section 8.3.2 (ablation #3), and the adaptor (standard GAN, #4).
Performance is in terms of average Dice score on ACDC data, with standard deviation as subscript.

distribution p(x, y). Thus, the discriminator does not penalise realistic
masks even when they are wrong segmentations for a given image (as
shown in Figure 46). Hence, it becomes natural to wonder if considering both the image and the segmentation mask to drive the adaptation
process may provide additional context and help during test-time adaptation. We highlight that this problem is also present in TTANN (Karani
et al., 2021) and in all the methods that learn the marginal p(y) rather
than the joint distribution of images and masks. We explore a possible
solution below.

8.5.3

Toward Causal Test-time Training

Causal machine learning is recently gaining considerable attention in
medical imaging (Castro, Walker, and Glocker, 2020) because it could
identify the best suited approaches to solve a specific task (Schölkopf
et al., 2013; Castro, Walker, and Glocker, 2020), or make learning faster
(Bengio, Deleu, et al., 2020).
In our model, we optimise the segmentation modules (⌦ and ⌃) to
approximate the conditional distribution p(y|x), and the discriminator to
learn the marginal p(y). Training this type of GAN has practical advantages because the discriminator regularises the segmentor and allows to
use unlabelled data for training. However, tuning the adaptor based only
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Figure 46: Failure cases. Since the information contained inside the predicted mask is limited, the discriminator will not penalise realistic but
wrong segmentation masks (top row). In some cases, it might even encourage the segmentor to make bigger mistakes (bottom row).

on the adversarial loss may be considered driving the adaptation using
an anti-causal model, while the process is instead causal. In other terms,
it is an image that causes the predicted mask because experts draw masks
on top of the images, and not vice versa (Castro, Walker, and Glocker,
2020). Instead, GANs whose discriminator only receives segmentation
masks as input would penalise the segmentor without considering the
image causing that mask.
From a causal perspective, our approach is non-optimal because we
should also consider the inverse conditional probability p(x|y) to capture
the causal structure better and update the model parameters, improving
the approximation p(y|x) according to Bayes theorem:
p(y|x) = p(x|y)

p(y)
.
p(x)

(8.3)

Hence, to obtain a more coherent description, we should learn an inverse function which maps the masks to their respective images: p(x|y).
Unfortunately, segmentation masks do not contain all the information
needed to go from y to x, as one mask can be associated to many different images, also known as the one-to-many problem. Since this inversion
is not possible, rather than learning the two components p(x|y) and p(y)
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separately (Eq. 8.3), one may attempt to directly learn the joint distribution p(x, y) = p(x|y)p(y). To have this type of model, we can optimise the discriminator providing input pairs (x, y) rather than just
unpaired masks. As a result, would implicitly learn to approximate the
joint probability distribution of image-masks pairs, rather than the distribution of masks, and we would obtain a coherent causal description.
However, this approach also has several problems. In the first place, the
discriminator would be subject to pixel-intensity distribution shifts of x:
thus, we would move our problem from adapting ⌦ to the test images,
to that of adapting . Moreover, since the discriminator would need
paired data for training, we would not be able to use the framework in
semi-supervised settings where we have unpaired images and unpaired
segmentation masks (such as in the scenarios of non-identifiable distribution shift, described in Section 8.4.1).4
Another alternative to learning p(x|y) is to substitute it with a proxy
distribution. For example, we could learn p(x|y, R), where R is a residual
representation containing complementary information that is not present
in y and is necessary to go from a mask y to the respective image x and
thus break the one-to-many, many-to-one problem described above. In
this case, we would establish the relationship:
p(y|x) $ p(x|y, R)

p(y)
.
p(x)

(8.4)

An example of such a model is SDNet (previously discussed in Chapter 4), which uses the extracted mask and its residuals to reconstruct the
image5 , while also having an adversarial discriminator learning p(y).
We experimented with this framework to explore if reconstructing the
test samples during inference adds benefits during adaptation in terms of
performance and adaptation speed. Thus, we first included the adaptor ⌦ in
4 For completeness, we also conducted an experiment in fully-supervised learning,
where all the training images are associated to a segmentation mask and the discriminator
can learn the joint distribution. In this case, we observed that the discriminator was more
prone to overfit the training data, and its generalisation under distribution shifts got worse.
5 To be more precise, this holds assuming that the anatomy encoder of SDNet performs
a segmentation task and extracts y within the anatomical representation of a patient. For
the purpose of this experiment, we assume it is a reasonable approximation.
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Figure 47: The proposed approach in a causal setting. We add the adaptor
⌦ in front of SDNet to transform an image x ⇠ p(x) into its adapted version
x0 . During training, the SDNet encoder extracts the segmentation mask ỹ
and a residual representation R. A decoder uses both of them to reconstruct
the adapted image, predicting x̃0 ⇡ x0 . A mask discriminator learns to say
apart real segmentation masks from the predicted ones. At inference, we
perform Test-time Training by minimising the sum of the reconstruction cost
(computed comparing x0 and x̃0 ) and the adversarial loss (computed on the
predicted ỹ according to Equation 8.2).

front of SDNet (as shown in Figure 47). Then, we trained the full model
according to the SDNet training objectives, which include an adversarial
loss LA and a reconstruction loss LR .
The adversarial loss is the same we defined in Equation 8.2, and we
also followed the precautions discussed in Section 8.3.2.
We left the reconstruction term as in the original SDNet framework,
minimising the mean absolute error between an image and its reconstruction. However, we trained the model to reconstruct the adapted image x0 = ⌦(x) rather than the input x. We motivate this specific change
by observing that when there is a distribution shift between training and
inference data, the SDNet decoder may not be able to reconstruct the test
image correctly. On the contrary, after tuning ⌦ to the test image, the
SDNet can effectively reconstruct the adapted image x0 .6 We left the rest
of the SDNet model unchanged.
During inference, we fix the SDNet weights, and do Test-time Training to tune the adaptor on each patient. We set the number of TTT steps
niter as described in Section 8.3.4, and performed TTT in three different
6 An alternative to reconstructing x0 would be to introduce an “inverted” adaptor ⌦ 1
at the decoder output. However, this would require extra computational cost, and reconstructing x0 is simpler.
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Figure 48: Toward Causal Test-time Training. We compare the performance
of: a GAN before and after adversarial Test-time Training; the SDNet model
(discussed in Section 8.5.3); the SDNet after Test-time Training performed
minimising only a reconstruction cost (“+ Rec. TTT”), only an adversarial
cost (“+ Adv. TTT”) and their sum (“+ Adv. & Rec. TTT”). Bar plots report
average performance and standard errors.

settings:
• “SDNet + Rec. TTT”, where we do TTT using only the reconstruction loss LR ;
• “SDNet + Adv. TTT”, where we drive adaptation using only the
adversarial loss LA ;
• “SDNet + Adv. & Rec. TTT”, where we use the sum of the adversarial and the reconstruction cost Ltot = LA + LR , leading to a
consistent causal-driven adaptation.
For the experiments, we considered both the case of clearly identifiable distribution shifts (ACDC1.5→3T data) and non-identifiable shifts
(ACDC data). We report per-dataset results in terms of segmentation
quality in Figure 48.
From the figure, we observe that all three types of TTT improve SDNet performance, confirming that the framework is general and widely
applicable. In fact, both the adversarial discriminator and the decoder
used to reconstruct the image provide useful priors to drive the adaptation to the target image. There is only one experimental exception to this
result: the Hausdorff Distance of “SDNet + Adv. TTT” on ACDC1.5→3T
data. In this case, despite Dice and IoU scores increase, the Hausdorff
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Distance gets worse. We argue that this happens because the model
makes more errors in the most apical and basal slices of the heart7 : a
behaviour that we also observe for “GAN” and “GAN” + Adv. TTT”,
where the Hausdorff distance is high.
Analysing the contribution of the reconstruction loss in detail, we observe that it mainly helps when optimising the model on the training
data (i.e. before Test-time Training). In fact, if we compare the performance of SDNet with that of a GAN before TTT (“SDNet” vs “GAN”, in
Figure 48), we can see that there is a big improvement in all the metrics.
On the contrary, when we analyse the effect of LR during Test-time Training, we find that it only slightly affects the metrics (compare “SDNet +
Adv. TTT” vs “SDNet + Adv. & Rec. TTT”).
On the other hand, including LR during TTT has a bigger impact on
the test-time adaptation speed. In fact, we find that the number of TTT
iterations needed for convergence halves. Specifically, using only the
adversarial cost during TTT, the average optimal niter is 111 on ACDC,
and 206 on ACDC1.5→3T data. By including also the reconstruction cost
in TTT, the average number of TTT steps becomes 66 on ACDC and 119
on ACDC1.5→3T . Our results are also in line with recent findings arguing
that correct causal structures adapts faster (Bengio, Deleu, et al., 2020).
From the experiments we conclude that causal TTT, using the causal
structure herein, leads to marginal improvements in segmentation quality, but it makes adaptation to the test samples considerably faster.

8.5.4

Combining Adversarial TTT with Post-processing
Operations

Adversarial TTT should not be confused with post-processing operations
because it does not directly modify the predicted segmentation masks.
On the contrary, our approach lets the model adapt to the input image
and, as such, is compatible with post-processing techniques. Moreover,
7 By definition, the Hausdorff distance between two binary masks has the maximum
possible value (i.e. the image size) when one of the two masks is empty. In this case, even
one missed or one extra pixel in the apical and basal slices leads to high values of the metric,
making results worse.
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Figure 49: Compatibility with post-processing techniques (PostDAE and
CRF). Bar plots report average performance and standard errors.

contrary to standard post-processing operations, our method has the advantage that it can also learn from a continuous stream of data, as we
will show in the next section.
As examples, we consider two popular post-processing techniques.
First, we examine post-processing the predicted masks with Conditional
Random Fields (CRF), as in the DeepLab framework (Chen, Papandreou,
et al., 2017). We highlight that this approach adapts the predicted mask
to the image, while our method adapts the model to the image. Second,
we consider correcting the segmentation mistakes with a Denoising Autoencoder, as in PostDAE (Larrazabal et al., 2020). This method maps
a corrupted mask on a previously learned manifold of realistic masks
without considering the input image.
Figure 49 shows that our method can be combined with both techniques and, sometimes, even improves performance. In particular, we
find that PostDAE does not always help: probably because adversarial
TTT already adapts the model using a data-driven shape prior, so additional DAEs may be useless or even harmful. On the contrary, CRF
increases performance because it introduces a different type of prior
knowledge in the model (Zheng et al., 2015), from which the segmentor
can benefit (similar to what happens in model ensembling).
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Dataset

Adv. TTT

Continual

Dice (")

IoU (")

Hausdorff
(#)
Distance

ACDC

7
X
X

7
7
X

74.210
75.009
75.109

66.110
67.110
67.210

7.105
6.905
6.905

ACDC1.5→3T

7
X
X

7
7
X

77.009
78.408
78.608

68.909
70.408
70.608

5.202
5.002
4.902

Table 9: Online Continual Learning. We show that our model can continuously learn from a stream of test data, leading to gradually higher segmentation scores on the test samples. Numbers are average performance, with
standard deviation as subscript. Best results in bold.

8.5.5

Online Continual Learning

We now experiment with the possibility of using our method for Online
Continual Learning (Delange et al., 2021; Mai et al., 2021), i.e. learning
from a continuous stream of non-stationary data (in our case, data affected by distribution shifts). When learning from new data, the model
performance should increase in time. Moreover, as the model starts getting better on the test distribution, the need for TTT should decrease,
making test-time adaptation gradually faster.
We conducted experiments for both ACDC and ACDC1.5→3T , and report results in Table 9. In this continual learning scenario, we do not
restart TTT from zero when testing on a new image; on the contrary, we
simply continue the learning process from one test patient to the other.
Overall, we find that the segmentor benefits from learning on new
data, increasing test-time performance. More interestingly, the average
number of TTT steps needed for adaptation decreased from 322 to 315 on
ACDC data and from 120 to 114 on ACDC1.5→3T . This reduced number of
steps suggests that gradually introducing new knowledge into the model
lessens the need for adaptation, and the segmentor might be able to do
without TTT after a while.
We believe that learning without supervision on new test data is a
promising research avenue. However, there are still several challenges to
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solve, such as alleviating the risk of forgetting previous experience when
we continually learn with new data. To this end, it would be interesting to combine our method with other continual learning approaches in
the future. For example, Elastic Weight Consolidation (Kirkpatrick et al.,
2017) and Variational Continual Learning (Nguyen et al., 2018) penalise
big updates of the segmentor parameters after their initial optimisation,
and may help in the continual learning scenario (Mai et al., 2021).

8.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we demonstrated that by satisfying simple design assumptions, it is possible to re-use adversarial discriminators during inference. In particular, we re-used a mask discriminator to detect and
then correct segmentation mistakes made by a segmentor. The proposed
method is simple and can be applied to any GAN, potentially increasing
its test-time performance on the most challenging images. We showed
that reconstruction costs could complement the adversarial discriminator and improve inference speed. Moreover, the proposed framework
benefits from continual learning, making test-time inference more accurate and faster.
More broadly, the possibility of re-using adversarial discriminators
to correct generator errors may open opportunities even outside image
segmentation. Given their flexibility and the ability to learn data-driven
losses, GANs have been widely adopted in medical imaging, from domain adaptation to image synthesis tasks (Yi, Walia, and Babyn, 2019).
With improved architectures and regularisation techniques (Kurach et
al., 2019; Chu, Minami, and Fukumizu, 2020), we believe adversarial networks will be even more popular in the future. In this context, training
stable and re-usable discriminators opens opportunities for using flexible
data-driven losses at test time, making inference better. We will discuss
these and other promising research directions more in detail in the next
chapter, which concludes this manuscript.
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Chapter 9

Summary and Future
Directions
In this thesis, we presented deep learning methods for the segmentation of medical images. We discussed that collecting large-scale fullyannotated datasets is a challenging problem in medical imaging. Thus,
it is necessary to introduce regularisation: directly at the features representation level or indirectly, imposing prior-driven constraints on the
model predictions. In the following sections, we briefly summarise the
approaches developed to achieve this goal in the previous chapters. We
also discuss some limitations and future research avenues.

9.1

Summary

In this manuscript, we presented methods for learning with limited levels of supervision. In particular, we discussed how it is possible to use
prior knowledge about the patient anatomy to learn in semi-supervised,
weakly-supervised, and unsupervised (test-time) settings.
Motivated by reducing the dependency on annotations, we presented a disentanglement-based approach to regularise semi-supervised
segmentation learning in Chapter 4. We first illustrated how to decompose an image into anatomical and modality-specific components.
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Then, we presented a method for regularising these representations
to be temporally coherent in cardiac cine MRI, ultimately improving
semi-supervised segmentation quality. Our experiments showed that
disentangled methods are well suited for semi-supervised learning and
increase model robustness in a lack of labels. However, we also experimented that these frameworks can be challenging to train, in practice,
because they require carefully balancing several different losses. Moreover, when the number of available annotations increases, their training
does not necessarily improve model performance. On the other hand,
more straightforward methods, such as Generative Adversarial Networks, can offer simpler and effective alternatives for semi-supervised
learning.
In Chapter 5, we explored the use of GANs to learn data-driven shape
priors. We compared several GAN variants and found that adversarial
shape priors are useful regularisers for semi-supervised learning. In
general, we observed that GANs are harder to train when the training
images are too scarce but, provided a sufficient amount of data, they
become more stable and constantly improve semi-supervised performance. The chapter also explored several regularisation techniques and
presented a novel approach adding textures on top of the unpaired segmentation masks. In general, we found that adding continuous values
on top of the segmentation masks helps training better discriminators.
We believe that one of the key reasons why this helps is that continuous
values contribute to making the distribution observed by the discriminator broader, thus limiting its overfitting risk.
Aiming to overcome some of the limitations of GANs, such as the lack
of multi-scale consistency priors, Chapter 6 presented a novel multi-scale
GAN formulation that forces the segmentor to consider short-range and
long-range object dependencies and scale. As a result, the data-driven
shape prior introduced in the segmentor became much more effective,
increasing segmentation quality. The key to the model success was to
tightly couple a segmentor and a mask discriminator through adversarial conditioning of attention gates, helping to suppress scattered false
positives in the predicted masks. We showed that such a powerful shape
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prior helps recover missing information in semi-supervised and weaklysupervised learning. Finally, we also discussed that it would be interesting to explore the adversarial conditioning of attention gates in a broader
context, from image registration to synthesis tasks.
When it is not possible to include unpaired segmentation masks in the
training process, we can still introduce multi-scale consistency through
a self-supervised loss. We showed this in Chapter 7, removing the need
for adversarial discriminators and unpaired masks while accepting only
slight or no performance compromises.
Lastly, we observed that it can be useful to introduce shape priors at
inference, too. In fact, when the training data is not representative of the
test distribution, previously optimised segmentors may underperform
and produce unrealistic outputs. Detecting trivial mistakes is crucial for
medical applications, and it should be made possible. For this reason, in
Chapter 8, we showed that we can re-use shape priors learned by adversarial mask discriminators to detect and correct segmentation mistakes
at inference. This chapter also opened new research directions for comprehensive test-time usage of the already developed GAN components.

9.2

Future Directions

We believe that disentangled models, such as those presented in Chapter
4, have a great potential to increase model robustness when labels are
scarce. We also find that disentangled representations offer an intuitive
interpretation that is well suited for image generation and for learning
from multiple imaging modalities. However, disentanglement usually
needs to balance many supervised and unsupervised objectives, making
models hard to train. We argue that solving this limitation is crucial to
make this type of methods easier to develop and more broadly applicable. In this context, relying on architectural and data biases may reduce
the number of training objectives and lead to simpler models. Moreover, we believe that full disentanglement is not necessarily the best option as it can limit too much model flexibility, as also observed in Liu*,
Thermos*, et al., 2021. On the contrary, architectural biases may be less
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stringent and allow more expressiveness in the features space. However,
finding the right balance of biases remains an open research problem.
In Chapter 6 and 7, we highlighted that learning hierarchical dependencies in the object shapes increases model robustness on unseen data.
It would be interesting to devise disentanglement methods to obtain
modality-specific and anatomy-specific hierarchical factors, which can better capture the semantic information of the image (Vahdat and Kautz,
2020; Chai, Wulff, and Isola, 2021). For example, it would be exciting
to develop compositional decoders that, given an input representation,
process it in a disentangled and hierarchical manner, changing specific
portions of the reconstructed image while maintaining global coherence.
This would also be useful for data augmentation, or to fight dataset imbalance (Chai, Wulff, and Isola, 2021).
Finally, it would be nice to consider the temporal transformation predicted by the disentanglement method in Chapter 4 as acting at multiple
scales, similar to the registration method proposed by Krebs et al., 2019.
In the thesis, we widely adopted GANs to learn shape priors. As we
discussed, GAN discriminators learn flexible data-driven losses, but optimising GANs can still be challenging with limited data. Regularisation
techniques and architectural biases are promising research directions to
render GANs more stable and easy to use. Thanks to their ability to
learn data-driven losses, we believe GANs will not see their popularity
decrease. For this reason, methods re-using the previously learned loss
functions have great potential to help to validate the model predictions
in the real world, where distribution shifts may hamper segmentation
performance and where monitoring the correct functioning of the model
could be hard. Hence, we believe that exploring a broader application
context for methods such as those presented in Chapter 8 is a promising
research direction, potentially helpful even outside image segmentation
tasks. For example, it would be exciting to explore the re-use of discriminators trained for image generation and style transfer tasks. Similarly, we
find attractive the idea to ensemble discriminators obtained from multiple GANs or that have learned different types of losses.
Having a better understanding of the properties of the learned loss
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functions is also of crucial importance. Experiments in Chapter 6 showed
that using just a few unpaired masks was sufficient to learn an adequate
shape prior and regularise training in weakly supervised settings. A natural question arises whether the discriminator learns an expressive shape
prior-driven loss or it would only learn proxies, such as object compactness and approximated object size, should it be sufficient for training.
In this context, it would be fascinating to explore the use of invertible
mask discriminators. This type of discriminators would encourage the
features extracted before its last fully connected layer to maintain all the
available information of the input, thus ensuring semantically rich representations. In this case, the training signals for the segmentor may
become of a higher quality and maybe lead to better models. Invertible
discriminators may also benefit more from discriminator data augmentation, thanks to equivariant (rather than invariant) learning.
Deepening our understanding of the type of loss function that adversarial discriminators can learn is especially relevant for medical applications, where interpretability is important. Thus we must ask: does
the adversarial framework introduce unexpected biases? And: how do model
architecture, optimisation strategy, and data affect the training of the GAN generator? Being aware of these biases is extremely important to understand
the framework’s limitations, especially for adversarial Test-time Training, where the discriminator could potentially make the model perform
worse. For example, how would mask discriminators behave when there
is only one labelled pixel in the predicted mask? Would they push the
generator to suppress it or enlarge it? Addressing these questions is not
trivial, and we believe that introducing more context (e.g., spatial coordinates, adjacent slices, image intensity) could be beneficial. Thus, it
would be interesting to tune the discriminator behaviour to correctly address ambiguous cases, both in training and inference. It would also be
exciting to develop advanced techniques to weigh the adversarial contribution based on specific environmental factors, such as patient age,
pathology or slice position. In this context, integrating vision and text
data with multi-modal frameworks could be a successful strategy, too.
Hence, we believe Visual Reasoning and Causal Learning could play an
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important role in learning data-driven losses and fully exploit contextual
information for model predictions.
On the segmentor side, another exciting opportunity resides in mixing strategies developed in multiple learning paradigms and for different
machine learning problems. For example, methods developed for Natural Language Processing (such as Transformers, Vaswani et al., 2017,
Caron et al., 2021) have recently been applied with success in vision
tasks, too. We think that a closer collaboration between domain experts
will foster computer vision progress even further.
Lastly, while we presented methods for the segmentation of twodimensional images, we envision their extension to segment 3D volumes. In fact, several medical imaging modalities, such as MRI and CT,
provide three-dimensional information about the patient. Compared
to the two-dimensional segmentation we focused on, 3D views benefit
from additional contextual information to segment challenging images.
However, 3D models still have several challenges to solve. First, the
effective dataset size decreases because, in contrast to two-dimensional
models, each subject 3D volume constitutes a single training sample
rather than multiple 2D images. Moreover, the use of 3D convolutional
layers significantly increases the number of parameters. As a result, preventing the risk of model overfitting becomes more challenging. In this
context, self-supervised and transfer learning could play an important
role to improve data efficiency. Similarly, research in Few-shot Learning
(Wang, Yao, et al., 2020) is going through lots of progress, and it could
provide effective training strategies also for 3D object segmentation.
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Appendix A

Experimental Details of
Chapter 5
A.1

Experimental Details of Section 5.2 and 5.3

In the following, we detail the architectures and the optimisation strategy
used for the experiments in Section 5.2 and 5.3.

A.1.1

Model Architectures

The GAN consists in a Segmentor and a Discriminator neural networks.
We detail each of them below.
Segmentor We use a UNet segmentor (Ronneberger, Fischer, and Brox,
2015). The UNet has an auto-encoding architecture, where the encoder
extracts feature maps at multiple depth levels and propagates them to
the decoder using skip connections and a concatenation operation. The
convolutional layers have 3 ⇥ 3 ⇥ k filters, with k equal to the number
of input channels. After each convolutional layer, we apply batch normalisation (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) and use a ReLU activation function.
The number of filters for each layer follows the series 32, 64, 128, 256,
512 for each depth level of the encoder, respectively. The decoder has a
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symmetrical structure.
The segmentor output consists in a convolutional layer with c kernels
having size 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ k, where k is the number of input channels, and c
is the number of possible classes to segment, including the background.
The layer output is then processed using a softmax function, which maps
the values to a probabilistic range for each object class.
Discriminator For each depth level d, a convolutional layer processes
the input using 4⇥4⇥k filters and stride of 2, where k are the input channels. The number of filters is the same as in the segmentor encoder (i.e.
32, 64, 128, 256, 512, for depth d, respectively). A second convolutional
layer compresses the features maps using 12 kernels with size 1 ⇥ 1 ⇥ k.
We use tanh activation function for both layers. Finally, a fully connected
layer integrates the high-level features extracted from the input and produces an output scalar, which we use to compute the adversarial loss.
In Section 5.2, we stabilise the training process using: i) spectral normalisation (Miyato et al., 2018); ii) instance noise (Sønderby et al., 2017)
with zero mean and 0.2 standard deviation; and iii) label noise with 10%
flipping probability (Salimans et al., 2016). In in Section 5.3, we only
use spectral normalisation and the regularisation technique explicitely
described in the chapter.

A.1.2

Optimisation

We use Adam optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), learning rate of 0.0001,
and batch size of 12 to minimise the training cost. Training proceeds until
convergence according to an early stopping criterion on a validation set.
The criterion stops training when the supervised cost between groundtruth and predicted masks stops decreasing.
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Appendix B

Additional Experiments
and Results of Chapter 6
B.1

Dice score and Hausdorff Distance for Single Anatomical Regions

We report Dice score and Hausdorff Distance (HD, in pixels) for each
organ of the medical datasets in Table 10, 11, 12, 13. Results consider
training the segmentors with half of the weakly annotated train set (see
Section 6.4.1). Notice that the average of the Dice score obtained for a
method across classes is different from the multi-class Dice score (Crum,
Camara, and Hill, 2006) reported in Table 6. In fact, given a multi-class
segmentation mask y and the prediction ỹ:
c

1 X 2|ỹi · yi |
2|ỹ · y|
6=
,
c i=1 |ỹi | + |yi |
|ỹ| + |y|
where i refers to each class and c is the number of classes.
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Dice
Model
UNetPCE
UNetWPCE
UNetCRF
TS-UNetCRF
PostDAE
UNetD
ACCL
Ours

HD

RV

MYO

LV

RV

MYO

LV

69.311
56.313
59.014
27.210
55.612
40.415
73.510
75.212

76.406
67.506
66.106
40.808
66.707
59.708
79.705
81.705

84.207
78.409
76.609
47.912
80.607
75.309
87.806
87.905

84.729
120.516
117.820
133.912
103.418
33.510
26.124
22.727

79.523
99.613
103.211
111.909
88.712
25.712
28.825
26.830

74.428
97.414
99.613
115.610
80.615
25.214
16.620
25.227

Table 10: Dice score and Haussdorff distance (HD) for single organs
in ACDC. Abbreviations are as follows: RV: right ventricle, MYO: myocardium, LV: left ventricle.

Dice

HD

Model

MYO

MYO

UNetPCE
UNetWPCE
UNetCRF
TS-UNetCRF
PostDAE
UNetD
ACCL
Ours

62.309
59.107
60.408
50.507
58.607
31.709
65.908
65.508

55.728
52.423
53.027
93.427
47.522
44.720
24.019
27.525

Table 11: Dice score and Haussdorff distance (HD) for single organs in
LVSC. MYO stands for myocardium.
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Dice
Model
UNetPCE
UNetWPCE
UNetCRF
TS-UNetCRF
PostDAE
UNetD
ACCL
Ours

HD

L

RK

LK

S

L

RK

LK

S

43.507
42.509
37.309
41.112
32.807
60.205
65.012
64.007

21.304
29.202
20.006
13.204
57.907
46.410
57.306
68.506

9.103
16.602
16.304
6.202
57.106
46.906
49.409
59.609

25.907
25.705
27.913
16.506
58.411
41.312
51.214
39.708

133.501
121.301
119.210
110.618
100.113
59.902
35.3,12
62.005

157.104
114.503
148.904
157.704
192.000
93.537
178.319
27.413

151.701
154.601
148.406
153.805
184.806
151.003
85.0,04
34.703

133.807
128.701
101.808
163.808
192.000
123.103
100.918
60.827

Table 12: Dice score and Haussdorff distance (HD) for single organs in
CHAOS-T1. Abbreviations are as follows: L: liver, RK: right kidney, LK:
left kidney, S: spleen.

Dice
Model
UNetPCE
UNetWPCE
UNetCRF
TS-UNetCRF
PostDAE
UNetD
ACCL
Ours

HD

L

RK

LK

S

L

RK

LK

S

48.408
55.609
48.009
44.510
43.407
63.604
63.210
56.306

23.905
31.504
26.415
7.003
57.907
53.010
42.810
68.607

9.702
28.403
19.903
6.403
57.506
45.008
46.509
61.409

27.707
32.210
32.912
18.405
58.411
34.110
56.512
44.208

133.101
106.009
117.211
90.814
76.412
52.806
47.318
65.703

155.904
129.904
151.104
157.604
192.000
127.723
77.436
44.612

151.301
135.902
141.109
154.505
190.203
108.501
94.729
40.018

114.609
101.003
91.011
157.308
192.000
113.006
98.344
63.627

Table 13: Dice score and Haussdorff distance (HD) for single organs in
CHAOS-T2. Abbreviations are as follows: L: liver, RK: right kidney, LK:
left kidney, S: spleen.
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B.2

Results on ACDC Evaluation Platform

In Table 14 we report metrics obtained after training on all the available
ACDC data and testing on 50 extra patients using the online evaluation
platform.1
Dice

HD

Cardiac Phase

RV

MYO

LV

RV

MYO

LV

End-diastole
End-systole

89
84

81
84

93
88

16.6
20.3

45.3
44.2

20.9
27.1

Table 14: Dice score and Haussdorff distance (HD) of the proposed approach trained on all the available ACDC data, and tested on 50 extra patients using the challenge server. Note that the server does not provide information about the standard deviation, nor a higher precision for the Dice
score. Abbreviations are as follows: RV: right ventricle, MYO: myocardium,
LV: left ventricle.

B.3

The Effect of the Dynamic Loss Weighting

As we discussed in Section 6.3.3, we optimise the loss function:
L = a0 LSU P + a1 VLS (⌃),
We argue that, for a proper model convergence, it is important to prevent that during training one contribution prevails over the other. Thus,
we suggest maintaining a fixed ratio between the amplitude of supervised and adversarial contributions using a dynamic value for a0 :
a0 =

kVLS (⌃)k
,
kLSU P k

Empirically, if we remove the dynamic scaling and leave a0 = 1, we
observe a performance decrease, and obtain a Dice score of 71.6% (6.5%)
1 https://acdc.creatis.insa-lyon.fr/#challenges.
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on the test set. In particular, this happens because in the initial stages
of training the supervised loss is the largest, while the adversarial loss
becomes the main loss contribution during the final learning stages. As
a result, the model ends its training relying more on the adversarial cost
than the supervised one, and performance decreases.

B.4

Fully Supervised Learning

We conducted experiments to analyse model performance when it is
trained with mask supervision rather than with scribbles. We report results in Table 15. As can be seen from the table, the same model works
well with full supervision, and it improves performance when training
with masks, rather than when using only scribble annotations.
We highlight that we conducted these experiments while keeping exactly the same framework and hyperparameters. It is possible that the choice
of better hyperparameters could further improve the reported numbers
(for example, changing the learning rate). However, since our scope is
not related to training with full supervision, we don’t investigate this
further.
Dataset
Supervision

ACDC

LVSC

CHAOS-T1

CHAOS-T2

PPSS

Scribbles
Masks

84.304
84.302

65.508
68.807

56.805
65.703

57.804
65.902

74.604
76.904

Table 15: Training our method with scribbles and with mask supervision.
We report the Dice average (standard deviation as subscript) obtained on
the test data for each dataset.

B.5

Additional Figures

We report examples of segmentation failures for the proposed approach
and for the benchmark models in Figure 50.
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LVSC

CHAOS-T1

CHAOS-T2

PPSS

True

Ours

ACCL

UNetD

PostDAE TS-UNetCRF

UNetCRF

UNetWPCE

UNetPCE

Input

ACDC

Figure 50: Example of model failures. In both ACDC and LVSC, the apical and the basal slices of the heart are the hardest to segment, due to
intrinsic uncertainty of the cardiac boundaries, resulting in over/undersegmentations in all the models. For CHAOS, we show that all models make
mistakes when the organ boundaries have low contrast, though our model
preserves realistic outputs. In PPSS, we show that occlusions make the segmentation task harder; for example, if two people overlap, all model will
try to segment both people, rather than only one.
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Appendix C

Additional Experiments
and Results of Chapter 8
C.1

Discriminator: Convergence and Memorisation

We report examples of the training and validation losses for the GAN
discriminator (·). We use a Least-square GAN, whose discriminator
loss to minimise is:
VLS ( ) =

1
Ey⇠Y [( (y)
2|
{z

1
1)2 ] + Ex⇠X [( (⌃(x)) + 1)2 ],
{z
}
} 2|

(C.1)

loss on fake samples

loss on real samples

where +1 and 1 are the labels for real and fake (generated) images, respectively, and 0 is the equilibrium value.
We report examples of convergence modes in Figure 51 and Figure 52.
We show losses on the training set on the left, losses on the validation set
on the right. Observe that
despite the single loss components have
different values the total loss VLS ( ) on the validation set is the same
in both cases.
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GAN convergence mode - Equilibrium
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Figure 51: At convergence, the discriminator reaches an equilibrium stage
where it always predicts the value 0, equidistant from the true and the fake
labels. As a result, losses converge to the equilibrium value 1.0 both for train
and validation.

GAN convergence mode - Memorisation
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Figure 52: At convergence, the discriminator shows signals of memorisation. The discriminator memorises the real training images, and it predicts
the label fake (i.e. the value -1) for any other case. During validation, the fake
images are still classified correctly, while the real ones are classified as fake
and the associated loss converges to the value of 2.0.
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